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(ABSTRACT)
'

Auditors are encountering more and more computerized accounting appIica—

tlons as the pervaslveness of computing technology lncreases in business.

Auditors therefore need to adapt their audit approaches in the face of the

changes caused by the new technology.

The AICPA has addressed the issue by requirlng auditors to consider the na-

ture of the data processing system ln their client environments when planning

the audits. Speclalists, if necessary, are recommended to be brought in as partU
of the audit team in audits involving computerized accounting applications.

The lmplicit assumptlon behind this is that the specialists would make

“better” iudgments ln auditlng computerized systems than non-specialists. A
Q

need was seen to compare the iudgments of specialists and non—specialists in

evaluating controls in a simple computerized environment.

‘
The results indlcate that while both specialists and non—specialists have a high

degree of consensus, a significant difference existed between the two groups

of auditors. Both groups of auditors exhibited high reliability and self-insights.



Experienced non-specialists had lower consensus than specialists while inex-

perienced non-specialists had lower reliability than specialists. Firm affiliation

effects were noted for the non—speciaIists in their consensus scores. Unlike

previous studies, segregation of duties cue did not account for a maiority of

the variance In judgments. This cue was considered important only by the ex-

perienced non-speclalists. A need was seen for further reseach into how the

difference ln consensus affects subsequent audit program planning.
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. Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Nature of the Problem

The continuous decllne in the unit cost of computing power has enabled many

buslnesses to computerize their accounting systems.' Consequently, external

independent auditors frequently encounter clients with significant computer-

ized accounting applications! A survey of one large accounting firm’s clients

found that about seventy percent had significant computerized accounting ap-

plications} Because the number of computers installed in the United States

' E. G. Jancura, “Widespread Computerization and Automation of Business Oper-
ations,” The Woman CPA, July 1986, p. 14.

* R. K. Elliot, “Unique Audit Methods: Peat Marwick lnternational," Auditing: A Jour-
nal of Practice and Theory, Spring 1983, p. 2.

= lbid.
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has doubled every three years since 1960*, most audit firms, small or large,

are likely to encounter computerized accounting applications in their audits.

The lncreased use of computers. In accounting applications requires auditors

to adiust their approaches and procedures to be effective and efficient} The

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) has expressed the _

need for auditors to understand the nature of data processing complexities in

their cIients’ organizations by lssulng Statements on Auditing Standards (SAS)

No.3 and 48. In SAS 3, Issued in 1974, the AICPA required auditors to include

the EDP portions of the system In their study and evaluation of internal con-

trols.' SAS 3 included a description of how EDP systems affected internal con-

trols and, in general terms, how an auditor should study and evaluate the

controls in EDP systems. ln 1984 the AICPA Issued SAS 48 which superseded

SAS 3 and requires auditors, In the planning phase of the audit, to include

conslderation of the methods used by their clients to process significant ac-

counting information! The AICPA In SAS 48 also recommends that auditors

seek the help of a specialist if specialized skills are needed to determine the

effect of computer processing on the audit.

* D. R. Carmichael and J. J. Willingham, Perspectives in Auditing, Fourth Edition
(New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1985), p. 308. „

° A. F. Borthick, “Audlt Implicatlons of Information Systems,” The CPA Journal, April
1986, p. 40.

' AICPA, Statement on Auditing Standards No. 3 (New York: AICPA, 1974).

' AICPA, Statement on Auditing Standards No. 48, The Effect of Computer Processing
on the Examination of Financial Statements (New York: AICPA, July 1984).
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Some of the larger accountlng firms, such as Arthur Young & Co. (AY) Coopers

& Lybrand (C & L), and Peat Marwick Main & Co.(PMM), have designated

specialists who evaluate the control risks in cIients’ EDP systems. The com-

monly used designation for these specialists is Computer Audit Specialists

(CASs). The general background of the CASs differs from firm to firm. For

instance, C & L prefers to hire computer graduates and train them in account-

ing and audlting, while PMM trains specialists from the auditing personnel

within the firm. PMM has three levels of computer specialists: Computer

Processing Specialists, who are typically staff level accountants; CASs, who

have had more training and experience in computer auditing; and Senior

CASs, managers and senior managers with extensive training and experience

in computer auditing!

The implicit assumption supporting the use of CASs is that CASs will demon-

strate more expertise than the non-specialists (NSs) in all areas of computer

auditing. While one research study examined the expertise of CASs decision

behavior in advanced computer environments,' no empirical study has con-

trasted CASs ludgments with those of NSs in simple computer environments.

While audit firms have no hesitation in bringing in specialists in advanced

computer environments, as per the recommendatlons in SAS 48, in simpler

' Elliot, “Unique Audlt Methods,” p. 3.

' S. F. Biggs, W. F. Messier, Jr., and J. V. Hansen,
“A

Descrlptive Analysis of Com-
puter Audit Specialists’ Decision—Making Behavior in Advanced Computer Envi-
ronments,” Auditing: A Journal of Practice & Theory, Spring 1987, pp. 1-21.
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computlng envlronments they may not perceive the need for specialists. lf dif-

ferences exist between the judgments of CASs and NSs at this level also, the

need for more detailed guidance from the AICPA to avoid any over or under-

reliance of computer controls by NSs may be indicated. This study compares

the iudgments made by CASs with NSs in the assessment of control risks in

computerized accounting applications. Differences in the iudgments made by

the two groups will suggest further research is needed to evaluate which

group’s ludgments are superior. Negliglble differences in the judgments made

by the two groups will suggest that the use of specialists may not be that cru-

cial in all computerized applications.

1.2 Significance of. the Problem ‘

Auditors have had problems complying with SAS 3 and SAS 48. In a 1977

survey of New York CPAs, an overwhelming maiority of the independent audi-

tors expressed an unwillingness to acquire the prerequisite computer know-

ledge needed to conduct audits of computer-based accounting systems."' A

survey of the accounting practitioners conducted by the New York State Soci-

ety Committee on Computer Usage and Data Processing in early 1981 re-

vealed 55 percent of the respondents had not answered a question dealing

'° M. J. Cerullo, “Computer Knowledge and Expertise of Public Accountantsßf The
e National Public Accountant, December 1977, pp. 32-38.
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with compliance with SAS 3.** Of those responding, 33 percent indicated they

had difficulty complying with SAS 3. A 1985 survey found that auditors dealing

with computerized accounting applications may not be calling in a specialist

as part of the audit team as recommended in SAS 48.**

Understanding the nature of the data processing system and the control

structure ls Important with respect to evaluating internal control. The AICPA,

in SAS 20, requires the auditor to communicate to management and the board

of dlrectors or audit commlttee any material weakness ln Internal accounting

control identified during an examination of financial statements made in ac-

cordance with generally accepted auditing standards.** ln the case of Adams

vs Standard Knlttlng Mill Inc, PMM was held negligent for failure to reveal

signiflcant EDP weaknesses in their cllent’s system of internal controIs.*‘ This

judgment “... clearly lndicates that the professional accountant will soon be

forced to place more emphasis on EDP controls when carrying out the audit

functlon.”*'

** J. D. Green, "Management Advisory Services: Computers and the Profession," The
CPA Journal, April 1982, pp. 85-86.

** L. D. Vansyckle,
“A

Critical Evaluation of CPA’s Performance of Internal Control
Review of EDP Systems ln Conformance with Generally Accepted Auditing Stand-
ards," Ph.D Dissertation, University of Kentucky, 1985.

** AICPA, Statement on Auditing Standards No. 20, Communication of Material Weak-
nesses ln Internal Accounting Control (New York, NY: AICPA, 1977).

*‘
J. O. Mason, Jr. and J. J. Davies, "Legal lmplications of EDP Deficiencies," The
CPA Journal, May 1977, pp. 21-24.

*‘
lbid., p. 23.

U

·
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1.3 Contribution of the Study

With extensive computerization of accounting systems by clients, all auditors

will be dealing with these computerized systems in the near future. The short-

age of speclallsts and the reluctance of auditors to increase their costs suggest

that more and more auditors will be conducting audits without the assistance

of the speclalists. Thus, a comparison of the iudgments made by specialists

and non-speciallsts, especially in simple computer environments, will be of

interest to the profession. NSs may not percelve much of a difference in simple

computer environments from manual systems which may lead them to either

place more reliance on computer controls than they should or not rely on the

controls at all. lf a difference exists between iudgments of CASs and NSs in

_ such cases, there ls potential for loss of credibility and legal liability when

audits are conducted without the assistance of CASs. A description of the

CASs' iudgment formation processes, especially in terms of the control factors

perceived important by them, may enable the lssuance of guidelines for aiding

non-specialists in planning audits of computerized accounting systems.

Introduction 6



1.4 Research Methods and Procedures

The study utilizes correlational analyses and ANOVA procedures to identify

and investigate the differences in the judgments made by the two groups of

auditors - specialists and non-specialists. The policy capturing form of

Brunswik’s Lens model‘° is utilized to build linear models of each subjects’

decision model. The pattern of cue usage of each auditor in each group and

the degree of self-insight exhibited by each auditor is also examined.

The subiects for the study, practicing auditors from large, international ac-

countlng firms in various cities along the East Coast, assessed control risks in

each of twenty-one situations. The situations represented a one-half fractional

replication of five manipulated control factors, with four repeat cases to

measure the reliability of each auditor's assessments, and one case to estab-

Ilsh the ceiling level of assessment (anchor) for each auditor. Responses of

the auditors to the situations, and to self-insight and debriefing questionnaires,

were used in correlational analysis to assess the degree of consensus, reli-

ability and self-inslght exhibited by each auditor. ANOVA procedures were

used to investigate the differences between the two groups of auditors and to

study the cue usage of the auditors.

" R. H. Ashton, Human Information Processing in Accounting, Studies in Accounting
Research No. 17 (Sarasota, FL: AAA, 1982), p. 15.
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A pilot test was conducted prior to the data collection stage to ensure that the

research instrument had minimum ambiguity.

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation

The developments in auditing due to the effect of computerization of account-

ing systems are reviewed in Chapter ll. The issuance of auditing standards,

especially pertaining to internal controls and the effect of computers on

internal controls, is considered as part of this development. Research into

auditor iudgments in internal control evaluatlons are reviewed in Chapter III.

The specific obiectives of this study and the research hypotheses are also

outllned. Research methods and procedures, including the development of

the research instrument, the administration of the instrument, the analytica!

mode! used for the study, and the statistical analyses employed are discussed

in Chapter lV. The results of the study are analyzed and summarized in

Chapter V. The findings and implications of the study, as well as recommen-

dations for future research, are discussed in Chapter VI.

Introduction 8



Chapter 2

Developments Relating to lntemal Control

Evaluations

2.1 Evolution of Internal Control Evaluations

„ A survey of the literature pertaining to the early history of auditing was con-

· ducted by Brown." He reports that there is nothing concerning the exlstence

of lntemal controls until this century." One of the first discussions of a Iinkage

between audit programs and internal controls was in a leading auditing book

" G. R. Brown, “Changing Audit Objectives and Techniques," The Accounting
Review, October 1962. PP. 696-703.

" For a complete review of the history of auditing, see also W. J. Read, “ModelIing
Auditor Judgment in Non·StatisticaI SampIing," Ph.D Dissertation, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute & State University, 1984.

Developments Relating to lntemal Control Evaluations 9



of the early 1900’s, where it was recommended that "... a proper system of

internal check [will] frequently obviate the necessity of detailed [audit]."‘° In

the revised and enlarged 1917 edition of this book, this assertion was ex-

panded to note that:

lf the auditor has satisfied himself that the system of internal check is
adequate, he will not attempt to duplicate work which has been properly
performed by some one else?

However, ln actual practice auditors were not linking an appraisal of internal

controls to the extent of testing? One reason may have been that professional

standards and formalized guidance for reviews of internal accounting controls

did not exist. It was not until 1929 that the American Institute of Accountants

(AIA) formally recognized the importance of appraising the effectiveness of

internal control. In its bulletin titled Verification of Financial Statements, the

Institute stated in the preface:

the scope of the work indicated in these instructions includes a verifica-
tion of the assets and liabilities of a business enterprise at a given date;
a verification of the profit and loss account for the period under review
and, incidentally, an examination of the accounting system for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the effectiveness of the internal check (emphasis
added)... The extent of the verification will be determined by the condi-
tions of each concern?

" L. R. Dicksee, Auditing, ed. R. H. Montgomery (New York: Ronald Press Co., 1905), _
p 54.

*° R. H. Montgomery, Audlting: Theory and Practice, 2nd ed. (New York: Ronald Press
Co., 1917), p. 50.

*‘
Brown, “Changing Audit Objectives,” p. 698.

P G. Cochrane, “The Auditor’s Report: Its Evolution in the U.S.A," The Accountant,
November 4, 1950, p. 451.
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2.2 Deünition of Internal Control

ln the 1936 version, the AIA stated in the pamphlet that it:

deals with the accountant’s examination of the balance sheet of a
business enterprise at a specified date and of the profit and loss and
surplus accounts for the period under review, and also with his review
of the accounting procedure for the purpose of ascertaining the ac-
counting principles followed and the adequacy of the system of internal
check and controI.'°

Internal control was defined as “... those measures and methods adopted

within the organization itself to safeguard the cash and other assets of the

company as well as to check the clerical accuracy of the bookkeeping.""

2.3 Formation of Committee on Auditing Procedure

Recognizing the changes in the environment, the AIA also formed the com-

mittee on auditing procedure to review auditing procedures and related

questions at this time. One of the first statements issued by the committee,

Statement on Auditing Procedure 1, Extensions of Auditing Procedure, pre-

sented some of the underlying concepts of the profession that later became a

“
American Institute of Accountants, Examination of Financial Statements by lnde·
pendent Public Accountants (New York: AIA, 1936), p. 1.

“
lbid, p. 8.
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framework for generally accepted auditing standards. One of the concepts

stated:
lt is the duty of the independent auditor to review the system of internal
check and accounting control so as to determine the extent to which he
considers that he ls entitled to rely upon it.*°

The Securities and Exchange Commission also recognized the importance of

the auditor’s evaluation of internal control, and stated in Regulation S—X, is-

sued in 1940, that the independent auditor was permitted to give due consid-

eration “to an Internal system of audit regularly maintained by means of

auditors employed on the registrant’s own staft.”*' In the amended Regulation

S-X in 1941, the Commission reiterated that “in determining the scope of the

audit necessary, appropriate consideration shall be given to the adequacy of

the system of lntemal check and control."*7

In 1947 the commlttee on audlting procedure lssued a special report, titled

Tentative Statement on Auditing Standards - Their Generally Accepted Signif-

icance and Scope, which defined auditing standards grouped as (1) general

standards, (2) standards of field work, and (3) standards of reporting.

The second standard of field work was stated as:
*° American Institute of Accountants, “Extensions of Auditing Procedure," Journal of

Accountancy, December 1939, p. 379.

*' Securities and Exchange Commission, Regulation S-X, Form and Content of Finan-
cial Statements (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1941), p. 3.*7 Ibid. _

Developments Relaxlng to lnlernal Control Evaluation: I2



There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the existing internal
control as a basis for reliance thereon and for the determination of the
resultant extent of the tests to which auditing procedures are to be re-
stricted.'°

The membership of the Institute approved the report in September 1948.

2.4 Accounting Controls and Administrative Controls

In 1949, the committee published the results of an analytical study that was

“directed particularly to the consideration of the nature and characteristics of

internal control ...”.” Internal control was defined in this statement as:

Internal control comprises the plan of the organization and all of the co-
ordinate methods and measures adopted within a business to safeguard '
its assets, check the accuracy and reliability of its accounting data, pro-
mote operational efficiency, and encourage adherence to prescribed
managerial pollcies. This definition possibly is broader than the meaning
sometimes attributed to the term. lt recognizes that a "system" of
internal control extends beyond those matters which relate directly to the
functions of the accounting and financial departments. Such a system
might include budgetary control, standard costs, periodic operating re-
ports, statistical analyses and the dissemination thereof, a training pro-
gram designed to aid personnel in meeting their responsibilities, and an
internal audit staff to provide additional assurance to management as to
the adequacy of its outlined procedures and the extent to which they are
being effectively carried out. It properly comprehends activities in other
fields as, for example, time and motion studies which are of an engi-

" American Institute of Accountants, Tentative Statement of Audlting Standards ·Their Generally Accepted Significance and Scope (New York, NY: AIA, 1947), p. 11.

*° American Institute of Accountants, Internal Control: Elements ol a Coordinated
System and Its importance to Management and the Independent Pub/ic Accountant
(New York, NY: AIA, 1949), p. 5.
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neering nature, and use of quality controls through a system of in-
_ spection which fundamentally is a production function.°°

Because the above definition was not easily understood by the auditors, the

commlttee issued Statement on Auditing Procedure 29 in 19583* This state-

ment described two kinds of internal control, administrative and accounting

controls. Accounting controls were defined as "... methods and procedures

that are concemed mainly with the safeguarding of assets and the reliability

of the financial records."°* Administrative controls were “... all methods and

procedures that concemed mainly with operational efficiency and adherence

to managerial poIicles..."3° The commlttee indicated that accounting controls

directly affected the reliability of financial records, while administrative con-

trols related only lndlrectly, and hence accounting controls would require

evaluation by auditors, while administrative controls would not require evalu-

ation, except in particular circumstances3‘

The detinitions of accounting and administrative controls were revised in the

Statement on Auditing Procedure 54 issued in·1972:

Administrative control includes, but ls not limited to, the plan of organ-
ization and the procedures and records that are concemed with the de-

°° Ibid., p. 6.

°* T. J. Mock and J. L. Turner, Internal Accounting Control Evaluation and Auditor
Judgment (New York: AICPA, 1981), p. 9.

‘*
AICPA, Statement on Auditing Procedure 29, Scope of the Independent Auditor’s
Review of Internal Control (New York: AICPA, 1958), sec. 5.

°° lbid.
“

Ibid, sec. 6.
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_ cision processes leading to management’s authorization of transactions.
Such authorization is a management function directly associated with the
responsibility for achieving the obiectives of the organization and is the
starting point for establishing accounting control of transactions.

Accounting control comprises the plan of organization and the proce-
dures and records that are concerned with the safeguarding of assets
and the reliability of financial records and consequently are designed to
provide reasonable assurance that:

1. Transactions are executed in accordance with management’s general
or specific authorization.

2. Transactions are recorded as necessary (1) to permit preparation of
financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles or any other criterla applicable to such statements and (2)
to maintain accountability for assets.

3. Access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s
authorization.

4. The recorded accountability for assets ls compared with the existing
assets at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with
respect to any difference.?

The commlttee again reiterated that accounting controls, and not administra-

tive controls, needed to be evaluated by the auditors. A summary of the

changes ln the importance of internal controls over time is given in Table 1.

2.5 Audit Risk and Control Risk

In 1983, the AICPA lssued SAS 47 titled Audit Risk and Materiality in Con-

ducting an Audit. SAS47 provides “... guldance on the consideration of audit

risk and materlality when planning and performing an examination of financial

°° AICPA, Statement on Auditing Procedure 54, The Auditor’s Study and Evaluation
of Internal Control (New York.· AICPA, 1972), Sec. 27-28.
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Table 1. Changes ln the Importance of Intemal controls

Period Stated Audit Extent of Importance of
Objectives Verification Internal Controls

Ancient ~ Detection of Detailed Not recognized
1850 fraud

1850 - Detection of Primarily Not recognized
1905 fraud and detailed

clerical errors tests

1905 - Determinatlon of Detailed an Slight
1933 faimess of reported other testin recognition

financial position,
Detection of fraud
and errors

1933 — Detection of Various Awakening of
1940 falrness of reported Testing interest

financial position,
Detection of fraud
and errors .

1940 - Determination of Various Substantial
1983 faimess of reported Testing emphasis

financial position

1983 - Determinatlon of Various Substantial
Present falrness of reported Testing emphasis, °

financial position combined with
risk assessment

Adapted from: G. R. Brown, “Changing Audit Objectives and .
Techniques,”
The Accounting Review, October 1962, °
p. 697.
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statements ln accordance with generally accepted auditing standards."' Audit

risk is defined as “... the risk that the auditor may unknowingly fail to appro-

priately modify [his] opinion on financial statements that are materially mis-

stated.”°’ Auditors should plan the audit so that the audit risk would be limited

to a low level.°° At the individual account balance or class of transactions level,

three components of audit risk are defined:

•
lnherent risk - The susceptibility of a balance or class to error that could

be material, when aggregated, assuming there were no related internal

accounting controls (IAC).
•

Control risk - The risk that errors that could occur in a balance or class and

that it could be material when aggregated, will not be prevented or de-

tected on a timely basis by the system of IAC.
•

Detection rlsk - The risk that an auditor’s procedures will lead to the con-

clusion that material errors do not exist when in fact such errors exist.°°

ln every specific audit engagement, the auditor will decide what level of indi-

vidual audit risk is approprlate.‘° A iudgment of lnherent risk and control risk

°' AICPA, Statement on Auditing Standard 47, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conduct-
ing an Audit (New York: AICPA, 1983), p. 1.

=' Ibid.

°° Ibid., p. 3.

°* Ibid., p. 7.
‘°

J. L. Colbert, “Audit Risk - Tracing the Evolution,” Accounting Horizons, September
1987, p. 50.
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ls then made." In practice, since auditors have problems differentiating be-

tween Inherent and control risks, a joint assessment of these two risks is

made, which ls allowed by SAS 47.**

2.6 Effect of Computers on Internal Controls

The introduction of electro-mechanical systems in the early 1930’s prompted

interest in their effect on auditing. As early as 1940, Leon E. Vannais, a CPA

in Connecticut, stated:

1. Auditing is essentially a matter of judgment.
2. This judgment should be based on knowledge. ln the punched card

field, knowledge must include both the possibilities and the limita-
tlons of punched cards.

3. ln the exercise of this judgment based on knowledge, the auditor
should analyze the utilization of these new mechanical devises, de-
fining segregation of duties and reliance upon test-checks.‘°

One author was convinced that use of such equipment "... in no way affects the

need for controls in the accounting systems, nor the auditors’ need to evaluate

them."“

*1 Ibld.

** lbid, p. 54.
“

G. F. Cleaver, "Auditing and EDP,” Journal of Accountancy, November 1958, p. 48.

_
“

C. C. Sparks, “Fitting the Audit Program to Punched Card Accounting Systems,”
· Journal of Accountancy, September 1948, p. 196.
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This view was not universally shared by others. Some were convinced that the

use of electro-mechanical systems would result in a strengthening of internal

controls as fewer persons handle transactions."

As electronic data processing systems and computers began to become pop-

ular in the ’50s and early ’60s, the belief that the automated accounting sys-

tems did not affect audit procedures became more popular. Even the

Chairman of the AICPA's committee on electronic accounting was convinced

that auditing techniques did not require changes because of the new technol-
ogy.‘°

Auditing “around" the computer was popular. When auditing “around"

the computer, the computer is considered a "black box" and the output is

reconclled with the input without investigating the processing of the data.

It was not until the late ’60s that some authors began questioning this ap-

proach. Davis, for example, recommended that auditors not view the computer

as a giant calculator, but consider the control framework of computer proc-

essing in their review of internal controIs." Recommendations were made for

standards in this area as “... no auditor today can ignore the need for special

‘°
J. Pelej, “How Will Business Electronics Affect the Audltor’s Work?" Journal of
Accountancy, July 1954, pp. 36-44.

‘°
P. E. Hamman, “The Audit of Machine Records," Journal of Accountancy, March .
1956, p. 61.

" 6.% Davis, “The Auditor and the Computer," Journal of Accountancy, March 1968,
p. .
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training in the EDP area."" Even at this stage, some authors debated whether

there was any need for changes in audifing techniques. Auditing around the

computer would “... no doubt persist for years to come because in many cases

it offers a satisfactory way of making the audit without technical training in
‘

u
EDP.""

The debate over whether auditors should consider the effect of computer

processing of accounting transactions was settled by the Equity Funding fraud

in 1973. Equity Funding employed the computer to create about $2.1 billion of

fictitlous insurance policies.'°

2.7 Statement on Auditing Standards No. 3 and No. 48

The Equity Funding fraud prompted the AICPA to issue SAS 3 in 1974, which

required auditors to include the EDP portions of the system in their study and

evaluation of internal controIs.°‘ SAS 3 described how EDP systems affect

internal controls, and in general terms, how an auditor should study and

‘°
E. M. Lamb and J. R. Nolan, “Auditing Standards in an EDP Environment," Journal
of Accountancy, October 1970, p. 91.

‘°
E. M. Mllko, “Auditing: Through the Computer or Around,” Management
Accounting, August 1970, p. 48.

'° M. Romney, “Fraud and EDP," The CPA Journal, November 1976, p. 24.

" AICPA, Statement on Auditing Standards No. 3 (Chicago: Commerce Clearing
House, 1982), AU sec. 321, December 1974. -
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evaluate the controls in EDP systems. EDP controls were classlfied as general

and application controls. General controls provide the standards and guide-

lines under which employees function ln their work. Application controls relate

primarily to the accuracy and completeness of the data within a specific ap-

plication, such as payroll processing. Application controls were further classi-

fied as lnput controls, process controls, and output controls. A subsequent

guide, issued in 1977, gave a step—by-step procedure for making a study of

intemal controls in EDP systems ln conformity with SAS 3 and provided 19

control obiectives for general controls and 12 for application controls?

Despite the lssuance of SAS 3 and the subsequent audit guide, auditors still

had many problems complying with the requirements of the standard, as noted

earlier in Chapter 1. These problems prompted the lssuance of SAS 48, which

superseded SAS 3 and is still in effect today? SAS 48 requires the planning

phase of the audit to include consideration of:

1. Methods used by the entity to process significant accounting information,

including:

a. Extent to which the computer is used in each significant accounting ap-

plication,

"
AICPA, The Auditor’s Study and Evaluation of Internal Control in EDP Systems (New
York: Computer Services Executive, 1977).

”
AICPA, Statement on Auditing Standards No. 48, The Effect of Computer Processing
on the Examination of Financial Statements_, (New York: AICPA, July 1984).
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b. Complexity of the entity’s computer operations, including use of an out-

side service center, ·

c. Organization structure of the computer processing activities,

d. Availability of data and documents for audit purposes, and

e. Use of computer·assisted audit techniques.

2. Whether specialized skills are needed to consider the effect of computer

processing on the audit, to understand the flow of transactions, to under-

stand the nature of internal accounting control procedures, or to design

and perform audit procedures,

Thus, if specialized skills are needed, the auditor should seek the help of a

computer professional. lf a computer professional is used, the auditor still

should have sufflcient computer-related knowledge to communicate the audit

obiectives to the professional, to evaluate whether the professional’s proce-

dures meet the auditor’s obiectives, and to evaluate the results of the proce-

dures as they relate to the nature, timing and extent of other planned audit

procedures? Also, the auditor’s responsibilities with respect to using a pro-

fessional are equivalent to those of other assistants. The professional is con-

sidered a part of the audit team, rather than a specialist?

“
J. H. Thompson, G. L. Waters and C. W. Alderman, "The Effects of Computer Proc-
essing on The Auditor’s Examination of Financial Statements," The EDP Auditors
Journal, 1986, Vol lll, p 61.

"
lbid
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2.8 Proposed Statement on Auditing Standard

The AICPA has proposed a new auditing standard to supersede SAS 48 and

further explain the auditor’s responsibility in assessing control risk.“ ln this

proposed standard, the AICPA replaces the concept of internal control with a

broader concept of control structure that consists of the control environment,

the accounting system, and control procedures. In addition, some of the

extant terminology will be replaced (Table 2).

The Auditor’s responsibility concerning the control structure is discussed in

terms of control risk as defined in SAS 47. According to the proposed stand-

ard, the auditor would obtain an understanding of the control structure of the

client. This understanding will provide information about how audit planning

is affected by the control structure. At this stage, the auditor also will form a

preliminary assessment of the control risk for financial statement assertions

based on that understanding (Figure 1). While understanding the control

structure of a client in the formation of the preliminary assessment of control

risk, the auditor also must consider “... the complexity and sophistication of

the entlty’s operations and systems, including whether the method of control-

l "
AICPA, Exposure Draft: Proposed Statement on Auditing Standards - The Auditor’s
Responsibility For Assessing Control Risk (New York: AICPA, February 14, 1987).
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Table 2. Updated termlnology proposed in the Exposure Draft

AU Section 320 Proposed Statement
Terminology Terminology

lntemal Control System Control Structure

Study and Evaluation Assessing Control Risk
of Internal Control

Review of System and Control Risk Assessment
Compliance Tests Procedures

Substantive Tests Tests of Financial Statement
Balances

Reliance on Internal Conclusion about the level
Control of Control Risk/Assessment of

Control Risk

Accounting Controls and Control·Structure Elements
Administrative Controls Relevant to Financial

Statement Assertions

Source: AICPA, Exposure Draft: Proposed Statement on Auditing
Standards - The Auditor’s Responsibility For Assessing
Control Risk, (New York: AICPA, February 14, 1987).
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OITAIN UNDERSTANDING OF
THE CONTROL STRUCTURE

CONSIDER EFFECT OF FORM A PRELIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING ON ASSESSMENT OF THE LEVEL OF

AUDIT PLANNING · CONTROL RIS! FOR FINANCIAL
STATEMENT ASSERTIONS IASED•N THAT UNDERSTANDING

IS IT
LIRELY THE

AUDITOR COULD SUPPORT
A LOWER ASSESSMENT OF AWO
CONTROL RISK FOR SOME

ASSERTIONS SY EXTENDING HIS
CONTROL RIS! ASSESSMENT

IEYOND OETAINING AN
UNDERSTANDING?

IS IT EFFICIENT
TO EXTEND CONTROL RISK

SSESSMENT PROCEDURES?

*/65

PERFORM EXTENDED CONTROL RIS! CONSIDER ASSESSMENT OF
ASSESSMENT AND CONSIDER THE CONTROL RISK BASED SOLELY
RESULTING ASSESSMENT OF CONTROL ON THE UNDERSTANDING OF
RISR WHEN DETERMINING THE THS CONTROL STRUCTURE WHEN
APPROPRIATE DETECTION RISK TO DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE
ACCEPT. _ DETECTION RISK TO ACCEPT.

Source: AICPA, Exposure Draft: Proposed Statement on Auditing
Standards · The Auditor’s Responsibility For Assessing
Control Risk, (New York: AICPA, February 14, 1987).

Flgure 1. Flowchart of the process of assessing control risk
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llng data processing is based on manual procedures independent of the com-

puter or is highly dependent on computerized controls"".

The proposed standard ls based on the actual practice of assessing risk and

materiality by some large accounting firms. Cushing and Loebbecke investi-

gated the audit methodologies of 12 large accounting firms and found that 6

of the 12 had either “highly structured" or "semi~structured" audit methodol-

ogies which included incorporating quantification of risk levels based on the

assessment of internal controls at the planning stage."

2.9 Chapter Summary

The developments relating to the auditors’ evaluation of internal controls were

reviewed. From the early 1900’s, there has been a growing trend of recog-

nizing the importance of auditors’ evaluations of internal controls, and relating

such evaluations to the procedures and techniques applied. Starting in the

1930s, the AICPA has been issuing pronouncements that recognize the im-

portance of auditors’ evaluation of internal controls, and the effect of such

" Ibid, para. 28.

°' B. E. Cushing and J. K. Loebbecke, Studies in Accounting Research, Comparison
of Audit Methodo/ogies of Large Accounting Firms (Sarasota, FL: AAA, 1986), pp.
37-38.
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evaluation on subsequent audit program planning. In 1983, the Institute issued

SAS 47, which introduced a concept of overall audit risk, and inherent, control,

and detection risks at the individual account balance or class of transaction

level. Audltors were required to explicitly set a level of overall risk for all au-

dits, and then assess the level of inherent and control risk present in each

class of transactions. Thus, for each audit, auditors would conduct an as-

sessment of control risk for each subsystem.

The impact of the use of computers in accounting systems, and their effect on

the auditors’ evaluations of internal controls also were discussed. lnitially,

there were mixed opinions as to ·whether the nature of data processing af-

fected the techniques followed by the auditors. As a result, the most common

procedure followed by the auditors was to audit "around" the computer. Out-

puts were matched with inputs without regard to the processing of the data by

the computer. The Equity Fundlng fraud, in which the computer played a ma-

jor role, prompted the AICPA to issue SA_S 3, requiring auditors to include the

EDP portions of the system in their study and evaluation of internal controls.

A subsequently issued audit guide gave a step-by-step procedure for making

a study of internal controls in EDP systems.

Recognizing that auditors were still having problems complying with SAS 3,
l

the AICPA issued SAS 48 in 1984, which requires auditors to consider if spe-

ciallzed skills are needed to determine the effect of computer processing on
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the audit. The Institute recommends that if specialized skills are needed, the

auditor should seek the help of a computer professional.

The AlCPA has recently proposed a statement to supersede SAS 48, and fur-

ther expand on the auditors’ responsibility in assessing control risks. The

proposed statement builds on the concepts of control risks developed in SAS

47, and describes the procedures to be followed by auditors’ in the planning

and subsequent phases of each audit.
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Chapter 3

Prior Studies, Objectives and Hypotheses

This chapter is divided into three sections. First, the results of the prior

. studies of auditors’ expertise in internal control evaluations and the major

differences between this research and previous studies are outlined. Next, the

specific objectlves of this study are listed. Finally, the hypotheses used to

achieve the objectives are dlscussed.
i

3.1 Auditors’ Expertise in Internal Control Evaluations

Auditors are considered experts in performlng certain tasks.“ Internal control

evaluations have been considered one of the tasks at which auditors are ex-

‘°
R. D. Meservy, A. D. Bailey Jr., and P. E. Johnson, “lnternal Control Evaluation: A
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perts. However, the determinants of expertise in auditing has not been de-

fined. As Abdolmohammadi notes:

the question arises as to how one should identity an audit expert?
What are the educational and experience determinants of such an ex-
pert? While these questions can be easily answered in some professions,
such as medicine, research has not yet investigated these issues in au-
diting.'°

ln the absence of weIl·defined criteria for studying expertise in auditing, re-

searchers have studied judgment consistency of auditors as a substitute cri-

terion for expertise. Support for the study of judgment consistency is derived

from Einhorn, who suggests that consensus is a necessary condition for ex-

pertise." Einhorn also suggests that the iudgments of experts should show

high intra iudge reliability and be relatively free of iudgment bias.“ As noted

by Ashton, “ldealIy, studies would evaluate the quality or accuracy of

internal control judgments."°° However, to evaluate judgment accuracy, crite-

rion values must be available and measurable, something that is not possible

in intemal control evaluations. Thus, researchers have focussed on iudgment

consistency as a substitute for iudgment accuracy.

Computational Model of the Review Process,” Auditing: A Journal of Practice and
Theory, Fall 1986, p. 47.

°° M. J. Abdolmohammadi, “Decision Support and Expert Systems in Auditing: A Re-
view and Research Directions," Accounting and Business Research, Spring 1987,
p. 181.

" H. J. Einhorn, “Some Necessary Conditions and an ExampIe," Journal of Applied
Psychology, Oct 1974, pp. 562-571.

“
lbid, p. 563.

°° R. H. Ashton, “Comment: Some Observations on_ Auditors’ Evaluations of Internal
Accounting ControIs," Journal of Accounting, Auditing, and Finance, Fall 1979, p.
56.
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Libby also supports studying judgment consistency in auditing judgments

stating:

Judgmental consensus has become an increasingly important issue to
professional decision makers. Where the lack of obiective criterion data
makes the direct measurement of achievement impossible, the consen-
sus of experts often serve as a substitute criterion. Since most account-
ing situations can be so characterized, consensus judgments provide the
backbone of accounting practice.“

In the absence of criterion values, lack of consensus may be costly to the

profession.°° As Joyce notes:

Concern about individual differences (i.e., lack of consensus) among au-
ditors’ judgment implies that such differences are costly. Casual obser-
vation reveals audit firms and the AICPA doing things consistent with the
hypothesis that individual differences are costly.“

Thus, researchers in internal control judgments have focussed on three as-

pects of judgment consistency: (1 )judgment stability reliability, the agreement

over time between judgments of the same audilor using the same data;

(2)iudgment consensus, the agreement among the judgments of different au-

ditors using the same data at the same point in time; and (3)judgment self-

inslght, the agreement between the auditors subjective description of his or

her judgment process and an obiective description derived from mathematical

or statistical techniques."

“
R. Libby, Accounting and Human Information Processing: Theory and Applications

A

(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1981), p. 3.

"
Joyce, “Expert Judgment in Audit," p. 31.

" Ibid.
°’

Ashton, "Comment: Some Observations in Auditors’ Evaluations," p. 56.
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3.1.1 Prior Studies of Auditor Judgments in Intemal Control

Evaluations

One of the first to recognize the importance of the study of auditors’ judgment

processes was Robert Mautz, who as early as in 1959 stated:

judgment must inevitably play a major role in auditing we will do
well to recognize this and acquaint ourselves with the process of judg-
ment formation and its application in auditing.°'

However, it was not until the
’70s

that researchers started investigating auditor

judgments in internal control evaluatIons.'° In these studies of auditor judg-

ments, consensus, reliability and self-Insight Indexes have ranged from very

high to very low, as ls indicated in Table 3. The studies dealing with internal

control evaluations’° reveal very high consistency in the auditor judgments of

internal controls, implying auditor expertise in this area. ln subsequent sample

" R. K. Mautz, "Evidence, Judgment, and the Auditor’s Opinion," The Journal of
Accountancy, April 1959, p. 44.

“
The prior studies of auditor judgments in internal control evaluations are described .
in detail in Appendix A.

’°
R. H. Ashton,

“An
Experimental Study of Internal Control Judgments," Journal of

Accounting Research, Spring 1974, pp. 143-157., R. H. Ashton and P. R. Brown,
“Descriptive Modeling of Auditors’ Internal Control Judgments: Replication and
Extension," Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1980, pp. 269-277., R. E.
Hamilton and W. F. Wright, “lnternal Control Judgments and Effects of Experience:
Replications and Extensions," Journal of Accounting Research, Autumn 1982, pp.
756-765., B. R. Gaumnitz, T. R. Nunamaker, J. J. Surdick and M. F. Thomas, “Audi-
tor Consensus in internal Control Evaluation and Audit Program Planning,” Journal
of Accounting Research, Autumn 1982, pp. 745-755., and R. H. Tabor, “lnternal
Control Evaluations and Audit Program Revisions: Some Additional Evidence,"
Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1983, pp. 348-354.
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Table 3. Prior Research - Auditor Judgment in lntemal Control Evalu-
atlon

Study Subjects a Factors
CasesAshton(1974)+Auditors 63 6 32 High Consensus

High Self-inslght
High Stability

Joyce(1976)* Auditors 35 5 32 Low Consensus
Low Self-Insight
Low Reliability

Weber(1978)* Auditors 40 — 1 Low Consensus

Reckers and Auditors 30 36 5 Low Consensus
Taylor(1979)+ Profs 40 No experience effects

Mock and Auditors 73 -· 1 Low Consensus
Tumer(1979)*

Ashton and Auditors 31 8 128 High Consensus
Brown (1980) High Reliablllty

High Self·lnsight

Ashton and Students 30 6 32 High Consensus
Kramer(1980) High Self·lnsight

Hamilton and Auditors 78 5 32 High Consensus
Wright(1982)+ Students Larg High Self-Insight

No experience effects

Gaumnitz, - Auditors 35 5 20 High Consensus
et aI.(1982)+ High Self-Insight

Trotman, Students 105 10 32 High Consensus
et aI.(1983)+ No group effects

Tabor(1983)* Auditors 109 3 12 High Consensus
No experience effects

Nanni(1984)+ Auditors 30 4 16 Experience effects
Firm Affiliation effects

+ ~ Internal Control Evaluatlons * · Sample Size Decisions _
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size decisions studled by Joyce (1976)” and Mock and Turner (1979)", auditors

showed considerably less consistency in their iudgments. However, Gaumnitz

et al. (1982) and Tabor (1983) found high consistency of iudgments for sample

size decisions, as well as for internal control evaluations. Auditors have thus

shown expertise in internal control evaluations in all of the above studies. Low

consistency was found only by Reckers and Taylor (1979)", but their conclu-

sions were disputed by Ashton" since the authors had varied thirty—six factors

ln five cases, without providing any rationale for the selection of the cases or

the representativeness of the cases to real-life situations.

The expertise of auditors in internal control evaluations also is supported in

studies using student surrogates. Since students are not experts, their judg-

ments should be different from those of audit experts. Ashton and Kramer

" E. J. Joyce, “Expert Judgment in Audit Program Planning,” Studies in Human ln-
formation Processing in Accounting, Supplement to Journal of Accounting
Research, 1976, pp. 29-60.

’*
T. J. Mock and J. L. Turner,

“The
Effect of Changes in Internal Controls on Audit

Programs," in Behavioral Experiments in Accounting, Burns, Ed. (Columbus: Ohio
State University, 1979), pp. 277-302.

" P. M. J. Reckers and M. E. Taylor, “Consistency in Auditors’ Evaluations of Internal
Accounting Controls,” Journal of Accounting, Auditing, and Finance, Fall 1979,
pp.42-53.

" R. H. Ashton, "Comment: Some Observations on Auditors’ Evaluations of Internal
Accounting ControIs," Journal of Accounting, Auditing, and Finance, Fall 1979, p.
56-66. ·
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(1980)" and Trotman et al. (1983)" found that students did show lower con-

sistency than auditors.

The expertise of auditors also was indicated by the pattern of cue usage. In

earlier studies such as Ashton (1974) and Ashton and Brown (1980), segre-

gation of duties cues accounted for most of the variance in auditors’ judg-

ments, while the students in the Ashton and Kramer (1980) study did not

consider these cues as important as auditors did. The importance of the seg-

regatlon of duties cues to the auditors also was noted by Nichols in his

discriminant analysis of actual audit workpapers."

The effect of experience on the consistency of auditors’ judgments has not

been significant. Reckers and Taylor (1979) and Hamilton and Wright (1982)

found slightly higher iudgment consistency in experienced auditors, but these

were not significant. Nanni (1984) was the only one who found an effect of

intemal control evaluation experience on iudgment consistency." However,

" R. H. Ashton and S. S. Kramer, "Students as Surrogates in Behavioral Accounting
Research: Some Evidence," Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1980, pp. 1-15.

"
K. T. Trotman, P. W. Yetton and S. R. Zimmer, “lndividual and Group Judgments
of Internal Control System," Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1983, pp.

u 286-292.
”

D. R. Nichols,
“A

Model of Auditors’ Preliminary Evaluations of Internal Control
from Audit Data,” The Accounting Review, January 1987, pp.183-190.

"
A. J. Nanni, Jr., "An Exploration of the Mediating Effects of Auditor Experience and
Position in Internal Accounting Control EvaIuation," Accounting, Organization and
Society, 1984, Vol 9, No. 2, pp. 149-163.
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since only thirty auditors participated by mail in his study, it is difficult to draw

any conclusions about the effect of experience on iudgment consistency.

The above studies indicate that auditors reveal high consistency in internal

control evaluations. Also, the expertise of auditors was implied in their pattern

of cue usage. Thus, expertise of auditors in internal control evaluations is re-

vealed by studying consensus, reliability, self-insight, and cue usage. The

differences in iudgments of the two groups of auditors in this study, CASs and

NSs, ls studied ln terms of consistency and cue usage. However, there are

some differences between this study and prior research.

3.1.2 Dlfferences Between This Study and Prior Research

This study is different from prior studies in two important ways. First, all other

experimental studies, except for the one by Biggs et al.", used a manual in-

formation processing system as background to their cases. In all these studies,

the controls manlpulated were manual controls. This study, like the Biggs et

al. study, uses an information system with significant computerized applica-

tions, and the manipulated controls in this study are control factors found

predominantly in EDP systems.

" S. F. Biggs, W. F. Messier, Jr., and J. V. Hansen,
“A

Descriptive Analysis of Com-
puter Audit Specialists’ Decision-Making Behavior in Advanced Computer Envi-
ronments," Auditing: A Journal of Practice & Theory, Spring 1987, pp. 1-21.
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Biggs et al. used an advanced computer environment. This study utilizes a

simpler computer environment. ln advanced environments there would be no

hesitation on the part of the auditors to call in a specialist as part of the team

to assist in the audit. In simpler environments, the auditor may not perceive

the need for a speciaIist.°° This misinference may lead to over—reliance on

computer controls by the auditors.

The second malor difference between this and prior studies is the comparison

of the consensus of two groups of auditors, a specialist and a non·specialist

group. While earlier studies Iooked at consensus in terms of lengths of expe-

rience, none studied the effect of expertise of the auditors on the judgments.

While Biggs et al. study dealt with experts, it was limited to identifying con-

trols in an EDP environment. No control evaluations were made by the audi-

tors. Suggestion for this type of study comes from Williams and Lillis, who

surveyed EDP auditors on audits of operating systems, and noted:

While this study does not necessarily bring us any closer to defining ac-
curacy in control or audit testing decision, it does suggest that benefits
may accrue from a consensus·seeking process which includes EDP pro-
fesslonals as well as auditors. Such a proposition is reinforced by a re-
cent survey of US bank EDP auditors who do not place any value on
accounting experience in their perception ot an ideal EDP auditor.°‘

An implicit assumption behind the issuance of SAS 48 is that specialists will

exhibit more expertise than NSs in evaluating computerized controls. ln fact,

°° Vansyckle,
“A

Critical Evaluation of CPA’s.”
°‘

D. J. Williams and A. Lillis, “EDP Audits of Operating Systems - An Exploratory
Study of the Determinants of the Prior Probabilities of Risk," Auditing: A Journal
of Practice and Theory, Spring 1985, p. 116.
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in its study of specialization by the Canadian Chartered Accountants, the

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) concluded that ".. .spe-

cialists normally have more expertise in a particular area "°* Thus, in com-

paring the two groups of auditors, it is expected that CASs will have higher
‘

l
consensus, reliability and self-insights than NSs. Experience effects will be

investigated by blocking the auditors in each group according to the median

experience level in each group. Each auditor’s assessments in each group will

be correlated with the assessment of the other auditors in the group. As has

been noted by prior researchers, the mediating effect of experience has been

lnconclusive. However, it is expected that in the NSs group, the younger audi-

tors may show more consensus since they have received more computer ed-

ucation and training in college than the senior auditors. In the specialists

group, lt is expected that the more experienced auditors will have more con-

sensus than the lesser experienced CASs.

3.2 Research Objectives

The specific obiectives of this study are to:

1. lnvestigate the degree of ludgment consensus exhibited by CASs and NSs

“
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, “Report of the Committee to Study
Specialization in Canadian Chartered Accounting Profession," CA Magazine, July
1982. p. 34. -
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in their evaluations of preliminary control risks in computerized accounting

applications.

2. Evaluate the reliability of the judgments made by CASs and NSs. Reliability

refers to the ]udge’s ability to make the same assessment for a particular set

of cues. .

3. Evaluate the self—insight exhibited by CASs and NSs into their own judgment

processes. Self·insight refers to the correspondence between the relative

weights of the significant cues, as determined obiectively, and the relative

weights as provided subiectively by the judges’ themselves.

4. Evaluate the effect of experience, training and educational background of

the auditors on the degree of consensus exhibited by CASs and NSs.

5. Determine the control factors considered important by CASs and NSs in

their iudgment process (cue usage).

3.3 Hypotheses

This study has five research obiectives which were specified above. Judgment

consensus, reliability and self-insights of both the CASs and NSs will be in-
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vestigated. Also, the mediating effects of experience and the pattern of cue

usage in each group will be analyzed. °

3.3.1 Judgment consensus

First the ludgment consensus of both groups of auditors will be examined

through correlational analysis. Both r and p correlations will be computed for

each group of auditor. As explained earlier in this chapter, it is expected that

CASs will have higher consensus than NSs.

The null hypothesis to test this assumption is:

H1: CASs will have similar consensus scores as NSs.

The non-parametric Mann Whitney U test will be used to test if the two sets of

correlations obtained for the two groups differ significantly.

3.3.2 Judgment Reliability

Repeat cases will be used to verify the degree of reliability exhibited by each

auditor. Correlatlons will be computed for each auditor’s assessments of the

original and repeat cases. As explained earlier, it is expected that CASs will

have higher reliability than NSs. The null hypothesis to test this ls: ,

H2: The reliability scores of CASs will be the same as the reliability
scores of NSs.
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Mann Whitney U tests of both r and p scores will reveal if the correlations in

the two groups differ significantly.

3.3.3 Self-insight

The self-inslghts of auditors into their own ludgment processes will be inves-

tigated by having each auditor assign one hundred points across the five ma-

nlpulated control factors described in the next chapter. Using the assessments

made by the auditors, individual ANOVA models will be computed for each

auditor, representing his or her linear iudgment model. of values will be

computed for each main effect. The co' statistic is an estimate of the proportion

of variance in ludgment accounted for by each factor.'° The
w’

values for the

main effects for each auditor then will be transformed so that the total equals

one hundred. The transformed values will be correlated with the scores given

by each auditor to each factor in the self-lnsight questionnaire.

Again, for the reasons given before, it is expected that CASs will exhibit more

self-insights into their own ludgment processes than the NSs in evaluating

computerized controls. The null hypothesis to test this is:

H3: The self-Insight scores of CASs will be the same as the self-lnsight
scores of NSs.

_ °° G. Keppel, Design & Analysis: A Resaarcher’s Handbook, 2nd ed. (Englewood Cliff,
NJ: Prentice-Hall lnc., 1982), p. 91.
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Mann Whitney U tests of the r and p scores will indicate if there is any signif-

icant difference in the self-insights of the two groups.

Failure to reiect one or more of the above hypotheses will indicate that signif-

icant differences do not exist between CASs and NSs in evaluating control

risks in simple computer environments.

3.3.4 Experience Effects

As was noted before, experienced CASs are expected to have a higher con-

sensus than inexperienced CASs, while in the NSs group, inexperienced NSs

may have the higher consensus than experienced NSs. The null hypotheses

to test these expectations are:

H4: Experience will have no effects on consensus of NSs

H5: Experience will have no effects on consensus of CASs.

Non-parametric analysis of variance procedures will reveal if significant dif-

ferences exists between the experienced and inexperienced auditors in each

group.

Failure to reiect the above hypotheses will indicate that the lesser experienced

auditors understand the essential concepts ol intemal controls in computer-

ized systems as well as their more experienced colleagues. This may also in-

dicate that the lack of auditing experience of the younger auditors is offset by
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thelr education which exposed them to computers and computer controls. Al-

tematively, this may also indicate that there ls no learning effect from experi-

ence for audlting applications with simple computing environments.

3.4 Chapter Summary

Cunsensus, reliabllity and self-lnsight of auditors in their internal control

evaluation iudgments have been studied previously. The results from these

prior studies have varied from high consistency for control evaluations to low

conslstency for sample size decisions. The effects of experience on consist-

ency has also been mixed. The use of students in some of the studies does

give slight evidence of the auditors’ expertise in internal control evaluations,

in that auditors have shown slightly higher consensus and seIf—insights than

students. Segregatlon of duties cues have been able to explain most of the

variance in auditor judgments. _

Also, in this chapter, the basic differences between this study and previous

research were outlined, followed by the specific objectives of the study and the

hypotheses used to achieve these objectives. ln the following chapter the re-

search method of the study is discussed in detail.
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Chapter 4

Research Methodology

The research methodology to test the hypotheses is detailed in this chapter.

This chapter is divided into three major sections. The choice of the research

method and the reasons for the choice are discussed first. Next, the develop-

ment of the experimental materials and the administration of the instrument is

summarized. Then the statistlcal procedures employed in the analysis are

outlined.

4.1 Choice of Research Method

Two approaches are available to investigate auditor judgments in internal

control evaluatlons. The first approach ls an input-output method of modelling
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the relationship of inputs (i.e., cues or control factors) with the outputs (i.e.,

auditors’ iudgments).°‘ This method is referred to as a "black box" research

method, because it is not possible to model the exact iudgment process used

by the decision maker to arrive at the assessment.“ Models obiectively con-

structed using this method have often outperformed the human decision-

maker.°' However, since the modelling of the output decision with too many

Input factors does not lead to interpretable linear relationships, this approach

would require the experimenter to use a lesser number of control factors than

is found in real auditing situations (5 or 6 factors have been the most popular

in earlier studies). Thus, the resulting tasks performed by the judges are sim-

ple, structured tasks, which may Abe artificial and not representative of

real-life."

4.1.1 Artificiality in Experiments

However, some researchers have argued for such artificiality, since in real-life

situations one may not be able to vary the conditions systematically and study

“
O. Svenson, “Process Description and Decision Making," Organizational Behavior
and Human Performance 23, 1979, pp. 86-112.

°' J. R. Hayes, “Strategies in Judgment Research," in Formal Representation of Hu-
man Judgment, B. Kleinmuntz, ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1968). °

" Libby, Accounting and Human Information Processing, p. 24.

" H. J. Einhorn,
“A

Synthesis: Accounting and Behavioral Science,” Studies on Hu-
man Information Processing in Accounting, Supplement to Journal of Accounting
Research, 1976, pp. 196 - 206.
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the effects of such variations." Swieringa and Weick argue for artificlality in

experimental research, stating that:

The basic advantage of deliberate artificlality is that it may allow for more
direct tests of theory, and this more direct access to theoretical prop-
ositions may improve generalization because it is theoretical statements,
not raw findings, that are used to explain phenomena in real world.°°

The authors described two kinds of realism, experimental realism and mun-

dane realism.'° Experimental realism results when the Iaboratory events ap-

pear realistic to the subjects, i.e., they become involved in the experiment and

take it seriously. Mundane realism results when events occurring in the labo-

ratory are similar to real world events. The authors believe that Iaboratory

experiments should strive for experimental realism, not for mundane realism.

Mundane realism may even make it more difficult to learn from the exper-

iment. Other researchers in the area of sociology and psychology also have
‘ expressed support for artificlality in experiments.°‘

4.1.2 Process Tracing and the Disadvantages

'° K. Warneryd, “Can Results From Psychological Laboratory Experiments be Gener-
alized to Situations Outside the Laboratory," in Theory and Methods in Behavioral
Science, P. Lindblom, ed., 1970, p. 77.

'* R. J. Swieringa and K. E. Weick,
“An

Assessment of Laboratory Experiments in
Accounting,” Supplement to Journal of Accounting Research, 1982, p. 81.

'° lbid
°‘

See, for example, M. W. Martin and J. Sell, “The Role of the Experiment in the So-
cial Sciences," Sociological Quarterly, Autumn 1979, pp. 581-590, and R. L. Hansel,
“The Purposes of Laboratory Experimentation and the Value of Deliberate Artifici-
ality," Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, September 1980, pp. 466-478.
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The second approach for modelling judgments is the use of process tracing?

The emphasis of this approach is understanding the decision process of a

judge in acquiring and evaluating data in order to reach a decision. Some re-

searchers require their subjects to "think aloud" the various alternatives they »

consider in reaching a decision (verbal protocol analysis). Others have sub-

jects access various bits of information set out in an information board or

computer memory and monitor such accesses to the information. The advan-

tage of this method is that fairly complex tasks, which approach real·life tasks,

can be constructed for analysis by the subjects. However, there are disad-

vantages associated with this method. One disadvantage ls the subjectivity

associated with coding the protocols generated by the experiment. Second,

huge amounts of protocols can be generated by this type of research, even in7
fairly simple situations. ln the Biggs et al. study, for instance, only 3 subjects

partlcipated in a protocol analysis, and each generated 608, 964, and 1842

lines of protocols respectively.°' Third, the time required by the subjects to

complete a task for process tracing increases significantly when compared to

the other approach. In the Biggs et al. study, the subjects spent between 2

hours and 3 1/2 hours in completing the task. Fourth, the use of an unfamiliar

method of data presentation in the information board or computer information

retrieval method may induce the subjects to access information which they

'* J. W. Payne, “Task Complexity and Contingent Processing in Decision Making: An
Information Search and Protocol Analysis," Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance 16, 1976, pp. 366-387.

”
Biggs et al.,·"A Descriptive AnaIysis," p. 4.
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may not access normally. Also, since the subject has easy accessibilily to the

information, repeated accesses may be made even though the information

may not be used in the subjects’ actual decision process. To overcome this

effect, verbal protocols need to be collected, which may result in other disad-

vantages. Last, this research method may significantly affect the choices
J

made by the subjects. Boriti conducted an experiment with auditors, requiring

one group of auditors to “think aIoud” while completlng the experimental task,

while a second group completed the task silently.“ His analysis revealed that

“ln general, the findings suggest that a researcher’s method of eliciting re-

sponses may affect the actual responses provided by the subjects ...”.”

4.1.3 Research Method Chosen

Despite these disadvantages, process tracing is a powerful methodology for

understanding the subjects’ underlying judgment processes in complex envi-

ronments. However, this study was more interested in discovering if differ-

ences existed in the judgments made by CASs and NSs in evaluating computer

controls. The underlying decision processes of the two groups of auditors was

not of primary interest in this study. Thus, the input-output method of judg-

ment modelling was chosen for this study. The method enabled the re-

“
J. E. Boritz, “The Effect of Research Method on Audit Planning and Review Judg-
ments,” Journal of Accounting Research, Autumn 1986, pp. 335-348.

°° lbid., p. 344.
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searcher to get more participants for the study than would have been possible

with the process tracing approach. The nature of this study is exploratory. lf it

is revealed that signiflcant differences do exist between CASs’ and NSs’ judg-

ments, a methodology such as process tracing that attempts to understand the

underlying processes of CASs may then be appropriate.

4.1.4 Brunswik's Lens Model

The model for the study, as with other input-output studies, is the Brunswik’s

lens model (Figure 2). The model divides the world into two parts: the envi-

ronment, represented by the left side of the lens, and the individual’s judg-

ment system, represented by the right side of the Iens.°' The three basic

elements of the model are the criterlon variable (Y,) about which the individual

is concerned; the cues, or items of information (X,), that may be used to judge

the current value of the criterlon variable; and the individual’s judgment (Y,).

As with previous studies in this area, there are no criterion values for the

judgments the subjects will be making in this study and hence a "full" lens

model analysis is not possible. instead, the policy capturing form of the model

(i.e., the right side of the model) ls used to capture and represent individual ·

subject’s judgment policy as linear relationships of the judgments with the

'° For a more detailed description of the lens model and its use in accounting re-
search, see Ashton, Human Information Processing, and Libby, Accounting and
Human Information Processing.
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Source: Ashton, R. H., Human Information Processing
in Accounting, Studies in Accounting Research
No. 17, Sarasota, Florida: AAA, 1982.

Flgure 2. Brunswik's Lens model.
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cues. These linear models are a paramorphic representation of iudgments

since the actual cognitive processes involved in making the iudgment are not

captured, only a linear weighted model of it is captured.°’ The captured rating

policy of individual decision makers represents an explicit objective de-

scription of the way in which the rater combines and weights dimensional in-

formation in arriving at overall ratings.*' This form of the lens model has been

used by previous researchers and:

is the crux of the entire methodology - with proponents arguing that · ,
actual rating behavior can be accurately described in this manner. The
implicit assumption is that the captured rating policies are construct
valid representations of "true" rating poIicies.°°

The linear models so derived of the raters’ policy have been quite robust in

predicting human judgments.‘°° Adding non-linear terms to linear models re-

sults in only minimal increases in predictive power.‘°‘ Wiggins and Hoffman

evaluated the increase in predictive power resulting from adding non-linear

terms to linear models. ln an extensive non-linear model that included 11 lin-

" P. J. Hoffman, “The Paramorphic Representation of Clinical Judgment," Psycho-
logical Bulletin, March 1960, pp. 116-131.

“
C. J. Hobson and F. W. Gibson, “Policy Capturing as an Approach to Understanding
and lmproving Performance Appraisalz A Review of the Literature," Academy of
Management Review (Vol. 8, No. 4, 1983), p. 640.

'° lbid.

'°° Ashton, Human Information Processing, p. 20. See also P. Slovic and S.
Lichtenstein, “Comparison of Bayesian and Regression Approaches to the Study
of Information Processing in Judgment,” Organizational Behavior and Human Per-
formance, November 1971, pp. 649-744 for a very complete review of the
robustness of linear models in predicting human judgments.

‘°‘
Ashton, Human Information Processing, p. 20.
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ear, 11 curvilinear, and 55 configural terms, the greatest increase in predictive

power from adding the non-linear terms was 4%.**** Hence, in representing

each auditor’s iudgment policy in this study, no non-linear terms are used.

4.2 Development of the Experimental Materials

The experiment was designed as a control risk assessment exercise. Auditors

normally assess control risks in all audits in the planning stage.‘°° The exper-

imental package consisted of five sections. The first section was a one-page

Instruction sheet describing the nature of the study and detailing the task re-

quired of the auditors. The second section consisted of background informa-

tion on a fictitious company, describing its accounts receivable subsystem. An

analysis of the aging of the account balances, along with a description of the

data-handling procedures of the subsystem were given in this section. The

descriptions in this section were developed based on information provided in

the Mock and Turner (1981)
study‘°‘

and in the Johnson and Jaenicke (1980)

'°' N. Wiggins and P. Hoffman, “Three Models of Clinical Judgment,” Journal of Ab-
normal Psychology, February 1968, pp. 70-77.

‘°°
Colbert, “Audit Risk,” p. 50.

‘°‘
T. J. Mock and J. L. Turner, Internal Accounting Control Evaluation and Auditor
Judgment (New York: AICPA, 1981). ·
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book.'°' The background information was made deliberately strong to prevent

confounding that could occur in the assessments made by the subjects.‘°‘ The

information processing system was described as a simple remote-entry batch

system. The third section consisted of twenty-one situations. Each situation

represented a one-page abstract from an internal control questionnaire, where

the presence or absence of controls had already been noted. Sixteen situ-

atlons represented a 1/2 fractional factorial of the five manipulated control

factors described below. One additional case, representing an extreme situ-

ation of all tive manipulated controls missing, was added to the original six-

teen. The seventeen situations were presented in randomized orderto control

for any order effects. Four situations were repeated and added at the end of

the case, requiring each subject to evaluate twenty-one situations.

The fourth sectlon was a self-lnsight questionnaire and this immediately fol-

Iowed the situations. Subjects were instructed to distribute 100 points across

the five manipulated factors according to the degree of importance of each

factor to the subject. The fifth section, a debriefing questionnaire, completed

the study. The subjects responded to demographic and professional questions.

Also, feedback was collected regarding the degree of reality (extremely

reallstic-extremely unrealistic), the degree of difficulty (extremely difficult—not

‘°°
K. P. Johnson and H. R. Jaenicke, Eva/uating Internal Control: Concepts, Guide-
lines, Procedures, Documentation (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1980).

‘°° The company was described as being the audit firm’s client since 1976 and always
having received an unqualified report. The aging of the receivables also revealed
that only about 3% of the accounts were over 90 days. The complete research in-
strument is attached as Appendix C.
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difficult) of the experimental task, and any additional comments about the ex-

periment.
A

4.2.1 Manipulated Factors (Cues) .

Internal control questionnaires dealing with the EDP area of the audit of five

large international accounting firms‘°’ and a number of books in the area of

EDP auditing and Auditing Computer systems'°' were studied before the five

control factors were then chosen for manipulation in this study. Referring to

the internal control questionnaires and the books revealed that the assess-

ment procedures were designed to detect the presence or absence of specific

control obiectives such as segregation of duties, authorized access to assets,

authorized changes to information, control over input data, non-redundancy

of input data, etc. Of these numerous obiectives, five were chosen as the ma-

nipulated factors in this study. The reason for choosing only five, and not

'°' The firms that provided their questionnaires were Arthur Anderson, Arthur Young,
Ernst & Whinney, PMM, and Price Waterhouse.

'°' K. W. Davis and W. E. Perry, Auditing Computer Applications: A Basic Systematic
Approach (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1982.); E. G. Jancura and R. Boos, Estab-
lishing Controls and Auditing the Computerized Accounting System (New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1981.); K. P. Johnson and H. R. Jaenicke, Eva/uating Internal
Control.· Concepts, Guidelines, Procedures, Documentation (New York: John Wiley
& Sons, 1980.); P. R. Macchiaverna, Auditing Corporate Data—Processing Activities
(New York: The Conference Board, 1980.); W. T. Porter and W. E. Perry, EDP Con-
trols and Auditing (Boston: Kent Publishing Co., 1981.); M. B. Roberts, EDP Controls
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1985.); J. L. Sardinas, J. G. Burch, Jr., and R. J.
Asebrook, EDP Auditing: A Primer (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1981.); and R.
Weber, EDP Auditing: Conceptual Foundations and Practice (New York: McGraw—Hi|I
and Co., 1982.)
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more, factors is that the nature of the task required of the auditors becomes

lncreasingly complex and time—consuming as each additional factor is added

to the experiment. For instance, a full-factorial design of six factors requires

sixty-four situations to be assessed by the auditors and seven factors require

128 situations. Judgment consistency, the main focus of interest in this study,

would be adversely affected as the task complexity lncreases and thus some

confounding effects would be introduced due to fatigue. Hence, a decision

was made to manipulate five factors in this study so that any confounding due

to fatigue would be controlled, since the auditors would be making decisions

on only a limited number of situations (twenty-one, as noted above).

As noted earlier, all of these factors are found predominantly in computerized

systems. The first factor chosen for manipulation was the factor dealing with

segregation of duties. ln previous studies this factor was able to explain most

of the variance in auditors’ judgments. However, one of the areas affected by

the computerization of systems is the area of segregation of duties.‘°° Most

on-line systems require less staff than a manual system, and hence incompat-

ible task assignments, from an audit point of view, may take place."° CASs may

be accustomed to this phenomenon and may look for compensating controls

and not consider this factor as important as the NSs.

‘°'
AICPA, “The Auditor’s Study and Evaluation," and K. H. Krueger, “|nternal Control

gf
ggurth Generation Language Applications," The Accountant’s Journal, April 1985,

"° F. Laloli, “FoIIowing the Microchip TraiI,” The Accountanfs Journal, July 1984,
p. .
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Data file security control and implementation control (access to and changes

to sensitive files) were manipulated because of the importance placed on these

controls by the AlCPA.‘" Access and changes to sensitive files are suggested

as important areas to verify by the AICPA.

Operations control (credit checks) and supervisory control (reasonableness

checks) were manipulated because the uniform processing operations of the

computer may result in recurring errors not ordinarily found in manual sys-

tems. Thus, it is expected that CASs would view these controls more important

than NSs.

The pattern of cue usage by the auditors will be verified when individual deci-

sion models are derived for each auditor using ANOVA. The relative signif-

icance of each main effect in each auditor’s ANOVA model will indicate the

importance placed by the auditor on each cue.

While it is important that the auditors vary their risk assessments as the pres-

ence or absence of controls varies, it is equally important that this variation

be systematic with respect to the factors being manipulated. To ensure that the

auditors view each situation in its own merit, and also to make the manipu-

Iation of the controls less obvlous to the subiects, four additional control fac-

tors were added to the five manipulated factors. These four factors were not

manipulated at all and were present in all the situations. Three of these addi-

"' AICPA, “The Auditor’s Study and Evaluation," 1977.
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tional factors dealt with the control objective of segregation of functions be-

tween user and data processing departments. The fourth factor dealt with the

objectlve of security of assets. The introduction of these non-manipulated

control factors also resulted in controlling for extraneous variability since nui-

sance variables were controlled by holding them constant for all subiects."*

ln the research instrument, questions 1, 3, 5, 7 and 8 dealt with the five ma-

nipulated factors in all situations, and questions 2,·4, 6, and 9 were the non-

manipulated factors. The questions were not randomized from situation to

situation since this would have resulted in additional task complexity. As the

auditors were making assessments on twenty-one situations, a decision was

made not to make the task more complex than it already was. Presenting the

situations with all of the questions in the same order gave the auditors an op-

portunity to be consistent in their assessments. However, reliability of iudg—

ments may have been artificially enhanced since auditors could have noticed

the repeat cases. Since none of the auditors commented on the repeat cases

either at the time of the debriefing session or in the comments portion of the

debriefing questionnaire, the effect on reliability due to this is assumed to be

negligible.

"* R. E. Kirk, Experimental Design Procedures for the Social Sciences (Belmont, CA:
Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 1968), p. 7.
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4.2.2 Dependent Variable

The subjects were asked to assess the control risk they perceived in each sit-

uation on a continuous scale ranging from 0-100% (very low- very high). To

avoid any confusion about the scale, a sample situation with all controls ab-

sent"' and assessed as 100% (very high) was given to every auditor, imme-

diately following the background information section. All of the twenty·one

situations that the auditors assessed immediately followed this sample solved

situation. Subjects also were instructed that the control risk could be assessed

at a lower level than 100% only if some of the controls were present. The de-

pendent variable for the study was the percentage change in control risk as-

sessment from the extreme situation of all five manipulated controls absent to

the other situations:

Dependent variable = &)€;l(L% where

X,, = risk assessment for situation with all manipulated controls absent

X, = risk assessment for situation i, i=1 to 16.

This resulted in sixteen original assessments for each auditor."‘

"“
All nine controls were absent in this sample situation, while in the extreme situ-
ation that the auditors assessed only the five manipulated controls were absent.

"‘
These sixteen assessments were used in the analysis, rather than all of the sev-

· enteen assessments, to maintain the orthogonal character of the fractional factorial
design. ·
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4.2.3 Subjects

The subjects chosen for the study were practicing auditors from twenty-five

offices of the Big 8 accounting firms in ten different cities along the East Coast

(See Table 4 in Chapter 5). A total of 121 auditors participated in the exper-

iment; 78 NSs and 43 CASs. The designation for the specialists differs from

firm to firm, some calling them Computer Audit Specialists (CASs), and some

calling them Computer Auditors. For the purpose of this study, all of these

auditors are called CASs.

4.2.4 Pilot Test

Prior to adminlsterlng the actual study, a pilot test was conducted to ensure

that ambiguities in the experiment or the instructions were minlmized. Nine

certified public accountants participated in the pre-test."° All subjects were

associated with Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 7 as grad-

uate students and/or lnstructors in the Accounting Department, and 2 in the

Controller’s office. All subjects had public accounting experience. Minor

modifications to the instructions and the background information were made

after discussions with the pilot test subjects. One subject found the task too

unrealistic and did not complete the instrument. However, the other pilot test

"' One subject was certified from a foreign country.
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subjects lndicated that they had no problems with the materials. None of the

auditor subjects had problems completing the study.

4.2.5 Administration of the Study

The study was administered by the researcher to all but twenty-two of the

subjects ln their offices. The subjects generally completed the experiment in

an uninterrupted block of time. ln the case of the twenty-two auditors, where

the researcher could not personally administer the experiment, a partner or a

manger·ln-charge administered the study, following the same instructions. A

Mann-Whitney U test revealed no significant differences in the distribution of

the assessments of the auditors in the two administrations (Z=1.79, p=0.07).

The responses of the subjects were pooled together for further analysis.

4.2.6 Loglcal Relationships in the Assessments (Manipulation Check)

Since each auditor made 17 assessments on the 17 original situations, com-

parisons were made between the assessments to ensure internal validity. Of

the total 136 possible paired comparisons (17x16/2) in each case, 61 compar-

lsons had Iogical relationships . That is, it was possible to establish a Iogical

relationship between a pair of assessments for 61 pairs of assessments. The

basis for the relationship was that, since 5 control factors were being manipu-
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Iated, there were situations possible when one case would represent an im-

provement (in controls) over another case. For instance, in one situation, only

1 manipulated control may have been present (statistically represented as a),

and in another situation, it may have been present along with two other ma-

nipulated controls (statistical representation abc). In such a case, the assess-

ment of control risk by the auditors in the second instance can only be equal

or lower than the control risk assessed in the first instance. It cannot be higher

than the first instance since logically the presence of more controls should

result in the same or lower assessment of control risk. Thus, comparison er-

rors would occur if subiects made assessments of higher risks in the second

instance as compared to the first instance.

A decision rule was employed to minimize the effects due to this systematic

error. The reason for employing the decision rule, rather than eliminating all

subiects who exhibited this systematic error, was that some systematic error

may in fact be of interest in the study since it must be reflected in real—life.

However, where a large number of these errors occurs, or the error is very

large in magnitude, this may indicate that the subiect had not taken the ex-

periment seriously, or not understood, and had randomly assigned values to

the situations. Thus, employing the decision rule eliminating only those sub-

iects who exhibited systematic error, rather than random error which was of

interest in this study.

The decision rule employed was:

Rmucu Nl¢th0|i0I0gy 6l



•
Subjects were ellmlnated from analysis lf:

1. The total number of comparlson errors exceedlng 15'% was 6 or more

or

2. A single comparison error of over 25% occurred.

One pilot test subject would have met the rejection criteria. Of the auditors

who participated in the experiment, 7 (5 NSs and 2 CASs) were rejected due

to Iogical errors in their assessments.

4.3 Statistical Procedures Employed

In addition to numerous descriptive statistical procedures, four inferential sta-

tistlcal procedures were employed. The four procedures involved

correlational analyzes, a two·sample non-parametric test of median differ-

ences, a parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA), and a non-parametric

analysis of variance. Each of these procedures is described in detail below.

4.3.1 Correlational Analysis

Two correlational coefficients were used in the analysis of the data: Pearson
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product moment correlation (r) and Spearman’s rank correlation (p)."° The

correlation coefficlents were used as the statistical measure of consensus, re-

Iiabillty and self-Insights of the auditors. The Pearson product moment corre-

Iation ls used to measure the degree of relationship between two variables that

are measured on interval or ratio scales. One major assumption that underlies

the use of this coefficient is that the distributions of both variables correlated

are normal. lf the assumption of normality is not valid, the Spearman’s rank

correlation can be computed. In this study, the p statistic was computed along

with the product moment correlation, and both the Indexes were subjected to

further anaIyses."’ The value of the Pearson product moment correlation de-

pends on the magnitude of the assessments made by the auditors, while the

Spearman rank correlation is independent of this, since p uses the ranks of the

assessments in its calculation. Thus, there is a possibility that the two corre-

Iation coefficlents may not give similar results. lf r. Is significant when p is not,

this indicates that the relative magnitudes of the assessments made by the

pair of auditors being correlated were different, but the directions of the

changes in the assessments were similar. The reverse is true if p is significant

when r is not.

“'
D. E. Hlnkle, W. Wiersma, S. G. Jurs, Applied Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1979), p. 96 and p. 101.

"’
One reason for computing the Pearson product moment r was to afford compar-
ability between this study and previous studies, since most of the previous studies
have used r in their analysis. ·
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ln addition to the above two correlation coefficients, the Kendall’s coefficient

of concordance W also was computed for each group of auditor’s assessments

of control risks in the 16 situations. The value of W ranges from 0 to 1, and the

hypothesis that there ls no actual agreement among the auditors was tested

using a x' distribution."°

4.3.2 Non-Parametric Two-Sample Test

Comparison of two groups of correlations was conducted using the Mann-

Whitney U test, the non-parametric analog to the two sample t test."' The t test

requires the following assumptions:

1. The two samples are drawn from independent populatlons

2. The populatlons have normal distributions

and

3. The variances of the two populatlons are homogeneous.

Since two groups of correlation scores were being compared, the non-

parametric test was deemed more appropriate than the t test as the assump-

tion of normality may not be valid in such a situation.

"° W. L. Hays, Statistics for the Social Sciences, 2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 803.

"•
lbid., p. 778.
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U
4.3.3 Parametric Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

The ANOVA procedure was used to construct linear models for each auditor’s

decision process. The linear models explained which of the main effects were

considered important by each auditor. For each main effect,
w’

were then

computed and transformed to equal 100. These transformed values were then

correlated with the auditor’s scores in the self-inslght questionnaire to com-

pute the seIf—inslght index for each auditor.

The assumptions underlying the ANOVA model are the same as those for the

ttest, that is, normality, homogeneity of varlance, and independence."°

4.3.4 Non·Parametric ANOVA · Kruskal-Wallis (KW) H Test

ln testing whether the correlation scores of the auditors blocked according to

experience levels ls different, the assumptions required under the parametric

ANOVA procedure, especially normality, may not be valid. Hence a non-

parametric ANOVA procedure, the KruskaI·Wallis H test was used instead.‘“

‘*°
Ibid., p. 467.

‘=*
lbid., p. 782. ‘

_
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4.4 Chapter Summary

The research methodology used in the study was described in detail in this

chapter. Of the two methods available for studying judgments, the input-output

approach and process tracing approach, the reasons for choosing the former

approach were discussed. The preparation of the experimental materials was

also dlscussed in detail, including the reasons for the choice of the manipu-

lated factors, and the method of administration of the instrument. The method

used to identify usable responses from the subjects was outlined, along with

the decision rule used to eliminate subjects from the study. Finally, the statis-

tical procedures used In the study to analyze the data were described. The

following chapter contains the results of the study. l
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Chapter 5

Results of the Study

The results of the empirical study are presented in this chapter. The chapter

is divided into seven main sections. In the first section, the background infor-

mation collected on the auditors is analyzed. Consensus of the auditors, reli-

ability of their judgments, and their self—insights into their own decision

processes are analyzed and compared at the overall group level for both the

CASs and NSs in the second- section. The effect of experience on iudgment

consensus, reliability, and self-insight is presented in the third section. The

results of the comparisons between the iudgment consistency of experienced

and inexperienced NSs and the CASs group are presented in the fourth sec-

tion. Firm affiliation effects are analyzed in the fifth section, followed by the

summary of the results of the comparisons between the NSs’ firms and the

CASs group in the sixth section. Finally, in the last section, the pattern of cue

usage of the CASs and NSs is presented and analyzed. V
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5.1 Subject Background

The subjects’ firm affiliation, staff level, educational and professional back-

ground, and experience Is summarized and analyzed in this section. Also, the

feedback of the auditors on the realistic nature of the experimental study and

the difficulty of the task Is summarized here.

5.1.1 Firm Affiliatlon and Staff Level

As mentioned earlier in Chapter IV, 78 non-specialists (NSs) and 43 Computer

audit specialists (CASs) participated in the experimental study; 5
NSs’

and 2

CASs’ responses were eliminated from the analysis, using the procedure out-

Ilned in Chapter IV. Hence, usable responses were collected from 73 NSs and

41 CASs. All the auditors were from Big 8 firms. The auditors worked in 25

oftices in 10 different cities along the East Coast, as shown in Table 4. As each

office of a firm supplied a small sample of auditors from its staff, analysis for

differences due to office affiliation is not possible. Since more than one firm

office was visited in most of the cities, the effect of any region difference is

randomized across the subjects and hence should not affect the results of the

study. A KW H test of the consensus correlatlons of the auditors grouped ac-

cording to city revealed no significant differences in either the r scores

(p=0.55) or the p scores (p=0.53). The effect of firm affiliation on judgment
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Table 4. Firm Afflllation of NSs and CASs .

Firm
F Total

City '

— 11
8 21
5 16
7 9— 10
· 6

KHEIIEIEI 17 E 73I

Firm
F Total

City

1 7 12
2 - 4
3 - 6
4 - 1
7 8 8
8 4 5
9 - 2
10 2 3

11
7Note:Assignment of identification letters to each firm in this
table has been done randomly, without any alphabetical or numerical
ranking.

consistency was significant, and the results of this analysis are reported in

more detail in a later section in this chapter.
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Table 5. Staff Levels of Partlclpants

ll GAS mal
LeveI E EHPartner7 9.6 - 7 6.1

Manager 25 34.2 53.7 47 41.2

Senior 18 24.7 34.1 32 28.1

Staff
>1 yr exp 17 23.3 7.3 20 17.6

Staff
<1 yr exp 6 8.2 4.9 8 7.0
mal 73 ww ZlIHKII¤@
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The staff levels of the auditors in the firm is presented in Table 5. managers

comprised 41% of the auditors who participated ln the study. For the NSs,

managers comprised 34% of the participants, and for CASs 54%.

5.1.2 Education and Professional Certification

The majority of the NSs (94.5%) who participated in the study had undergrad-

uate accounting degrees; the rest of the NSs had business·related degrees as

shown In Table 6. There was more diversity in the educational background of

the CASs. Twenty-five (61%) had undergraduate accounting or business-

related degrees, while 5 had (12%) had Computer Science/MIS degrees. Ten

CASs (24%) were dual majors, Accounting/Computer Science or Business

Administration/Computer Science. Only 7 NSs (10%) and 6 CASs (15%) had

graduate degrees, as indicated in Table 6.

The background differences between NSs and CASs is more evident when the

professional certification acquired by the auditors is examined. Sixty (82%) of

the NSs were CPAs, and only one of these CPAs had acquired another certif-

ication, a Certified Bank Auditor (CBA). Of the CASs, 30 (73%) had profes-

sional certifications; 27 (66%) were CPAs. Of these 27 CPAs, 7 (17%) had

acquired more professional computer-related certifications, as shown in Table

7. Three CASs had only computer-related certifications.
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Table 6. PartIcipants’ Educational Backgrcund

Undergraduate Degrees

ebsMeier
Number N Pereem

-
— Accounting 94.5 48.8

Acc. or BAD
Computer S - 24.4

Eco or Fin 2.8 2.4

Bus Adm 2.7 9.8

Comp Sc or
MIS - 12.2

Other - 2.4
rem 73 KMIIIEIIÄ

Graduate Degrees

Degree Number Pereem —
MACCT 4.1 4.9

MBA 5.5 4.9

MIS — 2.4

MBA & MIS - 2.4

None 90.4 85.4
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Table 7. Professional Certification of Particlpants

Certificate Number Number Percent

-
CPA 82 49

CISA - 5

CPA/CMA - 2

CPA/CDP - 5

CPA/CISA - 7

CDP/CISA - 2

·CPA/CDP/CISA - 2

None 18 27

wal731

was also a Certified Bank Auditor (CBA)

CPA - Certified Public Accountant
CMA - Certified Management Accountant
CDP - Certificate in Data Processing
CISA - Certified Information Systems Auditor
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Table 8. Computer Courses · College and CPE

¤^S—
ummarv ummarv ¤

College

Mean 2.5 7.1
Highest 18.0 90.0
Lowest 0.0 3.0

Mean Hrs 7.2 22.2
Highest 9.0 30.0
Lowest 0.0 1.0

CPE

Mean 0.85 1.29 3.11 2.78
Highest 5.00 - 12.00 —
Lowest 0.00 · 3.00 ·

Mean Hrs 13.07 30.63 91.78 90.43
Highest 120.00 - 400.00 —
Lowest 0.00 - 0.00 -
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5.1.3 College and CPE Courses in Computers

Table 8 contains a summary of the responses of the auditors to the questions

dealing with computer-related courses in college and as part of the CPE re-

quirements. The NSs had taken a mean 2.5 (standard deviation 1.4)

computer-related courses in college, as compared to a mean 7.1 (standard

deviation 6.8) courses taken by CASs. The mean number of hours of

computer—related courses in college for NSs was 7.5'hours (standard deviation

3.5 hours), and for CASs 22.2 hours (standard deviation 22.2 hours).

Responding to the question on CPE courses in Computer/EDP auditing, the

NSs indicated only a mean 0.85 courses with a mean 13.07 hours, as shown in

Table 8. The CASs, however, had taken a mean 3.11 courses in this area, with

a mean 91.78 hours. Most of the firms indicated that once an auditor is recog-

nized as a CAS, or has the potential to be a CAS, the auditor is given a 2-3

week course in this area before the on-the—job training begins. Thus, it is not

surprising that CASs have, on the average, more CPE courses and hours in

Computer/EDP auditing.

Verification of the effect of the number of computer courses taken in college

or computer-related CPE courses attended by the auditors on iudgment con-

sistency was not possible since there appeared to be no uniformity in the re-

sponses of the auditors to these questions. For instance, none of the auditors

had indicated whether the hours reported were semester hours or quarter
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hours. 'Also, some of the auditors were apparently reporting all the CPE

courses they had taken rather than just the computer-related ones.

5.1.4 Experience, Years with the Firm and Number of Audits Conducted

The years of auditing experience and the time spent with the current firm are

given in Table 9. About 66% of the NSs and 73% of the CASs had more than

3 years of auditing experience. On the average, NSs had 5.26 years of auditing

experience and CASs 4.85 years. The median experience of both NSs and

CASs was 4 years.

The responses indicate that 57% of NSs and 61% of the CASs had been with

their current employer for more than 3 years. Both the NSs and CASs had

spent a median 3 years with the current firm. The average tenure of the NSs

with the current firm was 4.62 years; CASs had an average of 4.44 years. These

means compared with the mean auditing experience of the auditors suggests

a very small degree of mobility in the auditors.

In the past year, NSs had participated in a mean of 11.18 audits (standard de-

vlatlon 10.85), and a mean of 8.20 audits (standard deviation 9.05) had in-

volved clients with significant computerlzed applications. The CASs had

partlclpated in a mean 9.45 audits (standard deviation 6.11), and a mean 8.97
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Table 9. Audltlng Experlence and Years wlth Current Flrm

Auditing Experience

u§ CAS —
Years Number PercentNumber0

- 2 25 34.2 11 26.8

3 - 5 20 27.4 15 36.6

6 - 8 16 21.9 7 17.1

9 - 10 4 5.5 6 14.6

> 10 8 11.0 2 4.9

73337 73 7773777Years

with Current Firm

343YearsNumber Percent Number Percent

-

0 - 2 31 42.5 12 29.3

3 - 5 19 26.0 15 36.6

6 - 8 15 20.6 8 19.5

9 — 10 2 2.7 5 12.2

> 10 6 8.2 1 2.4

73337 73 IEM 47 @—
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· Table 10. Number ef Audits Conducted - Previous Year

—SummarySummaryTotal
No. of

Audits (Mean) 11.18 10.85 9.45 6.11
Highest 70.00 . - 30.00 -
Lowest 0.00 · 1 .00 -

Significant ‘

Use of Computers
by Clients (Mean) 8.20 9.05 8.97 6.09

Highest 55.00 - 30.00 -
Lowest 0.00 - 1 .00 —
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_ audits (standard deviation 6.09) had involved clients with significant comput-

erized applications, as shown in Table 10.

The effect of experience on iudgment consistency was examined, and this is

reported in more detail in a later section in the chapter.

5.1.5 Feedback on the Study

Perceptions of the participants on how realistic the experimental task was, and

the degree of difficulty of the task was elicited on a Likert·type nine-point scale.

These are summarized in Table 11. NSs rated the experimental task with a

mean 5.43 (standard deviation 1.34), and CASs with a mean 5.23 (standard

deviation 1.42). Since the scale was anchored with 1—Extremely Realistic and

9-Extremely Unrealistic, the responses indicate that both NSs and CASs per-

ceived the task as moderately realistic.

The NSs rated the task difficulty with a mean 4.32 (standard deviation 1.55),

and CASs with a mean 3.90 (standard deviation 1.46). The scale was anchored

with 1-Not difflculty and 9-Extremely Difficult. The NSs and CASs thus thought

the task to be moderately difficult, with the CASs having Iesser difficulty on the

average than NSs.
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Table 11. Feedback on Experlmental Task —

l§ <=A= 11„„„„.ry BEI.? „„„„.„ @1

Realism
Mean 5.43 5.23
Highest 9.00 7.00
Lowest 3.00 1 .00

Difficulty
Mean 4.32 3.90
Highest 8.00 8.00
Lowest 0.00 2.00

Realism Difficulty .

1-Extremely Unrealistic 1-Not Difficult

5·Moderately Realistic 5-Moderately Difficult

9-Extremely Reallstlc 9-Extremely Difficult
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5.2 Analysis of Judgment Consistency at Overall Group

Levels

As indicated in Chapter III, most of the previous studies in auditor iudgments

in intemal control evaluations have used consistency as a surrogate for judg-

ment accuracy. The three aspects of judgment consistency examined are (1)

ludgment consensus, the agreement among the iudgments of different auditors

using the same data at the same point of time; (2) reliability of judgments, the

agreement over time between judgments of the same auditor using the same

data; and (3) iudgment seIf·insight, the agreement between the auditors sub-

iective description of his or her iudgment process and an objective description

derived from mathematical or statistical techniques."*

5.2.1 Judgment Consensus

The consensus of auditors in each group was computed as the mean of the

correlations between each pair of auditors in each group. Pearson’s product

moment correlation r and Spearman’s rank correlation p were computed for

each group of auditors. KendaII’s coefficient of concordance W also was com-

puted to gauge the degree of association in each group. All r and p corre-

‘“
Ashton, "Some Comments on Auditors’ EvaIuations,” p. 56.
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lations were computed using a statistical package designed for the personal

computer, Statistical Processing System.’” The resulting full correlation matri-

ces were then converted to half-matrices for the non-parametric analysis of

variance procedures using the PROC NPAR1WAY procedure in
SAS.‘“

De-

scrlptlve statistics were computed using the PROC UNIVARIATE procedure in

SAS.‘“

The degree of consensus exhibited by each group of auditors was quite high,

comparable to those achieved in previous studies."' The 73 NSs in the study

had a W of 0.619 (p=0.001) and the 41 CASs had a W of 0.648 (p=0.001). Thus

the CASs had a slightly higher degree of association in their assessments than

the NSs. _

Computation of r and p respectively resulted in 2,628 correlation scores for the

NSs and 820 scores for the CASs. The mean rfor NSs was 0.65, and the scores

ranged from 0.03 to 0.97; the mean r for CASs was 0.68, scores ranging from

0.05 to 0.97. The mean p for both group of auditors was the same as the r:

NSs 0.65, and CASs 0.68.

‘“
R. C. Kirk, G. J. Buhyoff, H. M. Rauscher, R. B. Hull IV, and K. Killeen, Statistical
Processing System Version PC4.0 (Southern Technical Associates, 1983).

‘“
SAS Institute Inc., SAS User’s Guide: Statistics, Version 5 Edition. (Cary, NC: SAS
institute Inc., 1985).

‘*'
lbid.

· l" See Table 1 for a summary of results of previous studies.
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Table 12. Comparison of NSs and CASs Correlatlons - Consensus

Mean 0.65 0.68
Highest 0.97 0.97
Lowest 0.03 0.05

Mann-Whitney U test: z=4.92, p=0.001
Reiect hypothesfs of no difference in scores

Mean 0.65 0.68
Highest 0.97 0.96
Lowest -0.02 0.13

Mann-Whitney U test: z=4.48, p=0.001
Reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores
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Thus, both NSs and CASs had very high consensus with CASs having a

slightly higher mean than the NSs. The first hypothesis was:

H1: CASs will have similar consensus scores as the NSs.

The r and p scores in each group were then compared to each other using

Mann·Whitney U tests. The null hypothesis that the correlation scores of the

two groups is not different was reiected for each group of correlations. For r,

the resulting z value was 4.91 (p=0.0001), and for p, z was 4.48 (p=0.0001)

(Refer to Table 12).‘"

The consensus of NSs and CASs was not the same, and the CASs have higher

mean consensus than NSs. The difference in consensus scores of the NSs and

the CASs was statistically significant.

5.2.2 Reliability of Judgments

The second area of interest in this study was the reliability of iudgments of the

two groups of auditors. As mentioned earlier in Chapter Ill, each auditor eval-

uated 4 repeat situations taken from the 16 original situations. The assess-

ments made by the auditors in the repeat situations were correlated with the

assessments made in the original situations. The r and p scores were com-

puted for each auditor. The mean r for NSs was 0.73, and scores ranged from

"’
Parametric ttests of the r and p scores also revealed statistically different means
for NSs and CASs (p=0.001).
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-1 to +1. Thus, one or more auditors in the NSs group had a reliability score

of -1 indicating a complete reversal of the original assessments by the auditor.

For the CASs, r averaged to 0.77, and ranged from -0.57 to +1.

The average p for NSs was 0.69, the scores ranging from -1 to +1. CASs had

an average p of 0.77, ranging from -0.57 to +1, as shown in Table 13. Thus,

overall, both groups showed high reliability of their judgments, CASs reveal-

Ing a slightly higher reliability than NSs.

The second hypothesis was:

H2: The reliability scores of the CASs will be the same as the reliability
scores of the NSs. _

The r and p scores of auditors in each group were compared using Mann-

· Whitney U tests. The hypothesis that the two groups had similar reliability

scores could not be rejected for either r or p measures. For r, the resulting z

value was 1.32 (p=0.1865) and for p, z was 1.58 (p=0.1128). Thus, the differ-

ence in the reliability scores of the NSs and CASs was not statistically signif-

icant.

5.2.3 Self-Insight

The next area of interest of the study was the degree of self-Insight exhibited

by the auditors in each group. As explained earlier, five control factors were

manipulated in the study, and auditors were requested to subiectively weight
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Table 13. Comparison of NSs and CASs Correlations - Reliability

— Pssrssn Swss

-wsMean0.73 0.77
Highest 1.00 1.00 ·
Lowest -1 .00 -0.58

Mann-Whitney U test: z=1.32, p=0.1865
Do not reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores

— Spssrmsn Sssrss

-
ws 1

Mean 0.69 0.77
Highest 1.00 1.00
Lowest -1 .00 -0.58

Mann-Whitney U test: z=1.59, p=0.1128
Do not reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores
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each factor by spreading a total of 100 points across these five factors. Obiec-

tlve weights for each manipulated factor was derived by constructing linear

models for each auditor using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure.

Using the ANOVA model, a w' value was derived for each factor. The w' value

indicates the proportion of the total variance explained by each effect.**° The

w' values for the five factors were transformed so that the total equalled 100.***

These obiectively calculated scores for each auditor were then correlated with

the subjective weights assigned by the auditor. The r and p correlations were

computed as a measure of self—insight of the auditors into their own decision

processes.

The mean r for NSs was 0.76, and r scores ranged from -0.154 to 0.993. The

mean p for NSs was 0.704, scores ranging from -0.057 to +1.0. CASs had a

mean r of 0.756, scores ranging from -0.333 to 0.999. Mean p for CASs was

0.705, scores ranging from -0.25 to 0.974. Thus, both groups exhibited very

high self·lnsights into their decision processes, and the means of the two

groups were almost equal.

The third hypothesis was:

H3: The self-Insight scores of CASs will be the same as the self-insight
scores of NSs.

**' Keppel, “Design & AnaIysis,” p. 91.

*** This is the same procedure followed in the earlier studies, such as Ashton, “An
Experimental Study." The w' value for each effect is converted to a percentage of
the total w' value of all effects. F
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. Table 14. Comparison of NSs and CASs Correlations - Self-insight ·

— Pssrssn Sssrss s

-wsMean0.76 0.76
Highest 0.99 0.99
Lowest -0.15 -0.33

Mann-Whitney U test: z=0.61, p=0.5403
Do not reject hypothesis of no difference in scores

— Sßssrmsn Ssws

-wsMean0.70 0.71
· Highest 1.00 0.97

Lowest -0.06 -0.25

Mann-Whitney U test: z=0.03, p=0.9736
Do not reject hypothesis of no difference in scores
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The r and p scores of the two groups of auditors were analyzed for differences

using the Mann-Whitney U test. The hypothesis that the r scores were similar

for the two groups could not be reiected (z=0.612, p=0.54), as shown in Table -

14. There also was no significant difference in the p scores of the two groups

(z=0.033, p=0.97).

Thus, the CASs and NSs exhibited very high self-insights into their decision

processes, and there was strong evidence to conclude that the degree of self-

insight exhibited by each group of auditor was quite similar.

5.2.4 Section Summary _

Both the NSs and CASs showed high iudgment consistency in their decisions.

The mean consensus of the CASs, for both the r and p scores, was slightly

higher than that of NSs. Mann-Whitney U tests also revealed that the difference

in the consensus scores of the CASs was significantly different from that of the

NSs. However, in the other aspects of iudgment consistency, reliability and

self-insight, no significant differences were noticed between the two groups.

Thus, on the whole, the NSs made reliable judgments that were comparable to

CASs’ iudgments, and had as much self-insights into their decision processes

as the CASs.
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5.3 Experience Effects

The effects of experience on conslstency have been examined in earlier

studies with mixed results. Most of the earlier studies found no effect of expe-

rience on consensus."° The effect of experience on conslstency was examined

in this study by blocking auditors in each group according to whetherthey had

more or less auditing experience than the median experience. This procedure

was followed earlier by Reckers and Taylor.‘°‘

5.3.1 Judgment Consensus - Experienced vs Inexperienced Auditors

Blocking the auditors according to the median experience of 4 years in each

group resulted in 32 experienced and 41 inexperienced auditors in the NSs

group; 17 experienced auditors and 24 inexperienced auditors in the CASs

group. The r and p scores were computed for each subgroup of auditors.

The inexperienced NS auditors had a mean r of 0.678 and a mean p of 0.669.

The experienced NS auditors had a mean r of 0.636 and a mean p of 0.643. The

ranges of these scores are given in Table 15. The inexperienced NSs thus

"° The only exception is Nanni, “An Exploration of Mediating Effects", who found
some significant difference in consensus due to previous internal control evalu-
ation experience.

"" Reckers and Taylor, "Consistency in Auditor's Evaluation”.
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Table 15. Comparison of Inexperienced vs Experienced NSs - Consen-
sus

—
P¢¤r=¤¤ $<=¤r@=

-Mean 0.68 0.64
Highest a 0.97 0.97
Lowest 0.20 0.23

Mann-Whitney U test: z=4.72, p=0.001
Reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores

_

S¤¤¤~¤¤¤Mean
0.67 0.64

Highest 0.95 0.97
Lowest 0.16 0.16

Mann—Whitney U test: z=2.70, p=0.007 _
Reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores
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showed sllghtly higher consensus than the experienced NSs in both the r and

p scores.

The fourth hypothesis was:

H4: Experience will have no effects on consensus of NSs.

y To test this hypothesis, the r and p scores of the experienced and inexperi-

enced NSs were compared using Mann-Whitney U tests. The tests indicated

that both the r and p scores of the inexperienced and experienced auditors

were statistically different from one another. The z value for the U test com-

paring r scores was 4.73 (p=0.001), and the z value for p scores was 2.70

(p=0.007). inexperienced auditors thus have higher consensus than experi-

enced auditors in the NS group.

The 24 inexperienced CASs had an average r of 0.682, and an average p of

0.684. The 17 experienced CASs had an average r of 0.671, and an average p

of 0.670. The ranges of these scores are given in Table 16. Thus, for the CASs

group also, the inexperienced auditors had a sllghtly higher consensus than

their experienced colleagues.

The flfth hypothesis was:

H5: Experience will have no effects on consensus of CASs.

To test the hypothesis whether the experienced and inexperienced CASs had

the same degree of consensus, both the r and p scores in the two groups were

subiected to Mann Whitney U tests. The tests revealed thatthe hypothesis of
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Table 16. Cemparison of lnexperienced vs Experienced CASs · Consen-
sus

Mean 0.68 0.67
Highest 0.97 0.92
Lowest 0.14 0.25

Mann-Whitney U test: z=O.82, p=0.4135
Do not reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores

—
$¤¤=rm¤¤ $¤¤r¤=

-Mean 0.68 0.67
Highest 0.96 · 0.93
Lowest 0.13 . 0.27

Mann-Whitney U test: z=1.37, p=0.1691
Do not reject hypothesis of no difference in scores
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no difference could not be reiected for either r or p scores. For r, the U test

had a z value of 0.82 (p=0.414), and for p, z was 1.38 (p=0.169). Thus, unlike

the NSs, there was no significant difference in the consensus of the experi-

enced and inexperienced CASs.

5.3.2 Judgment Reliability - Experienced vs Inexperienced Auditors

The effect of experience on reliability of judgments was investigated for both

group of auditors. Both r and p scores were computed for the reliability of

each subgroup of auditors. The inexperienced NSs had a mean r of 0.67 and

mean p of 0.63. The experienced NSs had a mean r of 0.77 and a mean p of

0.75. The ranges of these scores are given in Table 17. Thus, the experienced

NSs exhibited more reliability in their iudgments than the inexperienced NSs.

To verify lf this difference was significant, both the r and p scores of the expe-

rienced and Inexperienced auditors were compared using Mann-Whitney U

tests. The tests indicated that both the r and p scores of the experienced NSs

were statistically different from the inexperienced NSs. The z value for the test

comparing the r scores was 2.34 (p=0.019); the z value for p scores was 2.27

(p=0.0227).

Comparison of reliability of ludgments of auditors blocked according to expe-

rience was also conducted for the CASs. Inexperienced CASs had a mean r

of 0.82 and a mean p of 0.81, as compared to a mean r of 0.65 and a mean p U
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Table 17. Comparison of Inexperlenced vs Experienced NSs - Reliability

—
P¢¤r=¤¤ $·=¤r¤S

-
Mean 0.67 0.78
Highest 1.00 1.00
Lowest -1 .00 -0.87

Mann-Whitney U test: z=2.34, p=0.019
Reject hypothesis of no difference in scores

— $¤¤¤rm=~ $¤¤'¤S

-

b

Mean 0.63 0.75
Highest 1.00 1.00
Lowest -1 .00 -0.83

Mann-Whitney U test: z=2.28, p=0.0224
Reject hypothesis of no difference in scores
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· Table 18. Comparison of Inexperienced vs Experienced CASs - Rellabil-
NY

Mean 0.72 0.65
Highest 1.00 1.00
Lowest 0.06 -0.58

Mann-Whitney U test: z=1.31, p=0.19
Do not reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores

—
$¤¤¤~¤=¤ $¢¤r@=

-Mean 0.81 0.66
_ Highest 1.00 1.00

Lowest 0.26 -0.58

Mann·Whitney U test: z=0.05, p=0.9573
I

Do not reject hypothesis of no difference in scores
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of 0.66 for the experienced CASs. The ranges of these scores are given in Ta-

ble 18. Unlike the NSs, inexperienced CASs made more reliable judgments,

on the average, than experienced CASs. However, Mann-Whitney U tests on

the r and p scores of the two subgroups of CASs revealed no significant dif-

ferences in the scores. The z value for r scores was 1.31 (p=0.19) and for p

scores, 0.06 (p = .9573). .

5.3.3 Self-Insight · Experienced vs Inexperienced Auditors

The effect of experience on self-insights of the two groups of auditors was ex-

amined next. For the NSs, inexperienced auditors had a mean r of 0.75 and a

mean p of 0.70. Experienced NSs had a mean r of 0.77 and a mean p of 0.70.

The ranges of these scores are given in Table 19. Thus, both the inexperienced

and experienced NSs exhibited high self-insights into their own decision

processes. To investigate whether the scores between the two subgroups of

NSs differed significantly from one another, both the r and p scores were sub-

jected to Mann·Whitney tests. The tests revealed that both the r and p scores

of the inexperienced and experienced NSs were not different from one an-

other. The z value for the test comparing the r scores was 0.06 (p = 0.9573), and

for the p scores, z was 0.08 (p=0.9335).

Inexperienced CASs had a mean r of 0.76 and a mean p of 0.70. Experienced

CASs had a mean r of 0.70 and a mean p of 0.67. The ranges of these scores
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Table 19. Comparison of Inexperlenced vs Experienced NSs - Self-
Inslght

Mean 0.75 0.78
Highest 0.99 0.99
Lowest -0.15 0.04

Mann-Whitney U test: z=0.06, p=0.9468
Do not reiect hypothesls of no difference in scores

— Spsarman $<=¤r¤=

-Mean 0.70 0.71 ·
Highest 1.00 _ 1.00
Lowest 0.00 -0.06

Mann-Whitney U test: z=0.08, p = 0.9291
Do not reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores
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Table 20. Comparison of lnexperienced vs Experienced CASs - Self-
Insight

Mean 0.76 0.70
Highest 1.00 0.99
Lowest -0.33 0.00

Mann-Whitney U test: z=1.20, p=0.2235
Do not reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores

—
S¤¤=~¤¤¤ $¤¤r¢=

-Mean 0.70 0.67
Highest 0.97 0.92
Lowest -0.25 0.00

Mann-Whitney U test: z= 1.02, p=0.3076
Do not reiect hypothesis of no difference in scores

° .
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are given in Table 20. Mann-Whitney U tests of the two groups of scores re-

vealed no significant differences between the self-insight scores of the experi-

enced and inexperienced CASs. The z value for the test comparing the r

scores was 1.20 (p=0.2235), and for the p scores z was 1.02 (p=0.3014).

5.3.4 Section Summary

The CASs group showed no effect in their iudgment consistency due to expe-

rtence. The consensus, reliability and self-Insight scores of the inexperienced

and experienced CASs were not statistically different from one another. For

the NSs group, a statistlcally slgnificant difference was noted for consensus

and reliability scores. Experienced NSs made more reliable judgments than

the inexperienced NSs, but had signlficantly lower consensus. Both subgroups

of the NSs showed high self-insights into their own decision processes, and

no significant difference was noted between the self—insight scores of the two

subgroups of NSs.

Since differences were noticed between the judgment consistency of inexperi-

enced and experienced NSs, each subgroup of NSs was then independently

compared with the CASs to verify if significant differences existed between

them.
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5.4 Comparison of Experienced and Inexperienced NSs

with CASs

Mann-Whitney U tests were run to compare the consensus, reliability, and

seIf—insight scores of the experienced and inexperienced NSs with the CASs.

5.4.1 Consensus

The tests revealed a significant difference between experienced NSs and CASs

for both the r and p scores of consensus. For r scores, the z value was 5.4

(p=0.0001), and for p scores, the z value was 4.14 (p=0.0001). The difference

between inexperienced NSs’ and CASs’ consensus was not significant for the

r scores; z of 1.36 (p=0.1716). The test on the p scores revealed a significant

difference, z of 2.00 (p=0.0453). Thus, experienced NSs had consensus scores

that were significantly different from the CASs, while there was a Iesser degree

of difference in the comparison of scores between inexperienced CASs and

NSs.
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5.4.2 Reliability .

The comparison of the reliability scores of the experienced and inexperienced

NSs with the CASs showed a complete reversal as compared to consensus.

Experienced NSs showed no significant differences from the CASs reliability

scores for both the r and p indexes. The test comparing the r scores had a z

value of 0.447 (p=0.6726), and the test comparing the p scores had a z value

of 0.0169 (p=0.982). However, significant differences were noted for the com-

parisons between inexperienced NSs’ and CASs’ reliability scores. For the r

scores, the U test had a z value of 2.2 (p=0.0276), and for the p scores, z was

2.28 (p=0.0224).

Thus, the reliability of the iudgments made by the experienced NSs was com-

parable to that of the CASs as a whole, while inexperienced NSs had lower

reliability which was significantly different from the CASs.

5.4.3 Self-insight

No significant differences were noticed between the self·insight scores of ei-

ther the experienced or inexperienced NSs and CASs. Forthe tests comparing

the experienced NSs self-insight scores with CASs, the z value for r scores was

0.2 (p=0.8474), and for p scores, z was 0.128 (p=0.8982). For the comparison

between inexperienced NSs self-insights and CASs, the test of the r scores had
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a z of 0.454 (p=0.6495), and the test of the p scores had a z of 0.1531

(p=0.8783). Thus, both the experienced and inexperienced NSs exhibited

seIf·inslghts that were comparable to those exhibited by the CASs,

5.4.4 Section Summary

Experienced NSs had significantly different consensus scores than the CASs,

but made judgments that were as reliable as the CASs’ judgments. There was

no difference in the degree of self-insight exhibited by the experienced NSs

and the CASs,

inexperienced NSs had marginally similar consensus scores as compared to
l

the CASs, but made less reliable judgments than the CASs, The degree of

self—inslghts exhibited by both groups of auditors was very similar.

5.5 Firm Affiliation Effects

Unlike previous studies, where researchers used subjects primarily from one

firm, this study utilized small samples from different firms. To verify if any firm

affiliation effect was present, correlations were computed for each pair of au-

ditors in each firm. The resulting correlation scores, rand p, were analyzed for

differences using the KW H test. Each aspect of judgment consistency, con-
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sensus, reliability, and self~insight was analyzed for firm affiliation effects for

both the NSs and the CASs.

5.5.1 Consensus

Forthe NSs, significant differences were indicated in both the r and p con-

sensus scores by the KW H tests (p=0.0001 for both tests). A non-parametric

multiple comparison procedure, Dunn’s Distribution—free Multiple Comparison

procedure,‘°* was then carried out on the scores using an experiment-wise er-

ror rate of 0.05. The analysis on the r scores, given in Table 21, revealed sig-

. niflcant differences in 8 pairs of the firms out of the 21 comparisons made. The

analysis on the p scores, shown in Table 22, revealed significant differences

in 7 pairs of the firms out of the 21 comparisons made. One firm was signif-

icantly different from 5 other firms in the r analysis, and 3 firms in the p anal-

ysis.

The analysis of the mediating effects of firm affiliation of the CASs revealed

fewer differences in their consensus scores. For the p scores, the KW test re-

vealed the differences to be marginally insignificant (p=0.054). However, the

KW test of the r scores revealed that at least one firm had scores different from

the others (p=0.0001). Dunn’s Distribution-free Multiple Comparison proce-

‘”
M. Hollander and D. A. Wolfe, Nonparametric Statistical Methods (New York: John

- Wiley & Sons, 1982), p 125.
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Table 21. Dunn’s Multlple Comparison of NSs’ Firm Consensus -
Pearson

Experiment·wise error rate = 0.05
Comparision error rate=0.05/(k(k-1)/2)=0.05/42=0.0012
z for comparlsion error rate=3.03
Critical Value (CV)=z X [N(N+1)/12]‘/2 X [1/u + 1/v]Vz; N=401

¢¤m¤¤ri='¤¤
¢VFirmB, Firm C 78 66 52.73 58.73 0.65,0.71
Firm B, Firm D 78 28 77.97 77.36 * 0.65,0.55
Firm B, Firm E 78 3 140.69 206.61 0.65,0.80
Firm B, Firm F 78 45 98.76 65.74 * 0.65,0.76
Firm B, Firm G 78 136 6.04 49.88 0.65,0.63
Firm B, Firm H 78. 45 30.03 65.73 0.65,0.68
Firm C, Firm D 66 28 130.70 79.20 * 0.71,0.55
Firm C, Firm E 66 3 87.96 207.30 0.71,0.80
Firm C, Firm F 66 45 46.03 67.89 0.71,0.76
Firm C, Firm G 66 136 58.77 52.68 " 0.71,0.63
Firm C, Firm H 66 45 22.70 67.89 0.71,0.68
Firm D, Firm E 28 3 218.66 213.33 * 0.55,0.80
Firm D, Firm F 28 45 176.73 84.52 " 0.55,0.76
Firm D, Firm G 28 136 71.93 72.87 0.55,0.63
Firm D, Firm H 28 45 108.00 84.52 * 0.55,0.68
Firm E, Firm F 3 45 41.93 209.40 0.80.0.76
Firm E, Firm G 3 136 146.73 204.97 0.80,0.63
Firm E, Firm H 3 45 110.66 209.40 0.80,0.68
Firm F, Firm G 45 136 36.07 60.39 0.76,0.63
Firm F, Firm H 45 45 68.73 74.03 0.76,0.68
Firm G, Firm H 136 45 104.80 60.39 * 0.63,0.68

* - significant difference at experiment-wise error rate
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- Table 22. Dunn's Multiple Comparlson of NSs’ Firm Consensus ·
Spearman

Experiment—wise error rate=0.05 _
Comparision error rate = 0.05/(k(k-1 )/2) = 0.05/42 = 0.0012
z for comparision error rate=3.03
Critical Value (CV)=z X [N(N+1)/12]% X [1/u + 1/v]Vz; N=401

¢¤m¤=ri=i¤¤
¢VFirmB, Firm C 78 66 68.56 58.73 " 0.62,0.71
Firm B, Firm D 78 28 56.07 77.36 0.62,0.54
Firm B, Firm E 78 3 155.40 206.61 0.62,0.80
Firm B, Firm F 78 45 107.57 65.74 * 0.62,0.76
Firm B, Firm G 78 136 1.60 49.88 0.62,0.62
Firm B, Firm H 78 45 48.33 65.73 0.62,0.68
Firm C, Firm D 66 28 124.63 79.20 * 0.71,0.54
Firm C, Firm E 66 3 87.74 207.30 0.71,0.80
Firm C, Firm F 66 45 39.01 67.89 0.71,0.76
Firm C, Firm G 66 136 66.96 52.68 * 0.71,0.62

. Firm C, Firm H 66 45 20.23 67.89 0.71,0.68
Firm D, Firm E 28 3 211.47 213.33 0.54,0.80
Firm D, Firm F 28 45 163.64 84.52 * 0.54,0.76
Firm D, Firm G 28 136 57.67 72.87 0.54,0.62
Firm D, Firm H 28 45 104.40 84.52 * 0.54,0.68
Firm E, Firm F 3 45 47.83 209.40 0.80,0.76
Firm E, Firm G 3 136 153.80 204.97 0.80,0.62
Firm E, Firm H 3 45 107.07 209.40 0.80,0.68
Firm F, Firm G 45 136 105.97 60.39 * 0.76,0.62
Firm F, Firm H 45 45 59.24 74.03 0.76,0.68
Firm G, Firm H 136 45 46.73 60.39 0.62,0.68

* — significant difference at experiment-wise error rate
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Table 23. Dunn’s Multiple Comparison of CASs’ Firm Consensus -
Pearson

Experiment-wlse error rate = 0.05
Comparision error rate = 0.05/(k(k-1 )/2) = 0.05/20 = 0.0025
z for comparlsion error rate=2.81
Critical Value (CV)=z X [N(N +1)/12]% X [1/u + 1/v]Vz; N=253

¢¤·¤¤=ri=i¤¤Firm
A, Firm B 210 21 18.37 47.06 0.71,0.74

Firm A, Firm E 210 10 22.41 66.55 0.71,0.68
Firm A, Firm F 210 6 100.61 85.14 * 0.71,0.43
Firm A, Firm G 210 6 15.28 85.14 0.71,0.66
Firm B, Firm E 21 10 40.78 79.00 0.74,0.68
Firm B, Firm F 21 6 118.98 95.18 * 0.74,0.43
Firm B, Firm G 21 6 33.65 95.18 0.74,0.66
Firm E, Firm F 10 6 78.20 106.18 0.68,0.43
Firm E, Firm G 10 6 7.13 106.18 0.68,0.66
Firm F, Firm G 6 6 85.33 118.72 0.43,0.66

* · significant difference at experiment—wise error rate
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dure, using an experiment—wise error rate of 0.05 and summarized in Table 23,

revealed that at least two pairs of firms, out of the 10 possible pairs of com-

parison, had significant differences in their scores. Thus, compared to the NSs,

smaller mediating effects were noticed due to firm affiliation of the CASs.

5.5.2 Reliability

The analysis of the effects of firm affiliation on reliability of judgments revealed

no significant differences in the scores for both groups of auditors. For the

NSs, the KW test of the r scores had a x' value of 6.01 (p=0.422, df=6), and

the x' value for the p scores was 9.45 (p=0.1497, df=6), For the CASs, the

KW test of the r scores gave a x' of 3.57. (p=0.4677, df =4); p scores had a x'

of 3.90 (p=0.4197, df=4). The reliability of the auditors’ judgments across the

firms was thus not significantly different for the NSs or the CASs.

5.5.3 Self-insight

Firm affiliation effects were noticed for the KW test of the p scores of NSs, but

not for the test of the r scores. For NSs' r scores, the KW test had a g' of 4.7

(p=0.5834, df=6), but for p scores, x' was 15.72 (p=0.0153, df=6), Thus, the

KW test revealed that at least one firm had self·insight scores that were sig-

nificantly different from the other flrms. A Dunn’s Multiple Comparison pro-
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Table 24. Dunn’s Multiple Comparison of NSs’ Firm Self-insight -
Spearman

Experiment·wise error rate = 0.05
Comparision error rate=0.05/(k(k—1)/2) =0.05/21 =0.0024
z for comparision error rate=2.82
Critical Value (CV)=z X [N(N+1)/12]% X [1/u + 1/v]‘/2; N=73

°
Firm B, Firm C 13 12 10.92 23.95 0.68,0.58
Firm B, Firm D 13 8 12.92 26.87 0.68,0.50
Firm B, Firm E 13 3 1.92 38.32 0.68,0.68
Firm B, Firm F 13 10 16.38 25.17 0.68,0.88
Firm B, Firm G 13 17 10.17 22.04 0.68,0.78
Firm B, Firm H 13 10 1.88 25.17 0.68,0.74
Firm C, Firm D 12 8 2.00 27.31 0.58,0.50
Firm C, Firm E 12 3 9.00 38.62 0.58,0.68
Firm C, Firm F 12 10 27.30 25.61 * 0.58,0.88
Firm C, Firm G 12 17 21.09 22.56 0.58,0.78
Firm C, Firm H 12 10 12.80 25.62 0.58,0.74
Firm D, Firm E 8 3 11.00 40.51 0.50,0.68
Firm D, Firm F 8 10 29.30 28.38 * 0.50,0.88

. Firm D, Firm G 8 17 23.09 25.65 0.50,0.78
Firm D, Firm H 8 10 14.80 28.38 0.50,0.74
Firm E, Firm F 3 10 18.30 39.38 0.68,0.88
Firm E, Firm G 3 17 12.09 37.47 0.68,0.78
Firm E, Firm H 3 10 3.80 39.38 0.68,0.74
Firm F, Firm G 10 17 6.21 23.84 0.88,0.78
Firm F, Firm H 10 10 14.50 26.75 0.88,0.74
Firm G, Firm H 17 10 8.29 23.84 0.78,0.74

* · significant difference at experiment·wise error rate
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cedure, summarized ln Table 24, revealed that out of the 21 comparisons

possible, two comparisons of a pair of firms’ scores had significantly different

scores at the experiment-wise error rate of 0.05.

The effect of firm affiliation on CASs’ self-insights was not significant. For the

V r scores, the KW test had a x' of 1.93 (p=0.7486, df=4), and for the p scores,

the KW test had a x' of 4.06 (p=0.3973, df=4).

5.5.4 Section Summary

The effect of firm affiliation on consensus scores was more pronounced for

NSs'as compared to the CASs. The multiple comparison tests on consensus

scores revealed that one NS firm had significantly different scores than at least

four of the remalning six tirms. The effect of firm affiliation on CASs consensus

was more muted, revealing differences in only two of the ten possible com-

parisons. The effect of firm affiliation on iudgment reliability was not significant

for either NSs or CASs. Analysis on the seIf·insight scores revealed a signif-

icant difference in the p scores of one NS firm from another NS firm. This dif-

ference was not revealed for the r scores. There was no effect of firm affiliation

on the CASs insights.
A
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5.6 Comparison of NS firms and CASs

Since slgnificant differences were noticed in the consensus scores of the NS

firms, comparisons of consensus, reliability and self-Insight scores were made

between the NS firms and the CASs group.

5.6.1 Consensus

Since no significant effects were noticed in the CASs iudgment consistency

due to firm affiliation, comparisons of the NS firms were done with the CASs

as a group. To test if the consensus of the NSs grouped by firm were signif-

icantly different from the CASs’ consensus, both r and p scores were subiected

to KW H tests. Dunn’s Multiple Comparison procedure was carried out at an

experiment-wise error rate of 0.05, and only comparisons between the NS

firms and CASs were carried out. As Table 25 indicates, significant differences

in r scores were noticed between 3 NS firms and the CASs. The multiple com-

parison procedure on the p scores revealed significant differences between 4

NS firms and the CASs. Thus, for both the r and p scores, the consensus of

firms D, F and G, differed significantly from the CASs. The NSs in firm F ex-

hibited a higher mean consensus (0.76 for both r and p scores) than the CASs,

while NSs from firms D and G had lower consensus scores.
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Table 25. Dunn’s Multlple Comparison of NSs Firms and CASs Consen-
sus

Experiment-wise error rate = 0.05
Comparision error rate=0.05/(k(k-1)/2)=0.05/28=0.0018
z for comparision error rate=2.91
Critical Value (CV)=z X [N(N+1)/12]% X [1/u + 1/v]‘A; N=1221

Pearson Scores

c„mp.„s:¤¤FirmB, CAS 78 820 94.71 121.58 0.65,0.68
Firm C, CAS 66 820 65.17 131.29 0.71,0.68
Firm D, CAS 28 820 324.66 197.20 * 0.55,0.68
Firm E, CAS 3 820 337.06 593.51 0.80,0.68
Firm F, CAS 45 820 210.06 157.10 * 0.76,0.68
Firm G, CAS 136 820 109.47 95.00 * 0.63,0.68
Firm H, CAS 45 820 0.47 157.10 0.68,0.68

* - slgnlficant difference at experiment-wise error rate

Spearman Scores

¢¤m¤¤r'=i¤¤
¢VFirmB, CAS 78 820 153.82 121.58 * 0.62,0.68
Firm C, CAS 66 820 54.47 131.29 0.71,0.68
Firm D, CAS 28 820 317.40 197.20 * 0.54,0.68
Firm E, CAS 3 820 328.82 593.51 0.80,0.68
Firm F, CAS 45 820 180.06 157.10 * 0.76,0.68
Firm G, CAS 136 820 144.54 95.00 * 0.62,0.68
Firm H, CAS 45 820 5.21 157.10 0.68,0.68

* - significant difference at experiment-wise error rate
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5.6.2 Reliability

To verify if the NS firms reliability differed signlficantly from the CASs, KW H

tests were conducted on both the r and p scores of the firms and CASs. No

significant difference was revealed for either the test on the r scores

(p=0.3683) or the test on the p scores (p=0.1081).

5.6.3 Self-insight

An analysis was also conducted to verify if the self-insights of the NSs ac-

cording to their firm affiliation differed from the CASs. The KW H test of the r _

scores revealed no significant differences between the scores of the NS firms

and CASs (p=0.7071). A significant difference was revealed for the p scores

(p=0.0283), but a Dunn’s Multiple Comparison procedure carried out at an

experiment·wise error rate of 0.05 revealed that none of the NS firms had sig-

nificantly different self-insight scores than the CASs. Thus, the significant re-

sult was achieved mainly due to the difference in the p scores of firm C and

firm F, as reported earlier in Table 24.
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5.6.4 Section Summary

The analysis of the comparison of the judgment consistency of the NSs

grouped according to their firm affiliation and CASs revealed that at least

three of the NS firms had significantly different consensus than CASs. One of

these firms’ NSs exhibited higher consensus than the CASs, while the other

two firms had significantly lower consensus. Reliability of the judgments of the
l

NS firms and the self·insights exhibited by them were not significantly different

from the CASs. g

5.7 Cue Usage
‘

To examine the pattem of cue usage of the auditors, linear models were con-

structed for each auditor using a parametric ANOVA procedure. The ANOVA

procedure revealed that for both group of auditors, the model with the main

effects explained a significant portion of the variance in their judgments. On

the average, for the NSs, the main effects model accounted for 74% of the

variance, ranging from 31% to 97%. The main effects model accounted for a

mean 76% of the variance ln the CASs judgments, ranging from 32% to 98%

(See Table 26). Thus, as in previous studies, the linear models constructed for

the subjects accounted for most of the variance in their judgments.
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Table 26. Percentage of variance explalned by the cues

Factors

NSs - All 74.35 14.44 28.84 16.20 9.07 5.80
Inexperienced 71.39 10.38 29.21 17.89 10.40 3.51
Experienced 78.14 19.63 28.36 14.03 7.37 8.75

CASs - All 75.80 8.02 34.83 17.86 5.57 9.52
Experienced 78.78 10.46 35.81 18.21 6.01 8.29
Inexperinced 71.60 4.57 33.45 17.38 4.94 11.26

Factor A - Segregation of duties cue
Factor B - Access to sensitive files cue
Factor C - Changes to sensitive files cue
Factor D · Programmed procedure to check credit status cue
Factor E - Reasonableness checks on input data cue
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On the average, the cue dealing with access to sensitive files accounted for

29% of the variance in NSs judgments, and 35% of the variance in the CASs

iudgments. The cue dealing with changes to sensitive files accounted for about

16% of the variance in NSs iudgments, and 18% in the CASs iudgments. The

segregation of duties cue accounted for 14% of the variance in NSs judgments,

and only 8% of the variance in CASs iudgments. Segregation of duties cue

was considered less important than the cue dealing with reasonableness

checks by the CASs, as shown in Table 26, since this cue accounted for about

10% of the variance in CASs iudgments. Taken as a whole the NSs however

considered segregation of duties cue more important than the remaining two

cues.
4

5.7.1 Experience effects

Averaged across experience levels in NSs, 78% of the variance in experienced

NS and 71% of the variance in inexperienced NSs iudgments was accounted

for the linear models, as shown in Table 26. For the experienced NSs, the cue

dealing with access to sensitive files was the most important cue, accounting

for about 28% of the variance. However, unlike the overall average, the cue

dealing with segregation of duties was the next most important cue for the

experienced NSs, accounting for about 20% of the variance. Changes to sen-

sitive files cue accounted for 14% of the variance in experienced NSs judg-
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ments, followed by reasonabieness checks (9%), and programmed procedure

(7%) cues.

The cue usage of the inexperienced NSs resembled the CASs group. Access

to sensitive files cue was the most important cue, accounting for about 29%

of the variance. Changes to sensitive files cue was the next important cue to

the inexperienced NSs, accounting for about 18% of the variance in their

iudgments, followed by programmed procedure cue (10%), segregation of du-

ties cue (10%), and reasonabieness check cue (4%). The inexperienced NSs

placed Iesser importance on the segregation of duties cue than the experi-

enced NSs.

Cue usage across the experience levels of CASs was more uniform, as shown

in Table 26. For both the experienced and inexperienced CASs, access to

sensitive files was the most important cue, accounting for 33% and 36% of the

variance in iudgments respectively. Changes to sensitive files cue was the next

important cue to both groups of CASs, accounting for 17% and 18% variance

in experienced and inexperienced CASs iudgments respectively. For the ex-

perienced CASs, the next important cue was reasonabieness checks (11%),

and then programmed procedure (5%). Segregation of duties cue was the

least important cue to the experienced CASs, accounting for less than 5% of

the variance in their iudgments. For the inexperienced CASs, however, seg-

regation of duties cue was more important than the cues dealing with reason-
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ableness checks (8%) and programmed procedure (6%), and accounted for

about 10% of the variance in their judgments.

5.7.2 Finn effects
4

The pattern of cue usage across the firms was very uniform for both the NSs

and CASs, as shown in Table 27. The cue dealing with access to sensitive files

was the most important cue to all the firms, except for one NS firm, firm H,

where segregation of duties cue accounted for the most variance (28%). Of the

remaining cues, five of the seven NS firms, and three of the five CAS firms

considered changes to sensitive files the next important cue. Segregation of

duties cue was either the third or fourth important cue of the five manipulated

cues for all the firms, except for firm H.

5.7.3 Section Summary

Linear models of judgments for the subjects, using the main effects, accounted

for a significant amount of the variance. On the average, between 70% and

80% of the variance was accounted for by the linear models. Access to sen-

sitive files was the most important cue for both the NSs and the CASs as a

whole. The segregation of duties cue, unlike previous studies, accounted for
’·a

lesser amount of variance in judgments than the cue dealing with changes
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Table 27. Proportlon of variance explained by the eues for firms

NSs

¢Il
Firm B 74.16 15.72 19.53 15.87 16.78 6.26
Firm C 77.49 10.92 28.13 19.43 12.50 6.51
Firm D 60.89 11.20 16.86 11.03 16.61 5.19
Firm E 75.66 5.94 31.51 30.65 5.81 1.75
Firm F 78.45 7.40 44.76 20.58 3.52 2.19
Firm G 74.28 14.98 34.57 15.20 3.01 6.52
Firm H 77.22 28.20 24.91 9.86 5.73 8.52

S
Factors

Firm A 74.98 7.92 37.25 18.78 4.12 6.91
Firm B 81.33 15.28 27.20 25.37 5.11 8.37
Firm E 80.02 2.21 35.12 13.34 10.95 18.40
Firm F 69.84 6.64 30.31 11.46 12.82 8.61
Firm G 71.12 4.40 39.67 11.97 0.00 15.08

Factor A - Segregation of duties cue
Factor B - Access to sensitive files cue
Factor C — Changes to sensitive files cue
Factor D - Programmed procedure to check credit status cue
Factor E - Reasonableness checks on input data cue
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to sensitive files. Blocked according to median ex_perience, it was noted that

experienced NSs considered the segregation of duties cue the second most

important cue, next to access to sensitive files. The cue usage pattern of inex-

perienced NSs was more similar to that of the CASs group. Experienced CASs

considered the segregation of duties cue the least important cue in their deci-

sion process.

Cue usage pattems across firms was more uniform for both the NSs and the

CASs. Access to sensitive files was the most important cue for all the firms,

except firm H, who considered segregation of duties cue as the most important

cue. A maiority of both NS and CAS firms considered changes to sensitive files

the next most important cue.

5.8 Chapter Summary l

The experimental results were analyzed in this chapter. The empirical results

indicate that the CASs and NSs have slightly different educational and profes-

sional background. The NSs are typlcally Accounting majors with CPA certif-

ication, while the CASs have more diversity in their backgrounds. Both group

of auditors had clients with significant computerized accounting applications.

The experimental task was considered moderately realistic and moderately

difficult by both group of auditors.
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CASs had significantly higher consensus than the NSs. There was no signif-

icant difference in the reliability of judgments made by both groups of audi-

tors. The degree of self-insight exhibited by the auditors was quite high, and

there were no significant difference in the self-insight index scores of the two

groups.

Experienced NSs had consensus that was significantly lower than that of the

inexperienced NSs. No significant difference was found between experienced

and inexperienced CASs. Experienced NSs however made significantly more

reliable judgments than the inexperienced NSs. No differences were noticed

in the seIf—insight scores of the inexperienced and experienced NSs. No dif-

ferences were revealed in the reliability or self-insights of the experienced or

_ inexperienced CASs. Comparison of the inexperienced and experienced NSs

with the CASs revealed that experienced NSs had significantly lower consen-

sus than the CASs, but made similar reliability of ludgments and degree of

self-insight as the CASs. Inexperienced NSs had similar consensus and self-

insight scores as the CASs, but made significantly lower reliable iudgments

than the CASs.

COmpal'iSOl1 of th6 iudgment consistency of the auditors grouped according to

their firm affiliation revealed more differences between the NS firms than the

CASs firms. While there was no difference in the reliability and self-insight

scores of NS and CAS firms, significant differences were revealed between the

consensus scores of NS firms for both the r and p measures. One firm had
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significantly different consensus scores than at least four other firms. The dif-

ferences in the consensus scores of CAS firms was less pronounced, differ-

ences being revealed for only two pairs of CAS firms for p scores.

Comparison of the iudgment consistency of the NS firms and the CASs group

as a whole revealed significant differences in consensus scores between three

NS firms and CASs. One NS firm had significantly higher consensus than the

CASs, while the other two firms had lower scores than the CASs. No differ-

ences were noticed between the reliability and self-insight scores of the NS

firms and CASs.

Linear models of the main effects accounted for most of the variance in auditor

ludgments. The cues dealing with access and changes to sensitive files, on the

average, accounted for most of the variance in auditor iudgments. However,

when blocked according to experience, lt was noticeable that the experienced

NSs considered segregation of duties cue as an important cue after access

control, which was significantly different from the CASs or the other NSs. In

fact, the cue usage pattern of the inexperienced NSs was very similar to that

of the CASs. The cue usage pattern was more uniform across the levels of the

CASs.

The cue usage pattem across both the NS and CAS firms was uniform, the

most important cue being access to sensitive files for all firms except one NS

firm, where segregation of duties cue accounted for the most variance in
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iudgment. Changes to sensitive files cue was considered the second important

cue for a maiority of the firms.
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Chapter 6 .

Summary and Conclusions

Auditors are encountering more and more computerized accounting applica-

tions as the pervasiveness of computing technology increases in business.

Auditors therefore have a need to adapt their audit approaches in the face of

I the changes caused by the new technology.

As the developments summarized in Chapter Il indicate, the AICPA has ad-

dressed the issue by requiring auditors to consider the nature of the data

processing system in their clients environments when planning the audit.

Specialists, if necessary, are recommended to be brought in as part of the

audit team in audits involvlng computerized accounting applications. There is

evidence, summarized in Chapter I, that auditors have had problems in deal- '

ing with the recommendations of the AICPA. Some of the tirms have developed ·
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in—house specialists, CASs, who deal with all audits involving significant com-

puterized applications.

The implicit assumption behind this development is that CASs would make

“better” ludgments in auditing computerized systems than NSs. However, due

to the shortage of CASs, not all audit flrms are able to use specialists in all

audits involving computerized applications.‘°° ln the case of simple computer

environments, featuring remote-entry batch operations, auditors may not feel

the need to have specialists as part of the audit teams. If significant differences

exist in the assessments made by CASs and NSs, even in simple computing

environments, this can lead to "costly" differences, resulting in legal liability

if computer controls are overly relied on or in "overauditing" when no reliance

is placed on the computer controls by NSs. Thus, there is a need to compare

the iudgments of CASs and NSs in evaluating controls in simple computing

environments.

A review of the prior literature reveals that the expertise of auditors has been

considered in terms of iudgment consistency, since in most areas of auditing

criterion values are not available to evaluate judgment accuracy. Previous re-

searchers have seen a high degree of iudgment consistency in auditors’ eval-

uations of internal controls, suggesting a measure of expertise of auditors in

this area. Thus, iudgment consistency was used in this study to verify if sig-

‘°° See Vansyckle,
“A

Critical Review of CPA’s." —
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niticant differences existed in CASs’ and NSs’ assessments of control risks in

a simple computerized accounting application.

Previous studies also found that cues dealing with segregation of duties ac-

counted for most of the variance in auditor judments. However, this is an

area most affected by computerization, since automated systems require fewer

staff to maintaln them. Hence, CASs may be familiar with this aspect and look

for compensating controls and not weight this cue as heavily as NSs. This was

the second major aspect of the study.

6.1 Limitations of the Study

The experiment utilized a limited set of cues, and limited background infor-

mation. ln real-life auditing situations, the auditors would have a more com-

plete information set to process. Thus, generalizing the findings to actual audit

situations is done with caution.

The subjects were not selected randomly from the population of auditors, but

were chosen based on their willlngness to participate. Also, all of the auditors

were from Big 8 firms. Hence the results obtained by this study may not been

achieved lf the inexperienced auditors had come from other firms.
A
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The background information for the fictitious company was made deliberately

strong so that the mediating effects of this information on the assessments

would be minimized. However, from the comments made by the subjects, it

was evident that some auditors do not make control risk assessments as de-

fined in SAS 47. instead, they make a combined assessment of inherent risk

and control risk. Thus, if the background information had not been strong, the

consistency exhibited by the auditors may not have been achieved.

The use of the fractional factorial design necessarily limited the assessment

of higher order interactions of the cues on the judgments made. However, this

Iimitation was taken into account at the time of design of the experiment since

none of the earlier studies in internal control evaluations which had used a full

factorial design had noticed significant second and higher-order interactions.

6.2 Summary and Discussion of the Empirical Findings

A summary of the significant findings in the study is first given followed by a

discussion of the results of the empirical tests of the hypotheses for consen-

sus, reliability, seIf—insight and experience effects. The effect of firm affiliation

and the pattern of cue usage of the auditors is also discussed here.
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6.2.1 Summary of the significant findings

The findings of the study are summarized in Table 28. At the overall level, a

statistically significant difference was noticed between the consensus scores

of NSs and CASs. Experienced NSs differed significantly from the CASs in

their consensus scores, while inexperienced NSs exhibited significantly lower

reliability than the CASs. The cue usage pattern of the experienced NSs dif-

fered significantly from the CASs, segregation of duties cue accounting for

more variance in experienced NSs’ iudgments than CASs'. Experienced

CASs, in fact, considered the segregation of duties the least important of the

five cues given. Firm affiliation effects were noticed for NSs’ consensus and

cue usage. These findings, and the other results, are discussed in more detail

in the following sections.

6.2.2 Overall Judgment Consistency of CASs and NSs

Both the CASs and NSs showed very high consensus, comparable to earlier

studies in internal control evaluations. Thus the expertise of the auditors in

intemal control evaluations was reaffirmed by this study. However, significant

differences were indicated for the r and p scores between CASs and NSs.

There is thus evidence that CASs have more expertise than NSs even in simple

computerized environments.
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Table 28. Summary of Results

NSs vs CASs Sig. Non-sig. Non-sig.

Exp. Effects - NSs Sig. Sig. Non-sig.

Exp. Effects · CASs Non-sig. Non-sig. Non-sig.

Inexp. NSs vs CASs Non-sig. Sig. Non-sig.

Exp. NSs vs CASs Sig. Non-sig. Non-sig.
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Table 29. Mean Rlsk Assessments by Sltuatlons for CASs and NSs

ww1
73.71 21.10 100 25 75.00 15.11 100 352 65.37 20.78 100 15 63.73 19.01 100 303 55.78 20.92 95 20 59.04 18.38 100 304 58.59 21.72 100 20 63.02 16.44 95 355 64.39 21 .06 100 20 67.64 17.13 100 356 64.68 22.57 100 15 69.48 · 17.69 100 307 27.80 15.73 60 5 32.18 17.69 90 108 37.44 18.41 80 10 35.45 20.22 85 109 35.85 19.03 80 10 38.89 20.29 90 1510 44.39 19.97 100 10 41.84 21.87 90 1011 43.95 22.40 95 5 44.25 20.79 95 — 2012 52.68 22.67 100 10 49.47 23.59 100 1513 32.61 19.21 70 10 33.28 18.47 85 1014 27.73 16.56 70 5 33.96 18.59 90 1015 36.02 21.67 90 5 41.11 18.99 90 1516 44.44 23.59 100 10 46.00 20.66 95 1517 7.48 8.41 30 0 8.21 6.58 30 0
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The mean assessment of control risk made by the CASs was 45.46 (standard

deviation 25.92), while the NSs had a mean of 47.20 (standard deviation 24.97).

Thus, NSs made slightly higher mean assessments than the CASs and this .

suggests that in simple computerized environments NSs may tend to "over·

audit" as compared to CASs. The assessments analyzed by situations reveals

that only in 4 of the 17 situations the NSs had mean assessments lower than

that of the CASs (See Table 29 and Figure 3). These lower mean assessments

by the NSs were made when the segregation of duties cue was present, either

alone or in combination with other cues. NSs placed more importance on this

cue than the CASs. Thus, in most of the situations, the NSs assessed higher

control risks than CASs suggesting that, on the average, the NSs may tend to

“overaudlt" as compared to the CASs. Also, when segregation of duties cue

was present, NSs assessed lower risks suggesting they may plan Iesser audit

procedures in these situations.

The presence of these differences suggests the need for more research to in-

vestigate the consequences of it on audit planning by NSs. As noted above,

differences in evaluating controls can be "costly" to the auditors in terms of

over-auditing or the possibility of legal liability if controls are relled upon when

they should not be. This is a concern for the AICPA also as the credibility of

the profession as a whole is affected. The difference in the mean r and p _

scores between CASs and NSs, though statistically significant, was quite small.

However, more research into subsequent audit planning decisions of the two

groups is needed to investigate the practical significance of this difference.
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This study was exploratory in nature to verify if differences existed between

iudgments made by NSs and CASs. The presence of this difference, however

small, suggests a need for an extension of this study to investigate if any dif-

ferences exist in sample size decisions made by NSs and CASs.

Both the NSs and CASs showed high reliability in their judgments and exhib-

lted high self-insights into own iudgment processes. The hypotheses that there

would be no difference in the reliability and self-insights of the two groups of

auditors were not reiected. In fact, mediating effects of experience and firm

afflliation were noted mostly for judgment consensus, while the effect on

judgment reliability and self-insights were negligible. Thus, NSs were as

aware of their decision processes in terms of which cues were important to

I them as the CASs.

These findings are similar to earlier studies in internal control evaluations,

where auditors had made highly reliable decisions and exhibited high self-

lnslghts into their own decision processes. This suggests that auditors rec-

ognize the basic control objectives even in computerized systems and have

no difficulty in recognizing the presence or absence of controls identified as

important by them.

Thus, overall, both groups of auditors showed a high degree of experlise in

their assessments of control risks in a simple computerized environment. A

statlstically significant difference was noted in the consensus scores of NSs
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and CASs, and though the difference was small in absolute magnitude, it sug-

gests the need for more research to investigate the effect of this difference on

audit program planning.

6.2.3 Experience Effects

No experience effects were noticed for CASs. The consensus of inexperienced

CASs was not significantly different from the experienced CASs. However, for

the NSs, a significant difference was indicated for both the Pearson and

Spearman measures of consensus. Furthermore, the inexperienced NSs had

higher consensus than the experienced NSs. However, the experienced NSs

made more rellable iudgments than the inexperienced NSs. Both subgroups

showed high self-insights into their own decision processes. When compar-

isons were made between the lnexperienced and experienced NSs and CASs,

significant differences were noticed between the consensus of experienced

NSs and CASs, and the reliability of inexperienced NSs and CASs. This indi-

cates the expertise of CASs in evaluating internal controls in computerized

systems, since for the two dimensions of expertise, judgment consensus and

reliability, the CASs' scores were similar to the NSs' subgroup that had the

higher scores. Thus, even in simple computerized environments, the expertise

of CASs assessments of control rlsks was evident as compared to the NSs

group. V
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Table 30. Mean Rlsk Assessment: by Sltuallens for NS:

@@EEI¤@ hhw [IEEE High EI
1 74.88 15.59 100 55 75.16 14.73 100 60
2 67.24 17.72 100 25 59.21 19.92 95 35
3 58.51 17.56 100 25 58.44 19.65 90 40
4 62.95 15.42 90 30 63.13 17.90 95 30
5 66.66 15.85 100 50 68.91 18.82 100 40
6 71.27 16.42 100 50 67.19 19.21 100 30
7 35.71 17.31 90 20 27.66 17.41 70 10
8 37.51 20.94 80 10 32.81 19.25 85 10
9 44.12 21.16 90 15 32.19 17.22 80 10‘

10 43.39 21.29 89 10 39.84 22.77 90 10
11 49.27 20.51 90 15 37.81 19.63 95 10
12 52.51 22.77 93 15 45.56 24.40 100 10
13 30.48 16.42 70 5 36.88 20.51 85 15
14 34.61 19.05 90 10 33.13 18.26 80 10
15 43.68 19.80 80 8 37.81 17.64 90 10
16 47.51 20.51 93 20 Q 44.06 21.00 95 15
17 8.63 6.02 30 0 7.66 7.29 30 0
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The mean assessments of the inexperienced and experienced NSs as com-

pared to that of the CASs indicates that in most of the situations the NSs had

higher values than that of the CASs (See Table 30 and Figure 4). The mean

assessments of the inexperienced NSs was lower than that of CASs only in

three situations. Thus, as compared to CASs, inexperienced NSs may plan

more audit procedures in most of the situations. The mean assessments of the

experienced NSs was lower than that of the CASs in 7 of the 17 situations. Al-

most all these situations had the segregation of duties cue present, lndicating

that the experienced NSs placed a lot more importance on this cue than did

the CASs. Thus, in the absence of the segregation of duties cue, experienced

NSs may plan more audit procedures than CASs, while the presence ofthiscue

may lead them to plan lesser procedures.

inexperienced NSs had consensus scores that were comparable to that

achieved by the CASs. One reason for this seemingly surprising result may

be the fact that inexperienced NSs are the more recently hired employees, who

may have had the benefit of exposure to computers and computer-related

training in their college education. An analysis of the number of computer

courses taken in college by the inexperienced and experienced NSs revealed

that inexperienced NSs had taken an average of 2.8 courses in college with a

mean 7.9 hours, while experienced NSs had an average of 2.1 courses with a

mean 6.2 hours. Thus, the amount of exposure to computers in college for the

two groups of NSs seems similar. However since the inexperienced NSs have

been out of college for a lesser amount of time than the experienced NSs, they
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may still retaln some aspects of this exposure to computers and this may have

translated into the higher consensus obtained by them.

Also, some of the firms have recognized the trends in the environment and

have incorporated some basic aspects of computer controls in their staff

training programs. Experienced NSs graduated from college before the

micro-computer revolution that lead to the spread of computers in college

campuses. Thus, unless an experienced NS particularly wants to learn about

computer controls, the opportunity to lncorporate this knowledge is limited.

This is lndlcated by the fact that the average hours of CPE training in Com-

puter Controls/EDP Auditing for inexperienced NSs is about 12 hours, while for

the experienced NSs this is only about 8.5 hours. inexperienced auditors are

being exposed to some aspects of auditing computerized systems in their ini-

tial training programs.

No significant differences were noticed in the judgment consistency of inex-

perienced and experienced CASs. One reason for this may be that the exper-

iment did not have sufficient complexity for the CASs to reveal any experience

effects.
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6.2.4 Firm Affiliation Effects

Firm affiliation effects on consensus were found in this study. This confirms the

findings of Cushing and Loebbecke, who found significant differences in the

audit methodologies used by large firms.‘°‘ This effect was more pronounced

for NSs than for CASs. One reason for the difference between one NS firm and

three other NS firms may be that there are indlcations that this firm rarely re-

lies on computer controls in its audits. Two of the subiects from this firm had

explicitly commented about this fact in the section of the questionnaire inviting

feedback from the participants. Also, an analysis of the background informa-

tion of the auditors from this firm revealed limited exposure to computers in

both college and CPE training. While the auditors from this firm had taken

about 2 computer-related courses in college, only two of the eight auditors

from this firm had CPE training in computer·reIated auditing.

There are also indlcations that firm G, the other firm that had significantly

lower consensus scores than CASs, has problems incorporating computers

into its audit programs. Even the CASs from this firm are less specialists than

liaison agents between computer experts and NSs. The seventeen NSs from

this firm had an average of less than 1 hour of CPE exposure to computer-

related auditing perhaps indicating the reason for the significantly lower con-

sensus scores of the NSs from this firm.

‘°‘
Cushing and Loebbecke, ‘lAudit Methodologies" ·
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One flrm, firm F, had significantly higher consensus scores than the CASs.

This firm is one of the Ieaders in the field of computer auditing, and is pres-

~ ently working to develop micro-computer software to fully computerize all as-

pects of auditing. This firm expects all of its audit teams to be using a personal

computer in all of their audits in the near future, using the software being de-

veloped. The ten NSs from this firm had an average CPE exposure of 14 hours

in EDP auditing.

6.2.5 Cue Usage

The analysis on cue usage revealed that CASs viewed two cues, access and

changes to sensitive files cues, as the most important cues in their iudgment

process. Taken as a whole, the NSs also had similar cue usage pattern. How-

ever,· when analyzed according to experience, it was evident that the segre-

gation of duties cue, even though it was not the most important cue, was the

second most important to experienced NSs. This fact also was illustrated more

dramatically when the cue usage pattern of auditors blocked according to their

firm affiliation was analyzed. Although the cue usage pattern of NS and CAS

4 firms were very similar, analysis of one NS firm’s auditors, firm H, revealed

that segregation of duties cue was the most important cue to these auditors.

One explanatlon may be that three of the seven partners who participated in

the study were from this firm. All of these partners considered segregation of
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duties cue as the most important cue, along with two other experienced audi-

tors from this firm.

Experienced NSs considered segregation of duties cue a very important cue,

which is consistent with the results obtained in earlier studies. Thus, there is

a possibility that the more experienced NSs may place importance on an area

that ls most affected by computerization. This may lead to "overauditing",

since in the absence of segregation of duties controls, these auditors may de-

cide not to rely on the computer controls, when compensating controls may,

in fact, be present. However, a rather limited set of information was presented

to the auditors in this study, and more research is thus suggested to verify if

experienced NSs also look for compensating controls in computerized systems

when segregation of duties is affected.

lnexperienced NSs had cue usage pattems that were similarto CASs and their

consensus scores were also similar to CASs. This may mean that the younger

NSs have had more recent exposure to computer training in their college ed-

ucation and CPE courses and this offsets their inexperience in auditing. How-

ever, this may also mean that in simple computerized operations CASs do not

. perceive enough of a complexity to lnvolve their "specialized" knowledge, and

hence make judgments that are more similar to lnexperienced NSs than ex-

perienced NSs.
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An alternate hypothesis is that experienced NSs are involved in more audits

than CASs and inexperienced NSs. Thus, while CASs may recognize controls

unique to computerized operations, experienced NSs may have a broader ap-

proach to controls, which may include some aspects that are unfamiliar to

CASs. Thus, more research is suggested in this area to understand the con-

sequences of the difference in cue usage between the experienced NSs and

the others. -

6.3 Suggestions for Future Research

Some suggestions for more research have already been made at the time of

discussion of the results in the preceding sections. For instance, the findlngs

indicate evidence that differences exist between NSs and CASs in their control

risk assessments and an extension of this study would be to verify if this dif-

ference translates into differences in audit procedures.

As noted in the Iimitations above, all of the auditors were from Big 8 firms, who

may be more prepared to counter the changing environments than other

smaller firms. An extension of this study would be to compare the assess-

ments made by auditors in smaller firms to verify if significant differences exist

between the Big 8 firms NSs and the smaller firms NSs.
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From the comments made by some of the participants, it was evident that

some subiects make a combined assessment of inherent and control risk. An

experimental study of how this affects the overall audit risk assessment and

the subsequent audit program planning would be of interest to the firms, es-‘

pecially lf this leads to understating the overall risk level, and hence perform-

ance of lesser than necessary procedures.
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Appendix A

Prior Studies in lntemal Control Evaluations

In 1955, the American Institute of Accountants prepared a description of an

. actual business and distributed it to eight members of the committee on au-

diting procedure, inviting them to submit their views on the extent of audit

sampling that would be necessary to express an unqualitied opinion.‘°‘ The

resulting audit procedures that were drawn up by the eight accountants varied

significantly from one another. Thus, the Institute could only conclude that "...

no clear cut pattern exists."‘“

In 1959, Strlnger presented 92 auditors with identical data about financial

statements, internal accounting control, the number of items in accounts, and

"° American Institute of Accountants,
“A

Case Study on the Extent of Audit
Samples,” in Some Early Contributions to the Study of Audit Judgment, R. H.
Ashton, Ed. (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1984), pp. 11-132.

’“lbid, p. 14.
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the ranges and dlstributions of book values with respect to certain balances
A

and transactions of a hypothetical company."’ The auditors were asked to

iudgmentally select sample sizes for three audit procedures. The author noted

a “... disconcerting lack of consensus in auditors’ judgments,""** but no statis-

tical analyzes were conducted to isolate the reason for the divergence of
l

judgments, even though for one procedure the author varied the internal con-

trol from "poor”to “good”.

It was not until 1974 that experimental studies were conducted to study audi-

tors’ iudgment processes in internal control evaluations when Ashton con-

ducted a pioneering study with sixty-three practicing auditors.‘°° The auditors

were given thirty-two fictltious payroll internal control cases. Each case con-

tained six questions(factors) dealing with features of internal control that had

been pre—answered yes or no by the author. An affirmative response to a

question indicated a strength in the system; a negative response a weakness.

To verify the degree of consistency in the auditors’ internal control evaluation,

Ashton required each subiect to evaluate each system’s overall strength on a

six-point scale. Ashton also measured the self-insight exhibited by each audi-

tor by requirlng the auditors to distribute 100 points to the six factors accord-

"’
K. W. Stringer, "A Study of Judgment Consensus at Deloitte, Haskins & Sells," in
Some Early Contributions to the Study of Audit Judgment, R. H. Ashton, Ed. (New
York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1984), pp. 133-138. .

"° Ibid, p. 135.
I

‘°° R. H. Ashton, "An Experimental Study of Internal Control Judgments,” Journal of
Accounting Research, Spring 1974, pp. 143-157.
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ing to the relative importance the auditor felt he had placed_on each factor.

Ashton noticed iudgmental consensus of average Pearson Product Moment

correlation of 0.70, indicating quite high consistency in iudgments. Ashton

also replicated the experimental exercise between forty—three and ninety-four

days later to assess the stability of the auditors’ decisions over time. Again,

very high judgmental consistency was noted. Also, the auditors exhibited good

self-insights into their iudgment process. Two cues dealing with segregation

of duties explalned most of the variance in the auditors’ judgments.

Ashton and Brown replicated Ashton’s 1974 study, with some modification"°.

Two additional questions were added to the original six factors, thus produc-

ing a more extensive decision task. The two additional cues dealt with rotation

of duties. Thlrty-one auditors participated in the study and were asked to

evaluate one-hundred and twenty-eight cases. ln addition, thirty-two repeat

cases were also given to the auditors to assess iudgment stability. Judgment

consensus exhibited by the auditors was again high (mean correlation of 0.67).

Again, very high self-insights were exhibited by the auditors (mean correlation

of 0.86). As in the original study, the separation of duties cues explained most

of the variance in auditor iudgments. The rotation of duties cues explained -

very little of the variance ln the iudgments.

"° R. H. Ashton and P. R. Brown, "Descriptive Modeling of Auditors’ Internal Control
Judgments: Replication and Extension," Journal of Accounting Research, Spring

.
1980, pp. 269-277.
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Ashton and Kramer replicated Ashton’s 1974 study with accounting students

serving as surrogates for practicing auditors“‘. Each of the thirty auditing

students completed the original experiment involving thirly-two cases and six

factors. Both the students’ judgmental consensus and self-insights were lower

than that exhibited by the auditors. Also, the students did not place as much

importance on the separation of duties cues as did the auditors, implying a

lack of expertise on the part of the students.

Reckers and Taylor conducted a study in 1979 to assess the impact of length

of auditing experience on judgment consensus of both practicing auditors and

auditing professors". Thirty auditors and forty professors were asked to _

evaluate the reliance of internal control systems on five fictitious cases. Each

of the cases contained thirty-six factors representative of internal control fea-

tures. The mean consensus was very low, 0.16 for auditors and 0.13 for pro-

fessors. However, the authors did obtain some evidence of impact of

experience on consensus. For a group of practitioners who exceeded median

experience level of 7.5 years, the mean consensus was 0.36, while the mean

consensus of the practitioners with less than the median level of experience

was 0.14. This lead the authors to conclude that more junior auditing person-

nel may tend to “overaudit”. The conclusions drawn by the authors was dis-

"‘
R. H. Ashton and S. S. Kramer, "Students as Surrogates in Behavioral Accounting
Research: Some Evidence," Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1980, pp. 1-15.

‘°
P. M. J. Reckers and M. E. Taylor, "Consistency in Auditors’ Evaluations of Internal
Accounting Controls," Journal of Accounting, Auditing, and Finance, Fall 1979,
pp.42-53.
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puted by Ashton.‘“ Noting that "...the authors do not provide any rationale

concerning the selection of cases that were used, nor any indications of the

representativeness of these cases vis-a-vis audit practice,"‘“ Ashton ques-

tioned the generalizations drawnby them.

Joyce conducted a study with thirty-five practicing auditors evaluatlng ficti-

tious accounts receivable internal control cases, each of which contained five

dichotomously scaled internal control factors‘“ . The auditors had to indicate ,

the number of man-hours they would allocate to five distinct categories of au-

dit procedures for each case reviewed. As with the previous findings, one

factor pertaining to separation of duties was shown to be important to the au-

ditors’ judgments. However, contrary to the earlier results, the consensus

among auditors on their assessment of hours to be allocated to specific pro-

cedures was low (mean consensus of 0.37).

Mock and Turner studied the effect of internal control changes on the auditors’

iudgments"'. Seventy—three practicing auditors were given only one case

"° R. H. Ashton, “Comment: Some Observations on Auditors’ Evaluations of Internalgg-tgcgunting Contr0ls," Journal of Accounting, Auditing, and Finance, Fall 1979, pp.
‘“

lbid, p. 62.

"' E. J. Joyce, "Expert Judgment in Audit Program P|anning,” Studies in Human In-
formation Processing in Accounting, Supplement to Journal of Accounting
Research, 1976, pp. 29-60.

“'
T. J. Mock and J. L. Turner, “The Effect of Changes in Internal Controls on Audit
Programs,” in Behavioral Experiments in Accounting, Burns, Ed. (Columbus: Ohio ,
State University, 1979), pp. 277-302.
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which dealt with a company’s revenue cycle and were asked to make judg-

ments relative to the appropriate sample sizes for four substantive audit tests.

For one half of the auditors, the cases reflected a marked improvement in

internal controls; for the other half, the internal controls only slightly im-

proved. The results showed that auditors whose case reflected a substantially

improved internal control system recommended smaller substantive sample

sizes. However, a considerable amount of lnconsistency was found in the

sample size recommendations among the subjects.

Weber had forty auditors study simulated data and working papers that indi-

cated strengths and weaknesses in one hypothetlcal inventory system."’ The

subjects were required to perlorm several tasks, including estimating the dol-

lar error in three types of inventory, estimating the sensitivity of the dollar er-

ror to the occurrence of several types of internal control weaknesses, and

estimating the number of hours required to complete the inventory audit. After

the responses had been made, the actual dollar error in the inventory was

communicated to the subjects, and they were allowed to revise their initial

audit plans. One group of subjects had access to an interactive computer-

based simulation aid, while the other did not. The results showed that the

subjects who had access to the decision aid made more “accurate"decisions

and took less time than those who did not have access to the aid. However,

“'
R. Weber, “Auditor Decision Making on Overall System Reliabilityz Accuracy, Con-
sensus, and the Usefulnessof a Simulated Decision Aid," Journal of Accounting
Research, Autumn 1978, pp. 368-388. ·
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access to the aid did not affect the number of hours estimated to complete the

audit, and those who had access to the aid specified a wider range of possible

. error amounts than did the other group.

Hamilton and Wright extended Ashton’s study by reconstructing his six factors

into five factors by eliminating two factors and expanding two separation-of-

dutles cues into three cues."' The authors hypothesized that increased

situational experience and exposure to training programs over time should

result in similar internal control evaluations, given the same situations.

Seventy-eight auditors and a large sample of accounting students (represent-

ing inexperienced auditors) evaluated thirty-two internal control cases based

on the five cues. A high degree of consensus was noted, but surprisingly, the

mean correlation of experienced auditors (0.71) was less than the mean cor-

relatlon of inexperienced auditors (0.73). Slightly more insight (mean 0.81) was

exhibited by the experienced auditors than the inexperienced auditors (mean

0.70). Thus the results did not support the author’s expectation of association

between experience and consensus.

Gaumnitz, Numamaker, Surdick, and Thomas tried to reconcile Ashton’s 1974

study and Joyce’s 1976 study.“' The authors hypothesized that while different

‘ ‘“
R. E. Hamilton and W. F. Wright, ‘°lnternal Control Judgments and Effects of Expe-
rience: Replications and Extensions” Journal of Accounting Research, Autumn
1982, pp. 756-765.

“'
B. R. Gaumnitz, T. R. Nunamaker, J. J. Surdick and M. F. Thomas, "Auditor Con-
sensus in Internal Control Evaluation and Audit Program Planning," Journal of Ac-
counting Research, Autumn 1982, pp. 745-755.
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auditors might generally agree on the quality of internal control, they may

disagree on how much audit work should be performed. Thirty—five auditors

from four offices of a national firm were given twenty audit cases, requiring

them to make explicit iudgments of the quality of internal control and also to

estimate the number of hours required to audit the accounts. The mean cor-

relation for internal control evaluations was high (0.704), but the mean corre-

lation for audit hours estimate was 0.617, which was much higher than that

noted by Joyce (0.373). Thus, consensus was achieved across the auditors for

both internal control evaluation and credit program planning tasks. Hence the

findlngs were consistent with Ashton’s but inconsistent with Joyce’s results.

Trotman, Yetton and Zimmer investigated the differences in individual and _

group iudgments since they felt that in practice internal control evaluations

may be performed by teams.‘°° Thirty-two cases with ten cues dealing with

internal control over payroll were evaluated by 105 accounting majors, first

individually, and then in groups of two or three. The cases were constructed

following a 1/32 fractional replication of the ten factors. The findlngs showed

that individuals had less consensus (mean 0.56) than either the two-member

(mean 0.69) or three·member (mean 0.79) groups. Self-insights for individuals

was also less than for the groups. However, the composite unit weights of both

the groups was higher than the interactlng group consensus, leading the au-

"° K. T. Trotman, P. W. Yetton and S. R. Zimmer, "lndividual and Group Judgments
of Internal Control System," Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1983, pp.
286-292.

'
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thors to conclude that there was no justification for the introduction of group

judgments to replace individual judgments since performance could be im-

proved just by combining individual judgments.

Tabor addressed the issue of internal control evaluation and subsequent audit

program planning decisions, as in Gaumnitz et al. study.‘°‘ Subjects, 109 audi-

tors from four firms, were presented with twelve cases, representing a 2 x 3 x

2 factorial design of three internal control factors (one factor had three levels).

The subjects were required to make the following judgments: (1) judgment

about the rellability of controls; (2) decisions for statistically determined sam-

ple sizes for compllance test and a prelimlnary decision for a statistically de-

termined substantive test sample size; (3) another judgment about the degree

of rellability of lntemal accounting controls after given compliance test results;

and (4) final decisions on a substantive test sample size after evaluating the

compliance test results. Despite collecting four judgments from each subject,

the author’s analysis and results are based on only two judgments: the reli-

ability judgments about internal control, and the prelimlnary substantive test

sample size. The mean consensus index for the rellability judgment was 0.76,

and for the sample size decision, 0.69. These were about equal to those ob-

tained by Ashton and Gaumnitz et al. and much higher than that obtained by

Joyce. Some variations were noticed among firms, but almost no differences

in experience levelsresulted."'

R. H. Tabor, “lnternal Control Evaluations and Audit Program Revisions: Some Ad-
ditional Evidence," Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1983, pp. 348-354.
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Nanni investigated the effects of firm affiliation, audit experience, audit re-

sponsibility, and internal control evaluation experience of auditors on their

internal control evaluations.‘“ Thirly auditors, responding by mail, provided

reliabllity assessments to 16 cases dealing with four manipulated control vari-
l

ables. The auditors provided reliability assessments on a ten point scale on

three objectives, accounting, authorization, and the safeguarding of assets.

Using MANOVA, the author noted that firm affiliation, years of experience, and

intemal control evaluation experience did provide significant differences in the

auditors' assessments. These results, particularly the effect of experience on

the assessments, were quite different from what had been obtained by earlier

· researchers.

Nichols used copies of completed internal control questionnaires and doc-

umentation of auditors' preliminary evaluation of control over accounts

receivables/sales transactions from seventy-nine actual audits conducted by

one office of a large public accounting firm to construct a two—group linear

discriminant analysis model of the auditors' iudgments."° A 79.75 percent

predictive ability was achieved by the model. Though the results were not di-

rectly comparable to the results of previous laboratory research, it was still

‘“
A. J. Nanni, Jr.,

“An
Exploration of the. Mediating Effects of Auditor Experience and

Position in Internal Accounting Control Evaluatlon," Accounting, Organization and
Society, 1984, Vol 9, No. 2, pp. 149-163.

‘“
D. R. Nichols,

“A
Model of Auditors’ Prellminary Evaluations of Internal Control

from Audit Data," The Accounting Review, January 1987, pp.183-190.
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noticed that the auditors viewed separation of duties as the most important

control activity in the cues studied.

In the only published study to involve CASs, Biggs et al. investigated the de-

cision processes of CASs ln evaluating EDP controls in advanced computer

environments, as part of their larger project to construct an expert system in

EDP audlting."‘ Three CASs participated in a verbal protocol analysis of one

very detailed case, containing over 40 pages of information. The case also was

performed by 14 individuals and 20 groups that were not required to think

aloud. The results indicated that while a high percentage of all subjects iden-

tified a majority of the controls ln the case, two of the three protocol subjects

ldentifled more controls than the other subjects, suggesting greater expertise

of the CASs. There was considerable agreement across all subjects over the

controls identified. However, surprislngly, the CASs tended to rely on manual

controls as opposed to EDP controls, and suggested procedures that were

more of “auditlng around the computer" in nature. Protocol analysis sug-

gested that this was due to cost-benefit tradeoffs made by the CASs.

‘“
S. F. Biggs, W. F. Messler, Jr., and J. V. Hansen,

“A
Descriptive Analysis of Com-

puter Audit—SpeciaIists’ Decision-Making Behavior in Advanced Computer Envi-
ronments,” Auditing: A Journal of Practice & Theory, Spring 1987, pp. 1-21.
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Appendix B

Research Instrument

The entire research instrument is enclosed as Appendix B.
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I
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this project is to study auditors’ evaluations of control risk. Your par-
ticipation in this project is especially important because you are a professional fa-
miliar with internal controls. The study is divided into four parts (Parts I - IV).

Part I consists of general background information on a hypothetical company,
Southern Inc., who is your audit client.

Part II consists of 21 versions of a one-page excerpt of a completed internal control
questionnaire on the Accounts Receivable cycle of Southern lnc. For each version
you are asked to assess the amount of control risk you perceive in the subsystem.
A sample solved version is given first to familiarize you with the task. Please respond
to each situation in two ways: by placing a X on a scale of 0 to 100%, and by writing
your response in a correspcnding box. The written response will be considered your
answer. Both responses should be the same for a particular situation.

Part III of the study will collect additional information about your assessments.

Part IV is a questionnaire about the project and about your background.

As you read through the remainder of the booklet, please keep the following points
in mind.

1. Only a limited amount of informatien is presented in the cases relative to the
amount of information normally available in a real·worId auditing situation.

2. There are no incorrect answers to the questions you will be asked - the concern
is that you accurately represent your beliefs.

3. It is important that you do not discuss this study with anyone in the office until the
project is completed.

4. Your responses will remain completely confidential.

Thank you for your participation. lf you would like a summary of the results, please
fill out and mail separately, the self-addressed postage-paid card provided with the
materials.
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Part I - Background lnfcrmatlon

Assume you are auditing the accounts of Southern Inc., a medium-sized manufactur-
ing company. Southern manufactures and sells machine parts from its only plant in
Southwestern Virginia. The company is privately held, professionally managed, and
has been your flrm's audit client since 1976. Southern has always received an un-
qualified audit report.

The company’s headquarters are located in the factory premises. All of its accou nting
records are processed using a remote-entry batch-oriented system. A traditional file
processing system is used, and the transactions are processed using COBOL appli-
cation programs. A separate EDP department handles all the data processing activ-
ities.

The Accounts Receivable Department has terminals which are used principally for
accounting transactions. The customer master files contain all information about
customers, including their credit status. Customer master files are stored on tape.
The Sales Order Department also has terminals used for order entry. Orders received
over the phone are immediately entered into the system and processed later in the
day. The Distribution Department has two terminals used for shipping records.

At 3-31-1987, the company’s gross accounts receivable totalled $889,416.
An analysis of the receivable accounts revealed:

Aging

Days Number of % of Amount % of
Accounts Total Total

0 ~ 30 680 59 $578,040 65
30 - 60 242 21 222,319 25
60 — 90 127 11 62,260 7
90 -120 80 7 17,788 2

> 120 26 2 9.009 1

Total 1 155 100 $889,416 100

Bad debt allowance
Amount $26,675
Percent of Receivables 3%
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Part ll
. EXAMPLE

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the Initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorlzed personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? · X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department?

-

X
7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit ‘

status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent) _
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box.)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high

lf Q controls are missing, the control risk would be rated "Vegy high" (100%); the
control risk could be rated below this only If some controls are present.
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_ SITUATION 1

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verlfied by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. Is the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low · Very high
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SITUATION 2

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files?

”
X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 3
1

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. Is the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 4

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 5

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes1.
Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

A

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? ‘

X

2. Is the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low ‘ Very high
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SITUATION 6 _

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. Is the Initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. Is the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of Input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

. 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 7

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. Is the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

‘

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of Input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 8

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

‘ Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to ·
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

_

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 9

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparatlon of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X
‘

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 10

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X·

2. ls the Initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem Is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 11

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Recelvable
department? X

2. Is the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. Is the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X I
e

7. Are there programmed procedures_ for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 12

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

s . Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X
—

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
‘

status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 13

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E ‘
”

1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the lnitiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to .
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. Is the preparatlon of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X I
7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit

status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (ln percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SlTUATlON 14

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes1.
Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

· 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 15

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to‘
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

_

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? . X

9. Are all customer master files physlcally protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 80% 70% 80% 90% 100% ·
Very low Very high
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A
SITUATION 16

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

_ 3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% · 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 17

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes1.
Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 18

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes1.
Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the Initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? - X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department?

”
X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

-

_
7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit

status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? . X

Based on the above Information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

‘ 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 19

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

· Yes E
1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing

verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

_

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
”

status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high s
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SITUATION 20

As part of the evaluation of Internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

Yes E °
‘

1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? X

2. ls the Initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. ls the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files?

”
X

6. Are error correctlons performed outside the EDP department? X

-

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above Information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem Is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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SITUATION 21

As part of the evaluation of internal control over the receivable subsystem, you note
the following:

1. Are batch controls for source documents sent for processing
verified by personnel independent of the Accounts Receivable
department? 4 X

2. ls the initiation of transactions performed outside the EDP
department? X

3. Are there formal procedures established to control access to
customer master files by authorized personnel only? X

4. Is the preparation of source documents performed outside the
EDP department? X

5. Are there formal procedures established for changes to
customer master files? X

6. Are error corrections performed outside the EDP department? X

_

7. Are there programmed procedures for checking the credit
status of customers prior to processing orders? X

8. Are reasonableness checks performed on all key fields
at the time of input? X

9. Are all customer master files physically protected against
damage by fire or other accidental damage? X

Based on the above information, the assessment you will make about control risk in
the accounts receivable subsystem is: (in percent)
(Please place an X on the scale and write your response in the box)

- 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very low Very high
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Part III

We are interested in knowing how important some of the control factors were in the
assessments you have just made. Please allocate 100 points across the factors
which are listed below. Your basis for allocation is the relative importance that you
feel you have placed on the factors in rendering your judgment. If there are factors
listed below which were of no importance to you, you should allocate 0 points to
those factors.

Factor description Points

1. Independent verification of batch controls

2. Use of formal procedures to control access
to customer master files

. 3. Use of formal procedures for changes to
customer master files

4. Use of programmed procedures to check
customer credit status before order processing

5. Performance of reasonableness checks on
all fields at the time of input _

Total points allocated 100
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P Part IV - Questionnaire

1. Your designation in the firm? (circle)
Staff Auditor Senior Computer Auditor Manager Other

2. What was your undergraduate major?

3. Do you have a graduate degree? (circle) Yes No
lf yes, what degree? major?

4. How many computer related courses did you take in school/college?
number hours

5. Professional Certification? (circle)
CPA CMA CDP CISA Other

· _ 6. How long have you worked with the present firm? yrs mos

7. How much auditing experience do you have? yrs mos

8. How many audits were you involved in the last year? number
How many of these audits involved clients with
computerized accounting applications? number

9. Have you attended any CPE courses or seminars on the topic of
EDP audltlng or Auditing Computer Systems? (circle) Yes No
lf yes, how many? _courses _hours when? year(s)

10. How realistic was the task you performed?

Extremely Moderately Extremely
Unrealistic Realistic Realistic .

11. How difficult was it to make the required assessments?

Not Moderately Extremely
Difficult Difficult Difficult

12. What are your comments concerning this project?

Thank you, once again, for your cooperation.
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Appendix C

cO|TIpUt€I' PI"0Q|'amS

All the programs run on SAS for data analysis are enclosed as Appendix C.
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TITLE ’RAW SCORES OF NSS';
I DATA RESP;

INPUT N: °
DOI==11I>N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS
1241
90 60 75 60 60 80 15 40 40 50 70 70 10 10 60 40 0
90 90 80 80 100 90 50 80 80 80 80 90 40 40 60 80 10
70 60 50 60 80 70 40 30 50 50 60 60 40 30 40 60 10
70 60 60 70 60 60 30 30 30 40 30 30 30 30 50 50 10
70 50 70 70 60 70 40 40 20 60 30 30 40 60 60 65 0
95 95 70 71 85 98 45 65 75 50 55 80 40 68 75 72 10
98 94 95 85 98 99 59 78 89 89 90 93 50 51 80 93 10
60 60 50 60 60 60 30 30 30 30 30 50 20 30 30 40 10
70 50 70 70 70 70 30 40 50 40 50 50 45 40 65 60 20
60 60 50 60 40 60 30 45 50 55 50 60 10 15 25 60 10
50 60 25 30 50 60 20 15 25 25 20 15 15 30 30 25 0
75 70 65 60 70 55 45 35 50 55 60 75 50 50 40 65 15
80 75 60 70 50 70 20 20 40 10 50 40 30 25 8 20 5
85 70 70 80 70 80 30 30 30 50 50 60 65 30 30 65 5

V
80 60 50 75 70 75 25 25 45 65 55 60 35 35 45 60 10
60 40 50 50 50 50 15 10 20 10 20 15 15 15 20 25 2
60 30 30 50 60 40 20 20 20 30 20 30 20 20 20 30 10
85 82 45 45 75 85 25 25 45 25 25 50 10 25 25 25 5
90 85 75 70 65 90 25 50 60 55 60 80 45 20 50 55 15
80 70 60 60 80 80 30 40 30 40 50 70 30 20 50 30 10 ·
90 80 60 80 80 90 50 60 60 70 70 80 30 50 60 70 10
85 90 80 70 85 90 75 80 75 70 70 90 15 10 75 65 10
45 25 40 45 40 50 30 15 20 20 40 15 20 35 40 25 10
80 70 80 70 80 80 60 70 70 50 50 70 70 50 60 70 30
1117100100 90 80100 90 80 90 80 90 70 20 90 80 80 0
80 60 50 50 70 70 30 40 20 40 30 30 30 30 30 20 10
70 65 55 70 50 60 45 25 55 40 60 50 40 30 30 40 15
80 60 30 60 40 60 15 20 25 10 75 60 15 10 40 25 5
60 70 60 70 60 60 10 15 65 60 55 65 20 25 15 40 5
80 80 70 65 75 80 45 20 15 60 70 50 10 30 40 45 5
90 90 80 80 70 80 20 60 50 50 70 70 40 80 40 50 10
80 80 70 85 70 70 35 15 35 10 30 15 15 30 10 20 0
80 80 60 70 80 80 50 50 60 60 50 60 50 50 60 60 10
55 45 45 50 70 40 35 30 20 35 30 40 20 15 60 30 10
62 70 40 35 65 60 20 25 25 30 20 30 25 20 30 30 5
35 30 30 30 25 30 20 15 20 10 15 15 5 15 20 20 10
80 70 35 45 60 75 20 20 25 30 30 35 15 30 30 40 5
100 71 75 75 85 90 65 35 70 40 70 65 60 75 78 78 10
45 60 50 40 60 70 50 20 30 15 30 30 50 35 40 40 2
75 60 60 45 55 65 35 25 40 20 40 35 20 35 30 20 5
80 80 70 80 80 80 40 70 60 70 70 70 40 30 60 60 20
80 70 40 60 80 70 20 30 30 50 30 70 30 20 30 50 10
95 90 80 80 95 90 50 50 10 90 70 90 80 20 30 90 10
70 50 40 50 70 70 20 30 30 20 20 30 20 20 30 20 10
90 30 80 70 80 80 20 10 20 20 20 20 70 20 60 50 10
80 60 60 80 80 80 10 40 50 40 40 50 20 60 20 50 10
70 35 80 80 80 35 30 35 15 35 30 30 50 25 20 30 0
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70 70 80 80 70 60 40 70 40 70 50 70 60 20 50 30 10
90 40 65 60 80 85 10 20 10 20 15 20 30 40 50 70 5

1 90 85 50 70 85 85 30 50 50 50 60 85 30 20 50 50 0
75 70 40 60 75 65 20 25 35 40 30 60 40 25 30 35 10
60 60 70 70 60 50 20 30 20 30 30 30 50 40 40 30 10
80 40 40 80 70 70 30 20 40 40 30 30 20 50 40 50 10
70 70 40 70 70 70 20 10 10 50 40 40 30 20 30 60 0
90 80 90 90 95 75 60 85 50 75 35 70 85 80 70 50 30
60 50 40 60 60 70 20 20 30 50 40 40 20 40 20 50 10
100 90 90 90 100 100 10 70 50 80 80 90 50 50 60 90 5
80 75 65 45 80 70 50 40 60 50 65 55 25 35 15 55 10
35 25 35 35 35 30 10 20 20 25 20 20 20 15 25 20 0
85 70 60 70 80 90 15 30 25 35 50 60 40 25 40 60 0 g
65 55 25 60 60 50 10 30 20 35 45 45 15 10 30 40 5
75 25 50 35 60 40 30 25 15 20 40 25 20 50 40 15 5
50 40 30 30 30 30 10 10 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 15 5
85 35 85 70 85 85 10 20 30 10 10 30 60 60 60 55 0
70 70 60 60 60 70 50 30 60 20 50 40 20 30 30 20 10
60 60 50 50 60 60 20 30 20 30 30 40 20 20 30 30 10
80 60 60 30 60 80 30 20 40 40 30 40 20 30 40 40 10
65 60 40 40 60 60 15 25 25 25 25 30 15 10 25 25 0
90 90 70 70 80 70 60 70 50 70 40 70 30 30 50 40 0
50 40 30 40 40 30 10 10 10 10 10 10 30 30 30 30 0 °
75 55 70 65 35 65 35 30 30 20 35 35 35 20 50 30 10
75 50 65 75 35 65 50 15 35 15 25 13 45 45 15 35 10
95 95 90 95 95 100 70 50 80 90 95 100 80 80 90 95 30

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[O 1
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TITLE ’RAW SCORES OF CASS';
DATA RESP;
INPUT N;
DOI==1TCIN:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
697
50 45 40 50 30 40 30 20 25 30 40 30 20 25 25 25 0
35 50 45 45 40 30 30 30 20 35 20 20 40 10 25 25 5
90 75 55 50 40 60 25 45 35 45 35 50 25 20 15 35 0
60 50 80 50 60 70 40 40 30 20 30 60 70 30 30 30 20
100 1(X) 95 100 100 1(D 60 80 80 100 95 100 70 70 80 100 30
85 85 70 85 80 80 60 60 50 80 80 80 60 20 30 80 10
90 70 70 70 80 60 40 50 40 50 40 40 70 30 50 30 20
50 50 30 40 50 50 10 30 30 30 10 30 20 10 20 10 0
55 50 40 45 50 50 15 30 35 30 35 40 15 20 35 35 5
90 70 80 80 80 80 50 60 40 60 70 70 60 60 70 70 30
90 80 70 70 90 80 30 60 70 50 50 60 70 30 70 70 10
95 80 85 75 95 95 40 60 50 65 65 75 50 45 65 55 20
100 50 75 60 90 90 5 10 15 25 20 25 40 25 30 35 5
90 90 70 80 40 70 50 50 40 60 50 50 30 20 20 30 0
35 35 20 35 50 35 20 20 20 35 35 35 20 20 20 30 0
75 75 50 45 70 70 15 25 30 25 30 55 25 20 15 25 5
90 80 80 85 60 70 60 40 60 35 50 30 65 55 50 20 15
90 90 40 90 90 90 20 20 20 70 70 70 10 20 10 50 0
30 30 20 30 30 30 5 25 25 25 25 35 25 5 25 25 1
90 90 70 90 80 90 40 80 70 80 90 90 20 20 80 80 10
70 40 30 30 60 30 10 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 20 20 5
85 80 65 60 60 55 35 50 40 40 40 65 20 10 20 40 0
90 90 80 80 90 90 20 70 80 70 70 90 20 30 40 90 0
80 70 50 60 50 50 30 20 20 60 20 40 20 40 30 30 10
60 50 50 30 60 40 10 20 30 30 30 40 20 20 30 20 0
70 50 60 65 65 65 30 40 30 40 40 40 50 45 55 60 10
25 15 20 20 20 15 10 10 10 15 5 10 10 10 5 10 5
40 40 20 20 30 30 20 10 10 10 20 20 10 20 30 10 10
62 55 37 37 62 57 5 30 25 30 32 50 12 7 32 32 1
90 95 90 80 75 95 25 35 20 60 75 95 40 20 90 75 10
98 85 65 95 88 90 55 50 55 55 52 65 50 40 40 65 25
50 45 50 25 40 55 20 15 20 20 20 40 15 25 10 30 0
77 75 65 40 70 65 30 25 25 45 50 45 20 25 10 40 5
90 90 50 55 85 85 20 45 45 55 50 70 30 30 40 45 10
95 55 40 50 80 90 25 30 40 50 60 50 35 55 30 75 0
70 40 40 50 70 70 20 30 30 40 30 60 20 30 30 60 10
75 75 55 75 75 70 25 45 40 55 60 75 25 30 35 60 10
80 70 65 50 60 60 15 35 25 45 38 60 15 5 35 40 0
80 70 70 80 70 70 40 40 40 40 50 50 30 40 30 50 0
90 90 75 65 90 95 40 50 75 60 80 90 50 70 80 80 0
55 55 25 60 35 35 10 40 15 40 30 40 30 20 20 30 10

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE;
//
/§
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TITLE ’COMPAR|SION OF NSs AND CASs CONSENSUS - PEARSON';
DATA CONS;
INPUT G $ N:
DC)I==1 T(>I¤;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;

I OUTPUR
EIID;

- CARD&
NS 2628
.7963362 .7046937 .7899728 .8089256 .8627185 .716638 .4740322 .4893537
.749842 .7435671 .7352961 .8892075 .5152052 .647501 .6537477 .6174573
.7026802 .7029166 .9137788 .778159 .6436633 .9573771 .8132813 .5698518
.8655823 .684782 .6447706 .8763955 .4905313 .8401201 .832738 .8260362
.8385213 .8333533 .8713092 .8275058 .6943301 .7113998 .6419467 .8935718
.8874311 .2965244 .309435 .6540151 .7406765 .399489 .7517428 .6284508
.6116403 .4755123 .7616799 .7347246 .6381762 .6015418 .8249754 .6708828
.5401388 .8793206 .8476199 .553524 .7238065 .8746406 .851365 .7518653
.5451618 .4783726 .5062569 .5425276 .2719859 .7032585 .6077665 .8067585
.5853905 .4968398 .6590532 .7534457 .6111848 .4949141 .5432175 .4838464
.4305778 .6312683 .6771486 .6216186 .6949 .5160612 .5213983 .6068956
.4448647 .6977057 .7643767 .516315 .7322875 .8828568 .5646871 .7332056
.5441834 .3979449 .8404962 .4571093 .6626197 .4968073 .6892814 .7668557
.6953481 .6922736 .6413146 .6102958 .6344961 .4872119 .7965271 .7258345
.2305967 .2641681 .5709293 .6162321 .2735684 .6298 .5695345 .4777158
.3638287 .5760708 .7186708 .4983633 .4439578 .6405935 .5107975 .3077698
.7115096 .6384777 .3132655 .5250551 .6607681 .610424 .621031 .4566498
.4516431 .3796072 .5097662 .3125878 .661604 .4130046 .6811229 .6468702
.8470541 .7568549 .6804183 .4277039 .4707803 .6146418 .7237781 .8756081
.7473921 .4317764 .6990176 .7764771 .5057844 .782265 .536795 .8581731
.654734 .637702 .6555142 .6501096 .5097323 .790364 .6620009 .4914765
.6607758 .279944 .5594298 .6761598 .6490515 .8431064 .8965179 .8711595
.8438302 .647025 .7813393 .8167755 .795132 .7855563 .4549106 .539743
.5705656 .593485 .6399339 .6232646 .6693923 .7964151 .3966184 .7440538
.7956271 .6760743 .5267506 .706437 .682868 .6337704 .7918978 .6278311
.6276979 .7267176 .771504 .6814878 .7033386 .3254357 .697229 .5472285
.4011808 .2084746 .7228811 .6989655 .9043146 .6678563 .7259645 .7879493
.6602232 .5327355 .7967748 .7577603 .605073 .8707616 .5986206 .5841683
.738237 .7436676 .4678857 .8342958 .7806375 .4916527 .758271 .8488856
.6847661 .7082727 .6853687 .8809191 .7493586 .715134 .5868785 .8336988
.9082626 .7274041 .6641926 .718891 .8606632 .6927845 .6374598 .7637945
.5830361 .8303844 .7290657 .5661865 .6135861 .7176304 .747816 .4764911
.9185252 .6012627 .5508491 .6854678 .5828871 .6805378 .6326735 .8264158
.8058731 .7083126 .7724028 .9132598 .8920501 .7798893 .8001858 .9343482
.8676398 .7016991 .6524487 .6781186 .5953628 .7235642 .5293733 .5004723
.8343498 .7209276 .8644948 .6546089 .3030195 .4705717 .7064423 .807998
.9667392 .7874713 .4774012 .7074131 .6882226 .4638435 .8714289 .5989026
.9185494 .7787775 .6007649 .7415295 .6778143 .4374996 .8094103 .6114577
.5442625 .6932145 .3863599 .6783775 .7388367 .7166617 .8718886 .8618386
.8028618 .9282256 .8293245 .7730973 .8715314 .7808947 .8304403 .3549098
.3427014 .7238981 .627748 .7143792 .646582 .6825796 .634787 .3338069
.7926108 .717412 .6851489 .5411271 .8418991 .6368875 .6387915 .7710041
.7097113 .5764116 .6896145 .8152491 .7127343 .8461875 .347925 .4878674 -
.5561941 .4334732 .1930317 .711781 .6591829 .9491581 .7123115 .5361851
.5117652 .7177405 .737484 .8564935 .8195766 .5497836 .5677437 .7573751
.6134861 .7152409 .6890425 .8859335 .8585875 .6790196 .8415364 .8237796
.5253318 .9085449 .7311538 .7006 .8583501 .3204136 .8077404 .7610063
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.8312515 .8159167 .8007523 .8176858 .8656282 .8330821 .7568101 .6878876

.8855231 .8490544 .4388125 .5335448 .689479 .7128681 .5722587 .6722891

.7924447 .6916955 .4958507 .7941925 .7953394 .6098681 .6324528 .8642533

.663141 .6648444 .787563 .7574981 .5782034 .7441277 .8293574 .7987333

.677583 .5240701 .5125021 .742962 .6491315 .3741169 .8558099 .6947873

.8121263 .7571267 .837282 .726039 .7155863 .6967033 .8555991 .7097021

.6258673 .8669951 .842937 .5683255 .7559873 .6859418 .6112054 .667787

.7336113 .7991303 .8434408 .788434 .9065371 .8100386 .8529248 .6069478 _

.7924045 .689069 .7581258 .747437 .7014381 .7319378 .7188926 .531961

.8844041 .564181 .8378171 .7368813 .518994 .7005176 .6817728 .7434528

.604091 .7763171 .6463405 .5021642 .7420023 .5958583 .7651171 .638652

.8059516 .8360931 .7688841 .616837 .8616262 .7965591 .8325766 .7294634

.8292059 .8030988 .6909291 .8331686 .8105317 .6868041 .6889598 .6390501

.6836575 .712779 .741563 .6737703 .4823566 .4080566 .3729913 .5558857

.7198406 .4468289 .8222641 .8553701 .1178244 .4883934 .3851007 .3819298

.4794475 .5511018 .7172652 .7848346 .5372507 .7878502 .6227445 .6096561

.5515061 .6532518 .4175756 .4881433 .5051317 .4666029 .5455264 .3130401

.2399362 .7399237 .1885215 .7003281 .4099934 .5207249 .676114 .6540063

.508361 .1516944 .6004125 .4002932 .275139 .9027469 .2824468 .4373856

.3281021 .5737506 .5523465 .5930498 .3703779 .6106003 .5662423 .5255025

.5641115 .5754045 .5085019 .2830176 .766887 .7031318 .6281457 .7135835

.6086849 .5134263 .5110138 .3889125 .5951616 .5920858 .5697129 .6262881

.6256714 .4693501 .7208196 .8177255 .3616919 .6100545 .4251573 .5103649

.3581413 .4708854 .6648686 .7236513 .6396825 .6634505 .7388785 .6953946

.6800529 .6211629 .407225 .6735206 .6401281 .4217329 .4781989 .5942506

.3374243 .7610655 .3308716 .65061 .4668871 .6002301 .6922413 .550555

.5153497 .6099928 .6375971 .3578452 .1952077 .7419881 .3268924 .6162105

.5656846 .5404925 .7077231 .5792607 .3062063 .6140343 .5652448 .56521
_.591038 .5523782 .6061548 .5351816 .7642717 .6060186 .6563808 .5975237

.5676736 .6408245 .5019797 .5065831 .7653242 .6575025 .8535682 .5913169

.4688778 .7217658 .7091023 .6195285 .6977286 .7077136 .6586953 .7625599

.7695165 .7143511 .6687056 .7827938 .8029104 .8399457 .7181861 .5160514

.8080051 .7767429 .8884495 .7973253 .6821103 .6788155 .7573856 .6882603

.7510666 .4212778 .7991366 .7225427 .531004 .5526738 .6140023 .7938913

.5911212 .7287258 .6360546 .5124317 .6594528 .7686038 .6461975 .8588837

.775465 .7491553 .4403847 .651227 .7977332 .7032011 .688145 .677471

.773617 .8005258 .5795823 .6212485 .5103957 .6096341 .4876843 .5477598

.6052212 .7387715 .6881938 .827425 .8319005 .3326554 .4856457 .7470782

.6390374 .6437701 .8118531 .8421919 .6962403 .6422926 .749441 .6194988

.5440283 .7162046 .6783527 .6591431 .6450367 .4879605 .5928756 .8449498

.6932971 .7700223 .7796313 .7696981 .8649391 .6665103 .7089762 .6937301

.789371 .6910925 .4886109 .4985948 .7566035 .6772259 .758333 .6717173

.5914186 .6058277 .5948478 .636151 .623602 .7781193 .6205495 .9008236

.5949915 .690862 .7802384 .7950636 .714444 .8014918 .8226175 .8457161

.7389678 .611277 .6048865 .7785938 .6619943 .3710385 .7332276 .7809946

.7520361 .7484752 .4499992 .6691663 .7586278 .5100046 .8509908 .6044068

.8706232 .7926753 .5674452 .6730216 .687065 .4574958 .8264133 .6170286

.5587666 .6901808 .3606629 .6049591 .6798705 .7019952 .865815 .8557066

.762845 .9238179 .7829363 .8028148 .8562598 .7748332 .7644857 .3915891

.4428374 .7261762 .6074816 .7819633 .5901801 .695025 .6277371 .400567

.7687476 .7282297 .6741823 .5127252 .8594306 .6346226 .6209163 .7261015

.6694541 .5922872 .7298055 .7700785 .6947595 .799371 .3941064 .5636033

.6660751 .4857441 .2461525 .8089694 .6669793 .9166011 .6411261 .6499413

.7606922 .7177677 .7085256 .7700583 .8726191 .7707011 .8204084 .8922194

.8227713 .736474 .8149876 .8792437 .7646386 .8463252 .5619576 .8409116

.8911248 .8342012 .8013195 .8230568 .8853873 .8485537 .7451343 .7859907
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.6823696 .9044268 .8314983 .5100481 .5607188 .7369618 .827338 .6353205

.8247715 .7531632 .6701376 .6208448 .7524953 .8225571 .7788251 .8478051

.8632776 .7067461 .7706595 .9537051 .8571645 .8365989 .7888713 .9153632

.8964066 .8013455 .6734906 .7285243 .6732031 .6859201 .5762035 .7017055

.8339278 .8014546 .734728 .6582801 .6060041 .2892249 .3321087 .4467452

.5590785 .5739165 .584102 .7337046 .8507891 .5275656 .7515436 .564805

.5901758 .7445206 .7698845 .3883217 .5130015 .574218 .4556339 .5652965

.4049208 .4448777 .8059736 .2992298 .625341 .5093475 .598424 .5124566

.6429662 .6224371 .3077932 .6713693 .5280743 .264337 .665644 .4566155

.5360498 .5196081 .6900113 .5519583 .6108479 .4562337 .657438 .5131659

.4946521 .3672059 .5688232 .3980118 .5505249 .643682 .5978635 .4400796

.5102671 .6010234 .4448124 .539776 .5383626 .5681376 .330844 .5673943

.3630466 .7130398 .5736068 .5705878 16773307 .6945708 .6853795 .5945958

.5617972 .321822 .559579 .7112813 .5948015 .5061647 .4446998 .692275

.7495846 .7567851 .6131658 .477355 .8098426 .64719 .6410593 .6451006

.3471624 .2705488 .6649117 .6139657 .4022466 .6972562 .5851277 .4778185

.3545883 .590964 .5776112 .5673026 .5247865 .6570245 .646816 .4968212

.7192727 .5870793 .4116278 .4375464 .673964 .4493548 .8275136 .3786711

.6468185 .2759958 .3789894 .3012459 .5035755 .5380004 .8131053 .8463142

.5229155 .604617 .7015225 .6282175 .6181805 .6722388 .7602548 .7504793

.7860502 .8467798 .7576016 .7163646 .4897561 .7277828 .6080015 .678717

.8014366 .7397156 .738952 .7025968 .4902477 .9045454 .5426724 .8541671

.6952764 .5897376 .7302555 .7515085 .6165601 .5386748 .6278018 .6026209

.5891695 .8356475 .5975759 .6291652 .6321336 .6405646 .7734768 .7230393

.5660838 .7594445 .6547933 .7025936 .6996976 .7410236 .6838036 .5284251

.7296163 .766912 .7935947 .6316244 .4933387 .7546776 .677791 .7295739

.3168511 .6821767 .5052491 .4764538 .4903927 .6084946 .7130218 .7296872

.650566 .8260932 .7910421 .74014 .530072 .7386823 .582661 .7156206

.6759565 .5119797 .5975448 .539935 .3983771 .7313967 .297546 .8035226

.561475 .5848206 .7068226 .6410313 .5548738 .3888894 .6822303 .3530307

.3210126 .9046092 .354062 .5835816 .5318222 .6240373 .6671471 .6085818

.3910547 .7313459 .6946647 .6707992 .7098143 .6914648 .7347695 .3857297

.8230724 .6229806 .6975283 .6972196 .5554815 .5659101 .5808592 .4916654

.4343023 .7863891 .6706245 .5754663 .5852403 .6148806 .2709244 .7591835

.5043391 .4612997 .6466684 .1228714 .5069329 .6097171 .6966945 .7616621

.8229148 .6280476 .8549638 .7361305 .5781648 .8094977 .6572856 .7497261
3.566823E-02 .2142809 .5213253 .5394903 .6600977 .4363575 .7009906 .620778
.1155665 .8098816 .6734158 .5895643 .4785608 .6516509 .3875716 .5524721
.6443354 .5150856 .5724026 .569694 .6546414 .6208575 .708482 .1582883
.4688229 .3669905 .2245293 .2313002 .6047182 .5114463 .8525968 .6989121
.5328115 .6651149 .760623 .6091336 .6037791 .6751425 .7464819 .707457
.7496627 .4596262 .634199 .8818211 .7508555 .6031701 .6229341 .708937
.7048246 .6528473 .6246781 .4968243 .74789 .639842 .5010965 .6043346
.551923 .7751996 .6158881 .830005 .5742619 .4858797 .5673632 .5393348
.7192666 .6474786 .7460981 .8579038 .5732726 .7040372 .8053603 .9197188
.7221466 .8552101 .8737256 .9442106 .6454315 .7114176 .5623653 .6849801
.7827391 .5045458 .6139205 .8010556 .6096362 .7748738 .7113998 .8892536
.7472312 .5215795 .843292 .6680365 .576347 .7820945 .4115114 .725162
.8481382 .740106 .8533298 .915073 .9339212 .9242086 .752571 .7434811
.8199103 .8791411 .9131506 .3703537 .3998583 .7002501 .7078491 .5892415

~ .7304802 .7326553 .800208 .393331 .7816868 .7633771 .7054217 .6067003 ·
.8689403 .7049968 .6937726 .8685428 .8074363 .6102325 .7255152 .8924651
.8283368 .8265095 .4521879 .5853582 .5952443 .5532928 .2412558 .7503608
.717543 .9224996 .639624 .7671413 .8091275 .5639956 .7947303_.5971786
.5200647 .7605288 .4057204 .6375571 .6283798 .7248047 .7935063 .7370955
.6937843 .7722022 .7798693 .6759363 .5511678 .7785533 .6977595 .4098158
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.3457131 .643615 .7494676 .5748537 .5183708 .7456614 .5872133 .4422587

.7954745 .7206593 .7190173 .5510361 .7763554 .5108096 .5432037 .6896381 °

.6417966 .4630266 .6217233 .6694595 .6613953 .6540195 .5275044 .4519525

.696229 .561101 .3675123 .8828453 .6237529 .6811538 .7604668 .7660787

.7289336 .6446651 .8396368 .572032 .6674228 .3788757 .6021041 .79415

.684091 .6318508 .7741785 .742305 .6272333 .7187926 .6551615 .4658103

.7741916 .6664016 .4184829 .5516923 .6153508 .8990796 .5109947 .7213266

.8853201 .739647 .5034727 .7605343 .6983636 .7911347 .9020529 .6814221

.3876518 .8750646 .8140351 .7135935 .7480406 .644823 .7990753 .7579868

.5793609 .564649 .7579013 .5844008 .6549864 .7215698 .5722472 .8752387

.6607623 .8375872 .6945195 .8295165 .7533858 .6584045 .8479387 .5789503

.8359476 .8709815 .7899731 .7829778 .8265863 .8798525 .759983 .677843

.7484013 .5537357 .8907814 .8403738 .3718066 .3775886 .6919756 .8514518

.3778705 .8080938 .7075075 .6298578 .5608135 .7718158 .7021378 .6905037

.7117644 .8534996 .6548411 .6464913 .8943739 .8880467 .5827948 .7237316

.8996521 .8591056 .7355908 .6481898 .5610988 .5686611 .6493336 .4099009

.7070486 .706383 .7616527 .7901776 .8361928 .796858 .6457623 .8944974

.5546465 .7620263 .6444451 .8036098 .8270342 .8017688 .7517988 .6985988

.64092 .806293 .452817 .9220097 .7565313 .3676106 .5102597 .7419873

.8134821 .4009155 .7157011 .7642336 .5894595 .6606446 .710039 .7267213

.6863903 .7013055 .7855717 .5266767 .5439466 .8169632 .7325429 .5581575

.6522511 .7752248 .7461148 .6102651 .7032913 .698571 .6404244 .6983446

.626705 .7823651 .642124 .7173903 .5854987 .8499626 .6211261 .6875316

.7821495 .685651 .5607783 .583185 .6441366 .5844561 .6569585 .4601215

.3924868 .8390415 .2578292 .7438119 .5580075 .6228117 .6276211 .6422044

.8094453 .3780513 .7688485 .5796857 .4187049 .8015825 .4961037 .605758

.709912 .7994986 .6743784 .609526 .5513253 .7844969 .700407 .6425677

.5465035 .7028045 .6267836 .5519853 .8711058 .787241 .5777 .6760108

.7049986 .5565427 .694278 .5545248 .716485 .7938675 .9101839 .3732783

.8093298 .6965155 .9198631 .8775052 .8132865 .7759321 .884789 .6724028

.8134612 .5984648 .8812729 .8737946 .3812684 .5607595 .5589611 .7329675

.56442 .6567676 .7513128 .6692921 .5197662 .8493492 .8018032 .679715

.6049143 .8414759 .6236646 .5471466 .7844249 .7018246 .5648907 .7103313

.7809473 .8043426 .6435428 .5599375 .5467843 .6580001 .4933193 .3812295

.8779501 .6098163 .8274121 .7921387 .7745796 .5280158 .8047724 .7821945

.7520162 .6820695 .7061331 .7665456 .6388231 .652438 .8308032 .5050517

.8468536 .6786242 .6034886 .7491967 .7143551 .8171718 .5435146 .8180853

.7338861 .5605196 .7829218 .6419683 .7564565 .6752658 .9307218 .7615073

.668148 .7885503 .8891124 .8010455 .8860892 .7744318 .86198 .8084225

.6050965 .7695406 .8287553 .7058146 .7584013 .7544409 .6022095 .8604901

.6751028 .756164 .4574964 .8528303 .637541 .8555125 .6145035 .4794741

.5682829 .6997117 .4909346 .7183028 .3601721 .719646 .6576751 .559773

.75389 .5052788 .6138736 .5743195 .6549402 .577911 .4184661 .7104881

.5748503 .631933 .5869883 .7263925 .7465859 .5744323 .5634793 .6781806

.6116933 .701848 .617861 .6647655 .7482972 .4750212 .7061986 .5234031

.7209976 .5611616 .613489 .6418195 .6206688 .555097 .4313493 .8268526

.7045115 .8993324 .8177081 .7344331 .7654208 .7862983 .6475962 .7461563

.5082978 .9122657 .8732794 .3781671 .5603937 .5449851 .7724891 .4634915

.7441273 .6977439 .6192591 .5491555 .6986321 .8515966 .6337586 .6874786

.8146419 .6531371 .5128476 .8487996 .8039734 .6147898 .6991336 .8230488

.8681667 .629249 .7124367 .5839541 .6169014 .6344473 .4841705 .783186

.6037109 .7426465 .5961995 .4301597 .3866605 .4894308 .3771931 .5112668

.3766611 .2281299 .7034605 .2335432 .4973725 .3478521 .5433008 .3195629

.6423726 .5497464 .3156449 .7102585 .2407531 4.947843E·02 .6526482 .2535685

.3282243 .5444255 .5090461 .6131696 .5380333 .3075275 .5909164 .5773163

.3551781 .3808117 .5299261 .4183495 .643425 .6638762 .4881234 .357378
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.5096017 .4415079 .348648 .4649952 .4361501 .6987197 .8225246 .7160592

.5971091 .7492335 .706225 .6047306 .7917538 .484733 .8112081 .8014717

.5335188 .5523628 .6232582 .6704668 .3985496 .7850425 .5856609 .44895

.6427746 .6352888 .688788 .5572665 .721249 .7597623 .7393111 .5482085

.814031 .733072 .6124489 .5984041 .7861632 .7338207 .6467514 .6533765

.4826322 .5555483 .5492449 .4620824 .5933586 .6012618 .6959998 .744573
. .6638805 .7927064 .8567466 .7712993 .7874207 .635851 .6719951 .7971198

.7178305 .432681 .457611 .6653653 .8122151 .5852073 .8336042 .6842417

.6142223 .4961245 .7137608 .7314045 .6941393 .7912352 .8320361 .5930142

.8370635 .8953344 .9209677 .7773155 .8780311 .9420171 .9274204 .7566495

.53253 .5982201 .6010399 .698802 .4521058 .5804586 .8777433 .72553

.8184245 .6969385 .6956503 .8297143 .7250011 .7134497 .4641724 .8511669

.7963288 .4364627 .5900188 .5009428 .7708176 .5816927 .7287519 .6847941

.5508553 .5466125 .7842166 .8097816 .7404412 .6965525 .7869818 .4768356

.5643533 .7947308 .7267871 .6154491 .7398383 .7787815 .8681044 .5829406

.584036 .474457 .6192135 .5269736 .506867 .7477008 .6577435 .7104428

.8652514 .8004042 .8568621 .6698048 .8470408 .6151726 .9052679 .8626644

.4310659 .4414982 .6661118 .7110126 .5540801 .6796055 .6023745 .6472735

.5563668 .7682443 .7354691 .8147566 .5372913 .7927213 .59254 .4633872

.8230132 .7166455 .5192072 .6773868 .7940256 .7573114 .6787291 .5609479

.5506056 .5685432 .4406378 .2639564 .7719691 .6002065 .8850419 .8758254

.8241805 .7118361 .7762118 .7633956 .8683919 .805369 .2446498 .3621468

.7315006 .7603925 .5315202 .6720108 .7685838 .7562675 .4412665 .8358391

.7142718 .716813 .6161718 .7935186 .5616206 .6806801 .8484 .761137

.6291077 .7601343 .8592199 .769385 .7497883 .4287421 .7153766 .5336545

.5232114 .34391 .7262248 .7219515 .9028624 .8194641 .6846905 .7829606

.7566408 .8914407 .8451904 .5486655 .535906 .6824583 .7292461 .5167544

.8439226 .6811691 .7764677 .5181367 .6888468 .820359 .6876383 .6801085

.8102361 .7978701 .7227293 .9371016 .8413364 .667053 .7828376 .9180114

.8242156 .8007958 .5123752 .7071729 .5840195 .6362088 .3241534 .6878176

.7987083 .8596173 .7615857 .7417708 .8178025 .8226601 .8663818 .429021

.5131668 .6264437 .6444241 .7920375 .6767496 .7129576 .7207241 .3812345

.7696038 .8081779 .7406682 .5881883 .8843982 .6476188 .6554111 .7949703

.7125928 .6434321 .7250455 .8103314 .8191196 .8153236 .4364358 .546259

.6646215 .4977576 .296367 .8038366 .6938366 .9023355 .5740336 .6950168

.6878418 .6461638 .3905955 .3688681 .6111759 .7324463 .6836613 .6512981

.7621513 .5388805 .2702654 .7782621 .765382 .6475665 .6830638 .730028

.4211361 .7734703 .7216868 .7176251 .6114033 .7462596 .781271 .7294308

.706547 .3063465 .4061795 .5635276 .5640691 .3978947 .6189328 .7794137

.7215661 .5957362 .8294343 .7310943 .6024308 .6375621 .7617488 .738966

.5884321 .7763005 .6541791 .511155 .733974 .6916911 .6953543 .7130008

.7000223 .8396787 .7517831 .5969721 .8221896 .7244933 .6468445 .6807526

.8007345 .6758651 .7338436 .6982133 .7428885 .6521008 .5803151 .497713

.7297806 .7057316 .8380815 .591407 .6731858 .2511864 .3000791 .6202581

.4051395 .7059073 .5461195 .5889117 .599185 .1397853 .5852058 .6677878

.4187012 .4573376 .7017198 .6870831 .6592473 .6749181 .6028151 .6342988

.6447415 .7222353 .5871636 .8530229 .1441837 .5506186 .4326009 .3917523

.1205489 .5277765 .6143781 .8563085 .8762257 .4922196 .6034423 .7439755

.7898883 .493019 .796012 .7115723 .729289 .6950811 .7140658 .8010398

.7500981 .7132038 .8500651 .6734409 .6237305 .9205268 .8413206 .6710895

.7822171 .8981222 .8853584 .6585896 .7092737 .7077185 .7107203 .7130108

.4890721 .7919692 .7389718 .8167875 .3414358 .444413 .5279852 .6705189

.4748979 .6940131 .6790228 .7963331 .3716442 .7374276 .7806853 .6690188

.607003 .7720421 .7052153 .553543 .8413652 .7376858 .5753045 .5698958

.8306578 .7991147 .6947085 .5226358 .5156267 .4946575 .425428 .2313044

.68089 .5729971 .8923421 .7938106 .3789295 .4437603 .5406221 .6343025
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.3046875 .3434585 .6441713 .2277817 .5762478 .5777603 .5426568 .5000598

.608188 .495554 .5433875 .455303 .479188 .4994597 .4822001 .4573062

.3928578 .5508838 .4614072 .6496755 .551606 .3910497 .468509 .6685245

.3540952 .3716829 .4791597 .5899096 .6048528 .5298275 .5149474 .6809363

.3161233 .6692856 .5054591 .664216 .5645665 .5613108 .5967287 .5706581

.4582711 .6658501 .5793531 .5350525 .5864996 .31085 .618365 .690811

.7660052 .6480715 .6410205 .5814681 .694421 .4200865 .5985564 .5011857

.6424983 .5768205 .3785045 .696801 .5012246 .4311406 .5514592 .6121172

.7927545 .5501398 .6181566 .704074 .6973004 .6098266 .6533666 .7384398

.5996046 .7011621 .5908379 .6747695 .6707858 .7399188 .5271176 .576122

.6772846 .6730408 .5107082 .7870615 .8092975 .5671884 .5594173 .815954

.738178 .8286005 .8633688 .7832763 .4527585 .7533911 .844097 .833692

.6680131 .7249685 .837066 .8176846 .6542698 .6956245 .6517443 .582751

.663742 .6508482 .6735451 .828931 .6639038 .5161155 .6060891 .4602942

.3062613 .5459748 .6771171 .6677308 .5876166 .7278768 .4633366 .6961478

.5560525 .5026589 .6983393 .6330241 .5816377 .6040599 .7085064 .3558404

.5368452 .677198 .4722752 .433427 .6235946 .7262843 .6510473 .5692943

.4761698 .6025945 .537252 .7739506 .6829215 .8028668 .7973184 .6900621

.6998571 .9163066 .8961681 .679971 .7720398 .9094874 .8378851 .7784186

.6432736 .656007 .5063132 .7152945 .5304988 .5010137 .8149212 .7232558

.7480546 .3438082 .8417651 .7321791 .646563 .792447 .7279 .4231478

.8456922 .692154 .5983895 .6676571 .5922246 .7090673 .6662623 .6195478

.4417566 .6940563 .6447966 .5952275 .6567532 .7364506 .7752175 .7043081

.2366841 .642555 .6963043 .6296795 .5332356 .5701562 .504395 .6568713

.6701973 .5112092 .5367744 .4782922 .6504951 .644484 .474055 .3247459

.612943 .5409261 .4160797 .2551173 .6487471 .6312212 .7143708 .3077094

.3860354 .5349533 .603563 .6102403 .5164171 .4014712 .6166382 .5849812

.5760661 .6047266 .5729181 .5712046 .3013784 .8418027 .6478811 .7325265

.7134538 .6295763 .5393235 .5897806 .3535132 .6958348 .7273968 .6424128

.7043498 .3971935 .6723181 .7068785 .6164086 .5476295 .6390721 .716832

.6769608 .6319074 .3412401 .4759636 .4805894 .3255774 .3657102 .7311104

.661165 .7776465 .673302 .724682 .7393818 .689077 .6851584 .8539902

.7469698 .7057597 .7710504 .8121949 .8201576 .7129779 .4969302 .641076

.5913626 .5874521 .4463391 .7302106 .7695486 .7637185 .6972131 .7171451

.3779035 .6320777 .7628302 .6558277 .5896054 .6074045 .711313 .7328644

.6168953 .5926325 .5746923 .5903647 .4724478 .4793247 .6572738 .7622358

.6939658 .7158608 .5349063 .8777126 .8312157 .7630761 .8839064 .6751605

.812925 .773581 .633443 .6959408 .7662411 .6125123 .7182476 .8238093

.4922684 .8879054 .6008876 .7073523 .7134731 .8373157 .8713691 .6904313

.8034078 .8878215 .8675608 .8380085 .7034414 .6478209 .7869571 .758809

.4946682 .8237163 .7821905 .8213901 .5011216 .7522434 .6916493 .6185645

.5861141 .7291718 .605853 .7183176 .5763184 .5949845 .5441453 .5370436

.1930302 .563551 .5679007 .7029921 .7433065 .6958196 .8340161 .7130168

.7880978 .715041 .6797029 .4220262 .7199151 .6428353 .6825933 .6474431

.5172066 .9429389 .6449446 .9222198 .7969385 .824991 .9688605 .9073844

.8036038 .6717806 .752065 .5830103 .688488 .5059367 .6393423 .8412969

.8372051 .714953 .8611813 .9644221 .9285222 .7696401 .709283 .6126811

.5889638 .7723358 .4425679 .60103 .7980112 .7307387 .7442936 .7838348

.7667245 .6365363 .6118859 .8110798 .6414877 .6574181 .686088 .4698078

.8437139 .6208601 .8666236 .8758784 .6631557 .5299746 .6430151 .6884385
· .740806 .4563129 .6794885 .8410241 .6618803 .9315026 .8162873 .639621

.6985625 .6108445 .726584 .467015 .6394397 .8548317 .8534131 .6853322

.6826756 .618227 .676978 .7338763 .4966685 .690682 .8090448 .7293148

.4054202 .5881623 .4400888 .5208237 .3186989 .5627606 .701237 .8528869

.6258181 .7078751 .7515761 .6444645 .5822113 .5727155 .4028026 .6232615

.6977442 .7218646 .5563458 .7723217 .625179 .8136635 .5902751 .8347126
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.7315322 .4806837 .7076856 .6129605 .777705 .4169681 .3908325 .66563

.2424196 .6144668 .6697323 .6644805
CAS 820
.6569943 .7827518 .4357124 .7807011 .7403511 .5869823 .6114791 .7625588
.7571975 .5526436 .7418716 .5618648 .8786713 .685843 .665676 .7296718
.7683228 .5453003 .6838321 .5140787 .7596401 .65752 .7382946 .6513231
.6503048 .6117486 .5712783 .6192146 .6944538 .787659 .6734765 .7397435
.6585111 .5817901 .5138549 .7684963 .7336566 .9034481 .6881999 .6448223
.6970479 .6097651 .570929 .681488 .9036233 .6955306 .5536933 .6070008
.6891035 .6474726 .6109012 .7588925 .5103282 .5961329 .696124 .5117801
.533766 .431544 .6169559 .7041529 .4535599 .6696359 .6110948 .634445
.7577637 .3899001 .5242612 .5256715 .7099142 .4941319 .6151018 .540882
.2827053 .337127 .534881 .6668085 .7002333 .3559917 .6465215 .5418068
.800441 .8083588 .6043979 .8110595 .8077108 .6379103 .6568457 .7938604
.5606708 .9245069 .6464696 .843096 .5230348 .7726704 .6862138 .7251483
.5566848 .936707 .8271236 .7466605 .7363365 .5359045 .6726311 .4617394
.7828142 .6661628 .8078246 .8101015 .8467998 .8396314 .5667893 .6166325
.8377505 .8787098 .8367461 .6538035 .7560368 .3690888 .4499032 .7284133
.5689266 .435674 .5994087 .575748 .6430308 .7303188 .4785075 .3109307
.6812373 .605683 .3346422 .4154189 .1705003 .542295 .5540272 .3318926
.3571511 .5934045 .5789645 .5991867 .3566394 .4904298 .4865213 .5799218
.7062782 .5477111 .4698679 .3203301 .4358226 .4100658 .5482053 .5946284
.386801 .3152448 .8500291 .5298338 .675201 .8848003 .8258355 .7703412
.8524059 .5877691 .6977701 .8647594 .7071626 .3376231 .8156339 .8402321
.8675428 .5738715 .7930366 .9129483 .6689888 .7784368 .7493376 .571662
.3784475 .8349398 .8058803 .7566814 .7018521 .7597715 .8230445 .7896636
.7986371 .9202012 .8672251 .8303937 X8663473 .707161 .5560378 .6151206
.7103482 .6726766 .6435975 .7189915 .4971462 .7872815 .8195996 .6844975
.3225221 .8290165 .7508666 .7508061 .5052698 .838105 .7914552 .5713631
.6096471 .5611253 .5819198 .2471298 .7193968 .6724087 .8110688 .6373824
.7823765 .7282375 .6526673 .6786406 .8537646 .795437 .779311 .5941571
.7118543 .7928716 .6043343 .6602264 .7611215 .752942 .7692625 .6220658
.552525 .689143 .7540905 .5098735 .5771933 .3779941 .7311895 .621136
.4181205 .6016772 .7307613 .6949958 .7585666 .4894994 .6086989 .5243493
.7021781 .513947 .5989667 .6157431 .3512463 .400675 .5259889 .6445588
.6884121 .4251282 .5861146 .8350601 .593998 .7894908 .8513267 .73417
.7247047 .6794226 .8822146 .5877807 .721021 .718485 .6340989 .7646762
.7932064 .7153376 .7237595 .8135265 .5995399 .7484523 .5712783 .8474574
.5779648 .837603 .6918337 .7165279 .8886809 .5485958 .668025 .7535415
.7992692 .7595205 .6143899 .6862155 .7875282 .8334428 .9215758 .7161671
.6949904 .7938347 .8552154 .4674337 .820351 .8067051 .8794078 .7744152
.8433662 .9128022 .675766 .8741838 .7292453 .6073218 .6269666 .9498334
.8198275 .8390758 .7610325 .7887401 .9203709 .7357843 .8144835 .9234582
.9151954 .8700712 .8624139 .6587769 .7081235 .8818755 .777825 .5809653
.7422432 .684582 .481052 .7068292 .6534588 .6610035 .690048 .6499237
.658495 .6392341 .7392645 .9221858 .5963525 .5626723 .7570716 .8615059
.7234206 .7091251 .6977315 .7012241 .7148477 .7455973 .787441 .7885031
.8388 .7595106 .629015 .8120913 .7200528 .5150429 .6687486 .7260258
.4985885 .5531853 .8578436 .6781128 .7137358 .6861512 .7512464 .4605076
.7893967 .7943041 .5500191 .4382922 .8114575 .6855501 .7349446 .6052317
.592251 .764976 .6306788 .6758215 .703101 .7539257 .7094835 .7691479
.5527425 .834932 .695958 .7966375 .8786406 .5243002 .7948533 .7625069
.766797 .796047 .8097973 .7998415 .7048757 .9197469 .7933308 .6940252 ‘
.6337653 .9312742 .8421406 .8108926 .8169473 .8360921 .9035938 .7182911
.7997719 .8663287 .9245593 .8619805 .8059031 .6270983 .4761153 .5931825
.7946686 .5878855 .6413026 .4853768 .3881891 .8375841 .5468266 .5399406 ·
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.6342893 .7679342 .8319547 .7770761 .556664 .7180001 .6493136 .7739013

.770936 .7270556 .7037528 .677914 .7288767 .6337654 .690181 .7686471

.5816746 .4351078 .5706646 .7038901 .6584563 .7318995 .5501705 .6638446

.450144 .8716296 .6679151 .752018 .5986196 .4637596 .6781107 .4421161

.6175561 .584817 .7846496 .6680451 .7585048 .6822229 .4097222 .4355132

.732884 .7745576 .8227285 .4928928 .7265799 .7328438 .2983621 .8896693

.7318795 .723033 .6963385 .694724 .7612278 .642344 .7464398 .6557975

.5583583 .4785694 .8108004 .6635198 .7889961 .6138936 .7643918 .8386018

.8317006 .8055166 .8789918 .7378941 .7698411 .7656952 .6571071 .5315782

.8203971 .665648 .6014703 .8326928 .8481779 .7565251 .7085166 .8794934

.607326 .6947815 .6748892 .8980282 .700348 .8657078 .8852435 .8906378
I .9388456 .6811402 .7614086 .8441585 .8610029 .8307343 .7126296 .6313546

.3436345 .2477089 .1983537 .4742838 .4753899 .2428452 .5317748 .5205937 °

.5329236 .614684 .5386046 .3135777 .3053843 .5944446 .4857149 .4693379

.3825427 .2482478 .1391971 .3213107 .3925372 .6826068 .388819 .3542748

.6622491 .735152 .6851873 .772425 .7782008 .7629026 .7049218 .5750063

.6307396 .5297645 .8278755 .7224095 .8675417 .7008775 .8504796 .8751821

.7650373 .7929916 .9363262 .8140405 .82289 .6512315 .7636245 .8242586

.5019467 .7129823 .8092192 .4135203 .6913757 .6066098 .375334 .2921504

.8323133 .7422347 .662798 .484515 .5250941 .7868184 .5739119 .6765383

.8083826 .781167 .6100541 .7333498 .7191758 .4840436 .7851119 .8873264

.4938691 .654705 .5276901 .3580288 .4014042 .8379751 .7804378 .6563648

.5156705 .6135617 .7690122 .5749025 .6788628 .8627308 .8449108 .6886615

.7342418 .6376511 .6684844 .5918258 .6621421 .8357456 .6943265 .7215721

.7130828 .8059078 .6336676 .7852726 .6875913 .7497811 .7809676 .5899075

.7163502 .7055112 .7397443 .7482595 .5886398 .4870083 .8574161 .6784929

.786814 .5162856 .6804855 .4815285 .8330631 .6971556 .8346085 .7762938

.8408731 .8302309 .5085443 .655271 .8769189 .9193261 .8539112 .6462195

.7071193 .5584766 .7632046 .5900942 .5578369 .3141407 .8718583 .6975176

.7619333 .7249271 .760779 .8438382 .7315093 .8160843 .9204816 .870393

.7948341 .7998708 .6365188 .682253 .5936919 .7902946 .6027721 .631282

.6196886 .7391029 .6870467 .7418691 .7172668 .513093 .5862143 .706777

.7336345 .7601303 .5317933 .6853253 .6619406 .6730434 .648607 .8851251

.7421063 .7098533 .7935123 .8389927 .8774208 .6292026 .6927929 .7928096

.877679 .7850081 .807516 .5065245 .6357048 .4741912 .6605073 .724457

.7188961 .6402375 .5735058 .6138055 .7274205 .7249087 .6593078 .6552396

.788191 .7182201 .5480908 .3064874 .5594842 .4123965 .7941589 .676749

.707307 .5912806 .4611373 .5952273 .620783 .6576867 .7990547 .3693665

.5630225 .6263345 .6272173 .5287648 .5732493 .5867626 .6569667 .4093166

.3953741 .4925528 .569037 .5593073 .5833447 .3271357 .8362126 .7988925

.7619157 .8057131 .9658659 .7137906 .8464985 .9162764 .9335867 .7719231

.8018325 .6540338 .6535052 .681432 .6844946 .7607059 .5845213 .7075 ·

.813412 .8861812 .7028116 .7529545 .6024153 .7684558 .80196 .8246132

.7116156 .7935016 .8641139 .7950834 .9243189 .633204 .7212595 .8890115

.7937813 .7250581 .7689286 .7509313 .8042426 .8280041 .739948 .4211915

.8557129 .724121 .7032155 .8310502 .8583044 .8491108 .6768273 .5511696

.7536618 .8111763 .9076832 .8955814 .784144 .7985936 .69484 .8583221

.7581845 .6005501 .7243887 .8144075 .440409 .8572211 .7613458 .7427143
..7474203 .5308698 .9138145 .8682136 .7791865 .7867538 .827517 .7407574

.6906941 .7395203 .6756455 .4371751 .

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
/t
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TITLE ’COMPAR|S|ON OF NSs AND CASs CONSENSUS · SPEARMAN’;
DATA CONS2
INPUT G $ N:
DO I=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

ENEk
CARDS;
NS 2628
.8992647 .7022059 .7713236 .9176471 .8838235 .7602941 .607353
.4889706 .7286765 .7639706 .8397059 .8786765 .6242647 .6816176
.7102941 .6588235 .7551471 .5625 .9080882 .825 .6419118
.9411764 .8330883 .594853 .8941176 .6514706 .5875 .8845588
.4625 .9279412 .8220588 .8330883 .9360294 .8625 .8676471
.919853 .7058824 .7720589 .6801471 .9073529 .8955882 .25
.3404412 .7102941 .7492647 .2485294 .705147 .6080883 .6544118
.5257353 .767647 .7669118 .5985294 .4985295 .9007353 .7102941
.5551471 .9066176 .9044118 .5580883 .7551471 .9132353 .8683822
.7992648 .607353 .525 .5080882 .4904412 .2625 .8551471
.5544118 .8735294 .5470588 .5102941 .7742647 .8 .644853
.569853 .4875 .5338235 .5 .7389706 .7242648 .675
.582353 .5139707 .6205883 .6294118 .4044118 .7286765 .8014706
.4705882 .8294118 .7933824 .5139707 .7919118 .4860294 .4455883
.8705882 .4220588 .8602941 .5926471 .769853 .8514706 .6625
.7147059 .7720589 .6367647 .6183823 .507353 .8132353 .7602941
.2 .2566177 .5867647 .6235295 .1176471 .642647 .4375
.4514706 .4044118 .5345588 .7294118 .4389706 .3448529 .7117647
.5794118 .3132353 .7801471 .7720589 .3477941 .6375 .7264706 .
.7426471 .6705883 .5316176 .3911765 .3845588 .5022059 .2264706
.7683824 .3389706 .7147059 .7095589 .7595588 .7367648 .65
.5441177 .4426471 .5617647 .6455883 .8316176 .7360294 .4316176
.6279412 .7639706 .5058824 .657353 .4514706 .8272059 .6338235
.6522059 .6330883 .6544118 .5213237 .7029412 .6764706 .4132353
.6580882 .2352941 .6632353 .7485295 .6014706 .8 .8727941
.8882352 .7801471 .6713236 .7382353 .7139706 .7705883 .7147059
.5345588 .5919118 .5573529 .6286765 .5161766 .6308824 .6845588
.8448529 .45 .6 .8183824 .6242647 .4588236 .6757353
.7110295 .6691177 .8367647 .6823529 .6110294 .7257353 .8360295 ·
.732353 .6382353 .3551471 .7485295 .5235294 .3830882 .2617647
.8014706 .7264706 .7919118 .7911765 .6647059 .8007353 .6654411
.5264706 .7867648 .825 .7227941 .8669118 .5963235 .689706
.7941176 .6625 .5242647 .6985295 .807353 .5088235 .7470588
.7757353 .7161765 .7139706 .6522059 .7845588 .6176471 .642647
.6294118 .7639706 .8992647 .6345588 .7727941 .8088235 .8683822
.7404412 .6330883 .8294118 .7992648 .7867648 .7257353 .5272059
.5602941 .825 .7507353 .5375 .8154412 .6382353 .6757353
.7176471 .6654411 .6816176 .6816176 .7191176 .8669118 .7794118
.8397059 .8727941 .8595588 .8176471 .7235294 .9213236 .7661765
.8205883 .6823529 .7404412 .6235295 .6308824 .4992647 .5955882
.825 .8470588 .8698529 .6308824 .4279412 .3139706 .7014706
.8058823 .9022059 .8529411 .4963236 .6205883 .6389706 .4970588
.7625 .5154412 .9485294 .7757353 .6676471 .814706 .677206
.4235294 .7816176 .6117648 .4926471 .7382353 .3404412 .8125
.8889706 .7529412 .8875 .8882352 .8742647 .9169118 .8514706
.669853 .825 .8029412 .8602941 .3044118 .3066176 .6985295
.689706 .3816177 .6779412 .6411765 .719853 .3794118 .7470588
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.7852941 .6264706 .5404411 .8308824 .642647 .6845588 .8794118

.7963236 .5875 .7720589 .9183824 .807353 .8419118 .4345588

.4691177 .457353 .4058824 .1882353 .7926471 .6639706 .8919118

.6911765 .6132353 .4110294 .6992647 .7161765 .8727941 .8367647

.4838236 .4536765 .752206 .582353 .7485295 .5639706 .892647

.8316176 .7132353 .8272059 .8058823 .4683824 .8992647 .7647059

.6308824 .8794118 .2080882 .8507353 .7860294 .8558824 .8845588

.8419118 .7963236 .9102941 .8294118 .6625 .5610295 .8830882V

.8860294 .3125 .5294118 .6205883 .7242648 .3816177 .5602941

.7705883 .7794118 .457353 .7272059 .8220588 .5536765 .6110294

.8220588 .6080883 .6419118 .8110295 .7345588 .6014706 .7264706

.8404412 .8580882 .6066177 .5389706 .5382353 .6220588 .5279413

.3463236 .9161764 .6477941 .8044118 .8205883 .8529411 .7529412

.6492647 .6985295 .8602941 .6926471 .6514706 .8433824 .8426471

.5985294 .8095588 .6654411 .5838236 .6352941 .7507353 .8441176

.8286765 .7933824 .8654412 .8036765 .8602941 .6102941 .8669118

.7022059 .7919118 .8110295 .7014706 .7352941 .7147059 .5455883

.9169118 .4794118 .8367647 .7433823 .4941176 .7294118 .669853

.752206 .5654412 .7772059 .6227941 .5676471 .7514706 .6169118

.7691176 .6375 .6963235 .8830882 .8235295 .6375 .8580882

.9080882 .8360295 .732353 .8404412 .8580882 .7007353 .8448529

.7426471 .7455883 .6779412 .6419118 .6522059 .6639706 .7816176

.75 .6088236 .5095588 .5867647 .6470589 .6632353 .4632353

.8536764 .8544118 .2720589 .6345588 .4727941 .4955883 .5808824

.7066176 .8235295 .8257353 .6183823 .8492648 .6551471 .7088236

.5808824 .7125 .5360294 .594853 .6654411 .5455883 .6102941

.4617647 .4470588 .794853 .3294118 .7764706 .4963236 .5294118

.7367648 .7419118 .6830883 .3845588 .6125 .5080882 .4588236

.9 .3977941 .5705883 .4227941 .5772059 .7022059 .6544118

.5095588 .6566176 .7492647 .6522059 .6470589 .6522059 .6610294 ·

.3904412 .8139706 .7602941 .7720589 .8264706 .6580882 .569853

.5772059 .5125 .6397059 .3830882 .4654412 .642647 .5955882

.4360295 .6764706 .8794118 .4029412 .6860295 .3139706 .3397059

.3580883 .4566177 .6852941 .7375 .6080883 .6705883 .7911765

.6713236 .5757353 .7183825 .4154412 .6816176 .6338235 .3889706

.4360295 .45 .244853 .725 .1632353 .6176471 .432353

.5191177 .7213235 .5080882 .5227942 .4801471 .625 .2955883

.2352941 .7625 .2970588 .5492648 .5220589 .4794118 .6110294

.5683824 .3272059 .6125 .6617648 .6301471 .5441177 .5301471

.6808823 .4029412 .7279411 .5419118 .719853 .5566176 .6345588

.4536765 .4161765 .4786765 .7279411 .7029412 .8698529 .5389706

.4933824 .7338236 .7330883 .5904413 .7419118 .6757353 .6602941 .

.7845588 .7360294 .7617647 .7102941 .7492647 .7801471 .832353

.7102941 .5764706 .8220588 .8205883 .857353 .7985294 .7279411

.6485295 .7272059 .6397059 .6985295 .4375 .7654412 .6808823

.5147059 .5772059 .6786765 .8485294 .575 .6823529 .6301471

.5257353 .7404412 .7514706 .6705883 .8683822 .7683824 .7838236

.482353 .7022059 .7654412 .7301471 .7102941 .6566176 .7779413

.8558824 .5897059 .719853 .475 .6963235 .5007353 .5757353

.6595588 .7632353 .7227941 .7764706 .8191178 .1757353 .3183824

.7205882 .6191176 .6161765 .7308824 .8080883 .5860295 .5875

.7022059 .55 .4514706 .6536765 .6985295 .642647 .6088236

.2286765 .6683824 .8904412 .6389706 .7419118 .7764706 .7426471

.7808825 .6470589 .5889706 .7375 .732353 .6867647 .3389706

.4147059 .6595588 .6022059 .4345588 .5029412 .5213237 .6801471

.5772059 .6514706 .6029411 .6007353 .5264706 .8676471 .6132353
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.6970588 .7610295 .775 .7147059 .8235295 .8161765 .8294118

.6242647 .580147 .5095588 .7235294 .5235294 .2514706 .7338236

.6808823 .6661765 .8352941 .444853 .4904412 .7514706 .6183823

.7213235 .5757353 .8352941 .7882353 .6625 .7551471 .719853

.4647059 .769853 .7507353 .5588235 .757353 .232353 .7926471

.8455882 .7661765 .9022059 .8867647 .8183824 .8286765 .9058824

.7029412 .725 .8220588 .7375 .3779412 .4676471 .7095589

.7058824 .5102941 .6154412 .6514706 .6838235 .4875 .6632353 ·.8470588 .6183823 .5625 .8154412 .6169118 .6801471 .86029411 · .8036765 .677206 .9051471 .8911764 .8544118 .6955883 .4529412

.5492648 .6264706 .5125 .2977941 .807353 .7169118 .7845588

.5985294 .632353 .7830882 .7294118 .7647059 .725 .8588236

.7779413 .7808825 .8125 .8352941 .6860295 .8242647 .8286765

.7485295 .8529411 .5102941 .9169118 .9139706 .8529411 .9110294

.8647059 .85 .8830882 .7441176 .7639706 .7029412 .8867647

.8411764 .4919118 .5933825 .7367648 .7977941 .580147 .7610295

.7301471 .7191176 .6433824 .7558824 .8492648 .7830882 .782353

.9 .7669118 .7808825 .9308822 .8779412 .8463236 .7742647

.9294118 .9507352 .8080883 .7191176 .6860295 .6933824 .6338235

.5551471 .8058823 .7933824 .8632353 .8389706 .5205883 .5838236

.3242647 .3117647 .4786765 .4992647 .5897059 .6794118 .8066176

.7867648 .5389706 .5308825 .3647059 .6551471 .85 .7308824

.4382353 .5580883 .6463236 .5007353 .6066177 .4580882 .4161765

.7492647 .3595588 .6647059 .5558823 .4036765 .4051471 .6764706

.6889706 .2779412 .8132353 .4625 .3147059 .5808824 .4308824

.5705883 .5044118 .5455883 .5176471 .5625 .4102941 .6808823

.6654411 .4154412 .3367647 .6367647 .4816177 .65 .6301471

.5838236 .2419118 .5352941 .5602941 .3742647 .4470588 .689706

.5183824 .3970589 .4867648 .2507353 .6352941 .532353 .5654412

.6867647 .6727941 .6867647 .5544118 .432353 .2536765 .5683824

.7455883 .6926471 .5661765 .4683824 .6485295 .6632353 .7433823

.5691178 .3911765 .7941176 .5845589 .6183823 .6235295 .3411765

.2580882 .6007353 .6507353 .2676471 .7786765 .5066177 .4764706

.4176471 .6132353 .5727941 .5514706 .4301471 .5794118 .6977941

.475 .75 .7095589 .4235294 .4022059 .739706 .482353

.8154412 .4580882 .6220588 .1036765 .2772059 .3154412 .4367647

.4801471 .7919118 .8132353 .5213237 .6404412 .7 .5970588

.6492647 .7029412 .7808825 .7272059 .7389706 .9264706 .7213235

.7176471 .432353 .7617647 .6955883 .6720588 .8095588 .7419118

.7463235 .6816176 .5602941 .8544118 .4742648 .8529411 .7029412

.5227942 .7389706 .7536765 .6676471 .4338236 .5617647 .6235295

.725 .8183824 .582353 .6404412 .5529412 .6022059 .7955883

.7286765 .627206 .782353 .7830882 .7647059 .7095589 .8110295

.7875 .4882353 .7139706 .757353 .8279412 .5963235 .4779412

.7330883 .6794118 .6875 .3786765 .7183825 .4992647 .4919118

.4632353 .6338235 .7669118 .794853 .6551471 .7742647 .7764706

.7404412 .5904413 .7661765 .5426471 .7110295 .7808825 .5044118

.5897059 .5639706 .3926471 .7455883 .3139706 .8058823 .5764706

.5433824 .677206 .6926471 .5919118 .3426471 .6352941 .3014706

.4029412 .8941176 .3360294 .5757353 .5573529 .4808824 .7161765

.6051471 .3845588 .7294118 .775 .6360295 .6477941 .6610294

.7897059 .4235294 .8375 .5683824 .8507353 .6911765 .5161766

.6125 .4779412 .5507353 .4022059 .7647059 .694853 .575

.6169118 .6477941 .2772059 .7779413 .5169118 .4977942 .7080883
6.029415E·02 .7272059 .705147 .7433823 .7507353 .8220588 .6036765
.8514706 .6117648 .5051471 .5264706 .669853 .7404412 ·2.279413E—02 ~
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.2492647 .4602942 .5595588 .4551471 .4080882 .6845588 .6470589

.1852942 .775 .6617648 .5875 .4779412 .7058824 .4294118

.5125 .6963235 .6345588 .552206 .594853 .7272059 .7551471

.6117648 .3102942 .419853 .3382353 .1970588 .2904412 .7808825

.4742648 .7272059 .5389706 .3911765 .5441177 .5889706 .569853

.6441176 .6507353 .7433823 .8669118 .6889706 .4 .6514706

.6926471 .7382353 .5904413 .5213237 .552206 .6036765 .5147059

.6691177 .3801471 .6227941 .5691178 .5419118 .725 .4279412

.6867647 .6558825 .6470589 .5029412 .432353 .6617648 .5205883

.6669118 .6360295 .6551471 .8154412 .5985294 .657353 .6602941

.7176471 .7507353 .7389706 .6566176 .7985294 .5176471 .7904411

.4911765 .819853 .6485295 .569853 .5352941 .6838235 .582353
- .7544118 .7242648 .8286765 .7213235 .4977942 .8235295 .6566176

.4926471 .7904411 .3102942 .7926471 .8691176 .7426471 .8772059

.9117647 .9316176 .9566176 .7588235 .7 .7852941 .8654412

.9360294 .35 .419853 .6242647 .7044118 .3779412 .6779412

.7279411 .8720588 .4007353 .7617647 .8102941 .6463236 .5492648

.8345589 .7132353 .7088236 .9022059 .7852941 .6022059 .6985295

.9257353 .8294118 .7889706 .4941176 .6029411 .4897059 .4286765

.2176471 .8757353 .6904412 .9220588 .6742648 .7875 .7426471

.5161766 .7411765 .6161765 .4691177 .7801471 .3029412 .782353

.6955883 .7316177 .8102941 .7735295 .6786765 .7448529 .7507353

.5507353 .4772059 .7757353 .7257353 .2764706 .2845588 .5419118

.7419118 .2955883 .4588236 .6558825 .632353 .3963236 .7639706

.732353 .6397059 .5242647 .6779412 .5235294 .4852941 .7375

.6882353 .4602942 .6568176 .732353 .7801471 .5794118 .5257353

.444853 .4360295 .4066177 .2720589 .8294118 .5345588 .6551471

.7375 .8066176 .6911765 .6132353 .7794118 .4897059 .6602941

.4625 .6522059 .8007353 .6632353 .6779412 .8264706 .7058824

.6617648 .7382353 .6125 .5419118 .7544118 .6522059 .4375

.5485294 .6647059 .9132353 .694853 .6676471 .9044118 .7382353

.5602941 .7757353 .732353 .8352941 .8764706 .6617648 .4485294

.8691176 .732353 .6367647 .694853 .5470588 .7786765 .7125

.575 .6198529 .7227941 .4683824 .6139706 .694853 .6455883

.8904412 .7448529 .8764706 .705147 .8448529 .6801471 .564706

.8529411 .5536765 .8764706 .8014706 .7845588 .8404412 .8382353

.8235295 .8080883 .6720588 .7926471 .6029411 .8816178 .8014706

.2617647 .3654412 .725 .8676471 .2838236 .7227941 .6727941

.6014706 .6154412 .807353 .7154413 .6117648 .5654412 .8845588

.6544118 .6036765 .8411764 .8933824 .5330882 .7257353 .8713235

.8007353 .7294118 .6845588 .5852941 .4808824 .5875 .3941177

.7794118 .6102941 .8132353 .8139706 .8235295 .8102941 .627206

.9022059 .5882353 .8860294 .694853 .819853 .8632353 .7933824

.7529412 .7477941 .6257353 .7992648 .4507354 .9294118 .7654412

.3625 .5875 .7544118 .8566176 .4477942 .7411765 .7375

.6264706 .7132353 .6845588 .7669118 .677206 .7014706 .7838236

.6161765 .6058824 .8382353 .8330883 .6507353 .6213235 .8227941
· .8227941 .6095588 .7602941 .7352941 .5794118 .6985295 .6632353

.7683824 .6485295 .7845588 .5617647 .7404412 .5926471 .6933824

.830147 .6889706 .5419118 .5904413 .6566176 .55 .6463236

.4676471 .3529412 .8191178 .3272059 .7588235 .5588235 .625
V .6522059 .6338235 .8007353 .4492647 .7786765 .5051471 .4735294

.8522059 .5022059 .6014706 .7132353 .6279412 .644853 .6566176

.5308825 .7352941 .7588235 .6088236 .4911765 .6779412 .6669118 ·

.5279413 .8955882 .7455883 .594853 .6823529 .6588235 .4963236 ‘

.6191176 .6294118 .6919118 .7595588 .9286765 .3272059 .9220588
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.7264706 .9419118 .8801471 .7941176 .7588235 .919853 .6264706

.7794118 .4264706 .8588236 .8860294 .2897059 .5485294 .5139707

.7426471 .3455882 .6330883 .6808823 .6433824 .5044118 .7720589 ·

.7875 .5926471 .5154412 .8669118 .6397059 .5191177 .814706

.7875 .5485294 .6955883 .8139706 .8779412 .6257353 .5830883

.4845588 .5955882 .3977941 .3463236 .8852941 .5433824 .8242647

.7639706 .7448529 .4213236 .7448529 .7404412 .7117647 .757353

.7294118 .6860295 .644853 .6838235 .7801471 .457353 .8242647

.6625 .5485294 .8066176 .7375 .7617647 .6477941 .5985294

.7544118 .7007353 .7889706 .6022059 .7257353 .6360295 .8242647

.7963236 .6742648 .7764706 .7625 .7610295 .8897059 .7227941

.7985294 .819853 .4992647 .7875 .7845588 .8529411 .752206

.6992647 .6764706 .814706 .6713236 .7095589 .4029412 .7727941

.6286765 .8426471 .6536765 .4867648 .4595589 .6286765 .4463235

.6625 .1977941 .632353 .5882353 .4889706 .732353 .4691177

.6308824 .5227942 .5220589 .4838236 .375 .7117647 .5595588

.575 .5904413 .6404412 .7727941 .5257353 .5242647 .5985294

.642647 .7 .6375 .5977941 .8007353 .4117648 .7426471

.3860294 .8492648 .5036765 .569853 .5919118 .5683824 .5375

.4242648 .9154411 .6845588 .9139706 .8904412 .752206 .7713236

.8647059 .6492647 .7727941 .4316176 .9191176 .8816178 .3595588

.5977941 .5426471 .7764706 .3948529 .7154413 .6764706 .6441176

.5536765 .669853 .8639706 .6242647 .5926471 .8470588 .6985295

.5286765 .8654412 .8411764 .6102941 .6860295 .8191178 .9080882

.6485295 .7352941 .5941176 .627206 .6044118 .4757353 .8610294‘ .5639706 .8161765 .5852941 .4029412 .3955882 .4661765 .3029412

.4779412 .2639706 .1845588 .6705883 .3051471 .4830883 .3610294

.5301471 .3426471 .614706 .6125 .2264706 .7735295 .2117647

.125 .6977941 .3338236 .3404412 .5345588 .4727941 .4507354

.5139707 .3566176 .5544118 .5926471 .3720588 .2610294 .5051471

.3764706 .5845589 .7029412 .4588236 .2742647 .4779412 .4970588

.1551471 .4066177 .5183824 .7882353 .9169118 .925 .7845588

.7963236 .8639706 .6639706 .8286765 .5514706 .8816178 .8397059

.4080882 .5426471 .7154413 .7801471 .3852942 .7639706 .632353

.5602941 .6507353 .7330883 .794853 .644853 .6375 .8875 .

.739706 .582353 .8816178 .8808824 .6683824 .7316177 .8683822

.8911764 .7705883 .6970588 .5676471 .6227941 .5610295 .4889706

.7963236 .607353 .8404412 .7375 .7985294 .9066176 .8477941

.8375 .8110295 .6816176 .8397059 .7654412 .7294118 .4404412

.475 .7389706 .8007353 .6235295 .7110295 .7514706 .707353

.5566176 .8051471 .7786765 .7492647 .7477941 .8830882 .6676471

.8852941 .8507353 .8117647 .7904411 .8360295 .9139706 .8470588

.8132353 .5529412 .632353 .5963235 .5786765 .4669118 .7345588

.8705882 .819853 .8683822 .7316177 .6727941 .8691176 .6867647

.707353 .375 .8220588 .819853 .3757353 .5889706 .5235294

.7904411 .4889706 .6794118 .6566176 .5397059 .5477941 .7308824

.8125 .7169118 .6397059 .8286765 .5301471 .5632353 .7933824

.7507353 .6014706 .6941178 .7727941 .9102941 .6080883 .6463236

.4095588 .6529413 .4698529 .4852941 .8110295 .6080883 .7852941

.8610294 .8727941 .9073529 .7389706 .8014706 .6352941 .9507352

.8852941 .4279412 .5191177 .7345588 .7404412 .3779412 .7345588 ' ‘

.6080883 .7066176 .6169118 .6735294 .8404412 .6985295 .5580883

.8441176 .7014706 .5816176 .9477941 .8727941 .6470589 .7632353

.919853 .9220588 .7330883 .627206 .5911765 .6441176 .5176471

.3441177 .8735294 .6330883 .8786765 .8794118 .8772059 .7963236

.7338236 .7691176 .8470588 .7955883 .2845588 .419853 .7080883
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.8080883 .5433824 .6544118 .825 .8139706 .4683824 .8485294

.8102941 .7242648 .6382353 .8352941 .6316178 .7816176 .8816178

.8161765 .689706 .782353 .9367647 .830147 .7507353 .4669118

.6970588 .475 .4632353 .3882353 .8338236 .7830882 .8705882

.8625 .6970588 .8088235 .830147 .8757353 .85 .5375

.5257353 .6808823 .7227941 .3992647 .8183824 .6602941 .8117647

.5367648 .6411765 .8485294 .6419118 .5419118 .814706 .8404412

.7213235 .9507352 .8404412 .642647 .7316177 .9426471 .8014706

.8338236 .5441177 .7470588 .5176471 .5441177 .2889706 .7970588

.7419118 .9147059 .7154413 .6919118 .6647059 .8654412 .9485294

.2977941 .4566177 .5529412 .6882353 .3904412 .6625 .6963235

.7860294 .3911765 .7632353 .8286765 .6558825 .5338235 .8588236

.6647059 .6316178 .8875 .7816176 .5977941 .7029412 .8897059

.8933824 .7485295 .4985295 .5125 .5367648 .382353 .2514706

.9095588 .6235295 .9073529 .5316176 .6764706 .6735294 .642647

.3477941 .4007353 .6286765 .7279411 .6022059 .5720588 .7352941

.6213235 .3227942 .6507353 .8161765 .5992648 .6889706 .6926471

.4551471 .767647 .725 .6397059 .6264706 .7867648 .7875° .7191176 .6558825 .3830882 .4529412 .4808824 .5264706 .375

.6580882 .7727941 .7169118 .5294118 .8088235 .7367648 .5080882

.6419118 .6911765 .7588235 .4330883 .8102941 .5867647 .5742647

.725 .6404412 .7176471 .5845589 .5602941 .8389706 .8279412

.6007353 .8558824 .8889706 .6845588 .705147 .8625 .7411765

.7316177 .7125 .7183825 .6029411 .525 .4610294 .6125

.6389706 .830147 .5794118 .5617647 .3316177 .2102941 .6830883

.494853 .4147059 .6485295 .4911765 .6198529 .3051471 .4977942

.6308824 .4669118 .4470588 .6720588 .6639706 .7242648 .7566178

.6867647 .5977941 .7080883 .8066176 .5727941 .8419118 .2757353

.594853 .3022059 .4654412 .1742647 .5257353 .6727941 .7213235

.8867647 .4301471 .594853 .7375 .7852941 .3727942 .7272059

.6764706 .7757353 .694853 .657353 .8169118 .6794118 .6066177

.8455882 .7161765 .6132353 .9294118 .8764706 .6654411 .705147

.9029412 .9080882 .65 .7433823 .7183825 .6823529 .6536765

.4477942 .8852941 .6595588 .8492648 .3191177 .4757353 .5257353

.675 .2897059 .6757353 .669853 .8044118 .4058824 .707353

.7919118 .6132353 .5272059 .8154412 .7088236 .5691178 .8838235

.7720589 .5588235 .5720588 .8691176 .8411764 .7205882 .5955882

.5294118 .5095588 .382353 .2316176 .8558824 .5610295 .9220588

.7786765 .3382353 .4698529 .5036765 .625 .2955883 .4161765

.6213235 .1286765 .5632353 .5639706 .4860294 .3352941 .5625

.5169118 .5161766 .3477941 .4860294 .4044118 .4301471 .4632353

.3551471 .5301471 .5419118 .6220588 .5058824 .4183824 .3411765

.6463236 .4036765 .3852942 .5492648 .6588235 .5705883 .5669118

.5595588 .6852941 .2742647 .6551471 .5154412 .6522059 .5360294

.5933825 .6102941 .5602941 .4654412 .7044118 .494853 .5205883

.627206 .2779412 .657353 .7014706 .819853 .6433824 .6727941

.5147059 .6933824 .4889706 .6485295 .3816177 .6338235 .5088235

.4860294 .757353 .5169118 .4963236 .4992647 .6294118 .7066176

.55 .6455883 .7183825 .767647 .6779412 .6566176 .7808825

.6169118 .6352941 .6051471 .6551471 .55 .689706 .5330882

.5044118 .6404412 .6419118 .6345588 .7691176 .8132353 .5889706

.6529413 .8389706 .7772059 .8433824 .7985294 .7794118 .5360294

.7713236 .7816176 .7772059 .6455883 .6823529 .807353 .782353

.6558825 .7257353 .6419118 .5183824 .6198529 .6632353 .6647059

.8191178 .7691176 .5316176 .7 .4558824 .3830882 .4772059

.6419118 .7022059 .802206 .4830883 .3294118 .8132353 .4860294
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.4117648 .7639706 .5610295 .519853 .5455883 .432353 .4352942

.5911765 .5051471 .5257353 .7625 .3272059 .8308824 .4757353

.5316176 .4764706 .5985294 .5022059 .7933824 .7014706 .6338235

.7132353 .7220588 .675 .857353 .7875 .614706 .5970588

.8088235 .6904412 .8419118 .6522059 .6492647 .4367647 .6139706

.5360294 .4970588 .7102941 .8522059 .7808825 .3580883 .8110295

.7485295 .6580882 .8286765 .669853 .4897059 .8477941 .657353

.5705883 .6926471 .5477941 .7360294 .669853 .5433824 .4772059

.7117647 .4154412 .5058824 .6397059 .6816176 .8257353 .7227941

.369853 .6213235 .7154413 .5985294 .55 .632353 .627206

.7014706 .7529412 .5720588 .6066177 .5213237 .7720589 .7007353

.5139707 .4507354 .7367648 .5176471 .4139706 .2794118 .8242647

.7029412 .7536765 .3720588 .425 .5558823 .5683824 .642647

.5492648 .4955883 .6080883 .6852941 .6352941 .5705883 .594853

.6367647 .3492648 .8360295 .6492647 .8014706 .7294118 .6279412

.4654412 .5852941 .4455883 .6183823 .7132353 .6375 .7816176

.4669118 .6757353 .6786765 .6926471 .5477941 .6191176 .767647

.7147059 .6492647 .4852941 .457353 .3345589 .2617647 .3845588

.6970588 .6529413 .739706 .7220588 .675 .7602941 .7154413

.7294118 .892647 .757353 .6941178 .7602941 .8514706 .8661765

.7419118 .5529412 .6617648 .569853 .5845589 .4720589 .7860294

.7808825 .8492648 .725 .6117648 .4147059 .7058824 .7470588

.6191176 .6213235 .5463236 .7132353 .7720589 .5860295 .6220588

.5352941 .4977942 .4161765 .5573529 .6125 .7867648 .7095589

.6477941 .4794118 .8911764 .6286765 .580147 .85 .5227942

.6816176 .6720588 .5617647 .6757353 .6639706 .5691178 .6941178

.85 .4514706 .8830882 .6301471 .7786765 .7154413 .8720588

.9433824 .7794118 .8647059 .9169118 .9007353 .7830882 .7242648

.6191176 .6985295 .6176471 .4536765 .7654412 .694853 .8279412

.580147 .8257353 .8132353 .7029412 .6595588 .8014706 .6955883

.7808825 .6360295 .7514706 .5691178 .5573529 .3132353 .6007353

.5816176 .7419118 .7066176 .6279412 .8485294 .6691177 .7911765

.6727941 .6801471 .5213237 .7308824 .5397059 .6375 .6551471

.5220589 .9735294 .7220588 .9213236 .7360294 .7720589 .9713235

.9058824 .8558824 .6735294 .7213235 .6029411 .5867647 .4058824

.8029412 .7389706 .9404412 .7360294 .8345589 .9279412 .8639706

.8220588 .7558824 .677206 .6161765 .6463236 .4375 .7029412

.6352941 .830147 .7139706 .7801471 .769853 .6308824 .6794118

.7639706 .7411765 .6992647 .705147 .5147059 .8360295 .6514706

.8139706 .8169118 .6705883 .5279413 .5492648 .7029412 .6058824

.3595588 .6926471 .6970588 .644853 .8801471 .8691176 .6338235

.7242648 .5889706 .5779412 .419853 .782353 .7911765 .9448529

.6757353 .7294118 .6044118 .7742647 .6036765 .4764706 .8764706

.7191176 .8058823 .4727941 .5455883 .2808824 .4272059 .3036765

.519853 .6360295 .8764706 .6316178 .7477941 .7742647 .6735294

.5213237 .5625 .5544118 .5507353 .7345588 .6654411 .5661765

.75 .6316178 .6867647 .5110295 .6242647 .6125 .4330883

.752206 .4441177 .6544118 .4294118 .2566177 .6713236 .3602941

.5654412 .7375 .7132353
CAS 820
.5544118 .7345588 .4264706 .6757353 .8007353 .5044118 .5875
.7455883 .7132353 .4110294 .7235294 .5419118 .8485294 .7220588
.7102941 .6264706 .8389706 .5404411 .7205882 .6919118 .7213235
.5676471 .7654412 .6911765 .4772059 .6389706 .6625 .6875
.6911765 .7786765 .7117647 .8154412 .7419118 .5294118 .5830883
.7382353 .7669118 .8610294 .5220589 .5220589 .6308824 .6154412
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.4757353 .6161765 .8955882 .6801471 .4882353 .5433824 .6286765

.5889706 .6558825 .6911765 .4345588 .5308825 .7169118 .5029412

.4235294 .3139706 .6625 .6132353 .3507353 .6610294 .5102941

.5860295 .794853 .3625 .5022059 .4772059 .6154412 .4154412

.5375 .5183824 .1514706 .3683823 .4375 .6301471 .5676471

.1257353 .575 .5926471 .7808825 .7911765 .5852941 .825

.7757353 .6419118 .5602941 .802206 .564706 .9036764 .6551471

.8661765 .4875 .8029412 .6911765 .7132353 .694853 .9308822

.7720589 .707353 .7352941 .4507354 .7536765 .3948529 .7647059

.7125 .8080883 .7705883 .8051471 .8705882 .4772059 .7154413

.794853 .8941176 .819853 .5257353 .7639706 .3323529 .3992647

.7154413 .5985294 .544853 .6330883 .6220588 .6169118 .6757353

.4845588 .3330882 .6617648 .6735294 .3919118 .5007353 .2794118

.6566176 .6257353 .4455883 .3705883 .5588235 .5838236 .6066177

.4617647 .5882353 .5772059 .5830883 .6154412 .4852941 .45

.2352941 .4345588 .4169118 .5691178 .575 .3816177 .357353

.8963236 .4683824 .7191176 .832353 .7507353 .6301471 .814706

.6647059 .632353 .8955882 .7801471 .2117647 .8977941 .832353

.830147 .7661765 .7808825 .8911764 .7419118 .7433823 .6235295

.6529413 .4220588 .8610294 .7544118 .8294118 .7147059 .7808825

.9132353 .7536765 .9294118 .9352941 .8727941 .794853 .7279411

.7955883 .5264706 .6463236 .7404412 .6926471 .5338235 .7213235 _

.5779412 .7786765 .8904412 .767647 .3691176 .919853 .7786765
. .8352941 .6985295 .7860294 .7477941 .7044118 .6220588 .5338235

.6411765 .4183824 .7632353 .7029412 .85 .6529413 .8102941

.8507353 .6558825 .7463235 .8985294 .8191178 .8352941 .55 ‘

.8257353 .794853 .6022059 .6433824 .7514706 .7294118 .7544118

.5727941 .5 .6345588 .7411765 .5029412 .5617647 .3639706

.7125 .6051471 .3808824 .5786765 .677206 .6632353 .7448529 ’

.4926471 .6316178 .5308825 .569853 .3904412 .5176471 .5955882

.225 .4205883 .4808824 .6316178 .544853 .2985294 .5632353

.8257353 .6257353 .7838236 .8316176 .6823529 .7022059 .6742648

.8448529 .5992648 .7411765 .7970588 .6154412 .7757353 .807353

.7235294 .7058824 .8132353 .5691178 .7963236 .5264706 .7933824

.6183823 .767647 .6205883 .6610294 .8602941 .4470588 .705147

.7367648 .7852941 .6985295 .564706 .7154413 .8536764 .8088235

.9183824 .7617647 .6205883 .7639706 .9 .5044118 .8404412

.8095588 .7794118 .9227941 .8455882 .8941176 .6816176 .9

.7007353 .6492647 .707353 .9632353 .8161765 .8426471 .7904411

.7911765 .9007353 .6779412 .8514706 .9007353 .8948529 .8742647

.8522059 .5985294 .6970588 .8977941 .8661765 .5294118 .6941178

.7147059 .4904412 .7360294 .6507353 .6801471 .892647 .6970588

.7014706 .6492647 .7639706 .8889706 .6352941 .6705883 .8985294

.8264706 .7404412 .7227941 .7036765 .7272059 .6455883 .807353

.7838236 .814706 .8404412 .7066176 .5558823 .7389706 .8360295

.3779412 .5382353 .7389706 .5875 .5536765 .7036765 .4772059

.8477941 .6125 .7308824 .4801471 .7301471 .7735295 .6066177

.5352941 .7845588 .6360295 .6875 .5713235 .5338235 .6647059

.5191177 .6595588 .6154412 .6801471 .6095588 .6875 .4470588

.802206 .6602941 .7654412 .857353 .4639706 .802206 .7566178

.7389706 .8786765 .8316176 .7742647 .7095589 .9264706 .719853

.6919118 .6727941 .9617647 .8514706 .7588235 .7316177 .8154412

.9051471 .6022059 .8220588 .8382353 .9308822 .8066176 .7580883

.6544118 .4051471 .5852941 .6911765 .6117648 .6220588 .5911765

.4205883 .8705882 .5588235 .6279412 .6794118 .7227941 .9397059

.7338236 .5735295 .7867648 .6926471 .6970588 .7007353 .6044118
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.6529413 .6257353 .732353 .6183823 .7154413 .7007353 .6220588

.4801471 .5941176 .7014706 .5977941 .7507353 .5345588 .6720588

.5573529 .8066176 .5301471 .6985295 .5845589 .3169118 .7029412

.3977941 .5794118 .6014706 .739706 .6110294 .7389706 .7308824

.3088235 .4919118 .6529413 .7588235 .7588235 .3 .6764706

.7654412 .2639706 .9360294 .8345589 .8257353 .6830883 .6794118

.75 .6845588 .7161765 .5352941 .5845589 .5419118 .8051471

.6477941 .7669118 .632353 .8117647 .8889706 .7992648 .8132353

.9007353 .752206 .757353 .7007353 .7566178 .5404411 .8419118

.8036765 .6992647 .7904411 .8977941 .8588236 .614706 .8816178

.5360294 .694853 .5426471 .8772059 .7080883 .8279412 .8169118

.8551471 .9205882 .6683824 .7625 .8661765 .8757353 .85

.75 .657353 .4080882 .307353 .2095589 .582353 .45 _

.2404412 .5139707 .4808824 .532353 .6647059 .5264706 .3860294

.357353 .5492648 .475 .4117648 .3647059 .1882353 .2066177

.2867648 .4095588 .5779412 .1963235 .2411765 .7720589 .8161765

.7507353 .7904411 .807353 .775 .732353 .5669118 .7139706

.5580883 .8286765 .6588235 .8845588 .7786765 .8897059 .9235294

.7919118 .8426471 .9301471 .8286765 .9051471 .6691177 .7492647

.8441176 .7183825 .7367648 .7977941 .5404411 .7117647 .5352941

.4933824 .5014707 .8367647 .7455883 .7338236 .5382353 .5852941

.8536764 .5838236 .7683824 .8720588 .7308824 .6507353 .7286765

.8058823 .6279412 .7161765 .7294118 .5272059 .6330883 .4367647

.3426471 .5411765 .7977941 .794853 .6647059 .5117647 .6558825

.8286765 .5941176 .7014706 .8772059 .7463235 .7080883 .7066176

.7691176 .7889706 .8066176 .7602941 .832353 .8389706 .7352941

.757353 .9191176 .8176471 .8264706 .7889706 .7404412 .7838236— .594853 .8183824 .8051471 .8676471 .8375 .7544118 .5580883

.8330883 .6580882 .8154412 .4580882 .719853 .4742648 .8397059

.7367648 .8227941 .7639706 .819853 .8713235 .444853 .7367648

.8661765 .9301471 .8544118 .5970588 .7176471 .582353 .7705883

.5705883 .594853 .4477942 .8757353 .7095589 .8352941 .8176471

.7661765 .8617648 .7367648 .9161764 .8970589 .8507353 .8080883

.8352941 .6051471 .6808823 .6007353 .8264706 .6029411 .6595588

.632353 .7286765 .7257353 .7191176 .7433823 .5176471 .7022059

.6808823 .7647059 .7264706 .4654412 .6294118 .5669118 .6529413

.6779412 .8955882 .7661765 .6889706 .7316177 .8095588 .8808824

.5713235 .7389706 .7838236 .8911764 .7345588 .7963236 .519853

.6463236 .5470588 .7308824 .6375 .6404412 .5992648 .4779412

.5330882 .6044118 .7176471 .5808824 .6058824 .677206 .5566176

.4595589 .3764706 .614706 .4352942 .8117647 .7272059 .6933824

.6808823 .4522059 .6830883 .6139706 .7176471 .7742647 .3044118

.5830883 .6911765 .6933824 .4742648 .5705883 .5867647 .5632353

.4477942 .4669118 .5316176 .5772059 .5727941 .6985295 .2661765

.8757353 .7992648 .7602941 .8044118 .9110294 .6801471 .8786765

.9102941 .9227941 .8308824 .857353 .6595588 .6544118 .6625

.6632353 .7632353 .4772059 .7095589 .7588235 .8639706 .6757353

.7764706 .5963235 .8191178 .7904411 .8117647 .6205883 .8382353

.8441176 .8213235 .9154411 .5852941 .6125 .8507353 .7463235

.7301471 .8117647 .7345588 .807353 .8647059 .7161765 .4242648

.8727941 .7213235 .7433823 .8125 .8830882 .8588236 .6808823 .

.5566176 .7022059 .8441176 .9330882 .919853 .8169118 .7617647

.7867648 .7882353 .7264706 .5713235 .6977941 .7691176 .4602942

.8816178 .8257353 .8095588 .775 .6404412 .8786765 .8794118 ·

.7551471 .7955883 .8463236 .7220588 .6904412 .627206 .6213235
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.3786765

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSEZ BY Gl
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE ’COMPARIS|ON OF RELIABILITY - NSS VS CASs— PEARSON’;
DATA NSREL;
INPUT G $ N:
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
· CARDS;

NS 73
.8480(X)1 .901 1 .84 .225 .9770001 .942
.87 0 .198 .997 .8980001 .87 .9770001
.8850001 .993 .851 .9950001 .707 .943 .8020001
.966 .956 1 .9960001 .997 .984 .997

p -.8660001 .324 .8940001 .9040001
.927(X)01 .8160001 1 .34 .8250001 .897 .426
.8290001 .577 .9040001 .9910001 .9270001 -1 .674
.8160001 .845 .577 .8980001 .943 .9500001 .8710001
.9040001 .967(XD1 .8670001 0 .573 .8520001 .9300001
.548 .7330001 .7510001 .9910001 .952 .205 0 '
.707 .688 .279 1 .333 .302

CAS 41
.258 .6120001 -.333 .942 -.577 0 .947
.9040001 .875(IX)1 1 .9900001 .9710001 .809 .9830001
.8160001 .966 .9040001
.61 1 .9480001 .993 .14 .9590001 .058
.292 .989 .841 .9820001 .962 .8570001 .9910001
.9760001 .993 .9480001 .738 .9540001 .721 .9530001
.9900001 .924 .943

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
/l
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TITLE 'COMPARISION OF RELIABILITY - NSS vs CASs - SPEARMAN’;
DATA NSREL;
INPUTG$N;
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
NS 73
.8 .8 1 .9480001 .258 .8160001 .942
.8160001 -.4 .333 1 .9480001 .7370001 .9480001
.8 .948(ID1 .777 .942 .6 .9480001 .8330001
1 .8 1 1 .8940001 .9480001 1

-.8330001 .5 1 .942
.9480001 .942 1 .105 .8 .8 .5
.316 .577 .942 1 .8160001 -1 .4
.8160001 .9480001 .577 .9480001 .9480001 .888 .5
.942 .8 .8 0 .5 .8330001 .6I .7370001 .7370(X)1 .632 .942 1 .2 0
.5 .707 .316 1 .333 .4

CAS 41
.258 .632 -.333 1-.577 0 1
.942 .8 1 1 .9480001 .8 1
.942 .9480001 .942
.7370001 1 .8940001 .8160001 .5 1 .333
.258 1 .6 .888 .942 .8 1
.9480001 1 .9480001 .5 .9480001 .8 .8
.9480001 .888 .9480001

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
ll
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options ls =80;
title ’comparision of insight scores - cas vs ns - pearson’;
data ins; ‘
input g $ n; '
do i=1 to n;
input response @ @;
output;
end;

cards;
ns 73
0.822 0.919 0.745 0.401 0.837 0.674 0.938 0.917 0.493 0.897
0.877 0.936 0.987 0.245 0.688 0.965 0.923 0.188 0.827 0.925
0.977 0.927 0.866 0.876 0.901 0.790 0.933 0.911 0.969 0.957
0.713 0.873 0.617 0.231 0.792 0.770 0.899 0.454 0.861 0.863
0.879 -.154 0.952 0.872 0.585 0.042 0.725 0.539 0.586 0.662
0.981 0.993 0.931 0.825 0.966 0.929 0.643 0.527 0.900 0.657
0.936 0.636 0.942 0.620 -.026 0.776 0.622 0.971 0.879 0.889
0.906 0.959 0.941
s 40
0.401 0.925 0.840 0.707 0.677 0.994 0.675 0.993 0.914 0.980
0.968 0.111 0.989 -.333 0.713 0.809 0.204 0.607 0.960 0.370
0.726 0.848 0.944 0.844 0.799 0.936 0.976 0.818 0.875 0.672
0.561 0.966 0.999 0.980 0.380 0.920 0.963 0.985 0.710 0.824

proc univariate; by g;
pI'0C l’Ip8|’1W8y; CIBSS Q; V8|' TBSDOHSG;
//
ll
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options ls =80;
title ’comparision of insight scores · cas vs ns · pearson’; '
data ins;
input g $ n;
do i=1 to n;
input response @ @; _
output;
end;

cards;
ns 73
0.921 0.916 0.500 0.486 0.917 0.811 0.790 0.820 0.579 0.894
1.000 1.000 0.921 0.344 0.888 0.700 0.894 0.263 0.790 0.763
0.921 0.974 0.974 0.666 0.737 0.892 0.973 0.973 0.948 0.974
0.718 0.974 0.564 0.223 0.600 0.737 1.000 0.500 0.802 0.666
0.432 0.078 0.892 0.730 0.300 -.057 0.811 0.405 0.527 0.917
0.900 0.763 0.648 0.872 1.000 0.763 0.948 0.459 0.974 0.458
0.359 0.270 0.948 0.573 0.000 0.289 0.526 0.974 0.648 0.737
0.540 0.872 0.802
s 40
0.316 0.865 0.916 0.718 0.688 0.917 0.763 0.917 0.648 0.894
0.948 0.316 0.948 -.250 0.666 0.700 0.229 0.583 0.921 0.324
0.763 0.666 0.883 0.900 0.289 0.921 0.948 0.974 0.974 0.815
0.394 0.573 0.894 0.763 0.176 0.917 0.917 0.917 0.630 0.892

proc univariate; by g;
proc npar1way; class g; var response;
///’

.
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TITLE 'COMPARISION OF EXP VS INEXP NSs CONSENSUS - PEARSON’;
DATA NS;
INPUT G $ N:
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;
END;

CARDS;
IEN 820
.8470541 .7568549 .6804183 .4707803 .7237781 .8756081 .7473921 .7764771
.782265 .536795 .654734 .637702 .6501096 .790364 .6620009 .5594298 .
.6761598 .8965179 .8711595 .8438302 .8167755 .539743 .5705656 .6399339
.6232646 .6693923 .7964151 .7440538 .7956271 .6760743 .5267506 .706437
.682868 .6278311 .6276979 .6814878 .5472285 .4011808 .6989655 .9043146
.8644948 .6546089 .4705717 .807998 .9667392 .7874713 .6882226 .8714289
.5989026 .7787775 .6007649 .6778143 .8094103 .6114577 .6783775 .7388367
.8618386 .8028618 .9282256 .8715314 .3427014 .7238981 .7143792 .646582
.6825796 .634787 .7926108 .717412 .6851489 .5411271 .8418991 .6368875
.7097113 .5764116 .7127343 .5561941 .4334732 .6591829 .9491581 .7123115
.5117652 .737484 .8564935 .8195766 .7573751 .7152409 .6890425 .8585875
.6790196 .8237796 .9085449 .7311538 .8077404 .7610063 .8007523 .8176858
.8656282 .6878876 .5335448 .689479 .5722587 .6722891 .7924447 .6916955
.7941925 .7953394 .6098681 .6324528 .8642533 .663141 .7574981 .5782034
.7987333 .742962 .6491315 .6947873 .8121263 .837282 .7155863 .6967033
.8555991 .8669951 .5683255 .7559873 .6112054 .667787 .7991303 .788434
.9065371 .7924045 .689069 .7014381 .7319378 .7188926 .564181 .7005176
.6817728 .604091 .7763171 .6463405 .5021642 .5958583 .7651171 .638652
.8059516 .8360931 .7688841 .7965591 .8325766 .8030988 .6868041 .6889598
.712779 .741563 .5920858 .5697129 .6262881 .7208196 .3616919 .6100545
.5103649 .3581413·.6648686 .6396825 .6634505 .6211629 .407225 .4217329
.4781989 .5942506 .3308716 .6922413 .550555 .6099928 .6375971 .3578452
.1952077 .3268924 .6162105 .5656846 .5404925 .7077231 .5792607 .5652448
.56521 .6061548 .6563808 .5975237 .5019797 .5065831 .827425 .8319005
.7470782 .6437701 .8118531 .6962403 .6422926 .6194988 .7162046 .6783527
.5928756 .8449498 .7796313 .7696981 .8649391 .6937301 .4985948 .7566035
.758333 .6717173 .5914186 .6058277 .636151 .623602 .7781193 .6205495
.9008236 .5949915 .7950636 .714444 .8457161 .7785938 .6619943 .7809946
.7520361 .7484752 .7586278 .8509908 .6044068 .7926753 .5674452 .687065
.8264133 .6170286 .6049591 .6798705 .8557066 .762845 .9238179 .8562598
.4428374 .7261762 .7819633 .5901801 .695025 .6277371 .7687476 .7282297
.6741823 .5127252 .8594306 .6346226 .6694541 .5922872 .6947595 .6660751
.4857441 .6669793 .9166011 .7606922 .7085256 .7700583 .7707011 .8204084
.8227713 .8149876 .8792437 .8409116 .8911248 .8230568 .8853873 .8485537
.6823696 .5607188 .7369618 .6353205 .8247715 .7531632 .6701376 .7524953
.8225571 .7788251 .8478051 .8632776 .7067461 .8571645 .8365989 .8964066
.6732031 .6859201 .8339278 .8014546 .5229155 .604617 .6282175 .6181805
.7602548 .7860502 .8467798 .7277828 .6080015 .7397156 .738952 .7025968
.5426724 .7302555 .7515085 .5386748 .6278018 .6026209 .5891695 .5975759
.6291652 .6321336 .6405646 .7734768 .7230393 .6547933 .7025936 .6838036
.7935947 .6316244 .677791 .7295739 .4343023 .6706245 .5754663 .6148806
.7591835 .5043391 .5069329 .6097171 .8229148 .6280476 .8549638 .8094977 .
.2142809 .5213253 .6600977 .4363575 .7009906 .620778 .8098816 .6734158 ·
.5895643 .4785608 .6516509 .3875716 .5150856 .5724026 .6208575 .3669905
.2245293 .5114463 .8525968 .5328115 .6651149 .6091336 .6751425 .7464819
.634199 .8818211 .6229341 .708937 .7048246 .4968243 .6043346 .551923
.6158881 .830005 .5742619 .4858797 .5393348 .7192666 .6474786 .7460981
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.8579038 .5732726 .9197188 .7221466 .9442106 .6849801 .7827391 .8010556

.6096362 .639624 .8091275 .7947303 .5971786 .6375571 .6283798 .7370955

.6937843 .7722022 .5511678 .3457131 .643615 .5748537 .5183708 .7456614

.5872133 .7954745 .7206593 .7190173 .5510361 .7763554 .5108096 .6417966

.4630266 .6613953 .696229 .561101 .6237529 .6811538 .7660787 .6446651

.8396368 .6021041 .79415 .7741785 .742305 .6272333 .4658103 .5516923

.6153508 .5109947 .7213266 .8853201 .739647 .7605343 .6983636 .7911347

.9020529 .6814221 .3876518 .7135935 .7480406 .7579868 .5844008 .6549864

.8752387 .6607623 .8361928 .796858 .7620263 .6444451 .8017688 .7517988

.6985988 .452817 .5102597 .7419873 .4009155 .7157011 .7642336 .5894595

.710039 .7267213 .686303 .7013055 .7855717 .5266767 .7325429 .5581575

.7461148 .6404244 .6983446 .642124 .7173903 .716485 .8093298 .6965155

.8132865 .7759321 .884789 .5984648 .5607595 .5589611 .56442 .6567676

.7513128 .6692921 .8493492 .8018032 .679715 .6049143 .8414759 .6236646

.7018246 .5648907 .8043426 .6580001 .4933193 .6098163 .8274121 .8047724
g .7821945 .7061331 .7665456 .6388231 .5050517 .7491967 .7143551 .5435146

.8180853 .7338861 .5605196 .6419683 .7564565 .6752658 .9307218 .7615073

.668148 .8010455 .8860892 .8084225 .7058146 .7584013 .8604901 .6751028

.6987197 .5971091 .7492335 .706225 .484733 .5523628 .6232582 .3985496

.7850425 .5856609 .44895 .6352888 .688788 .5572665 .721249 .7597623

.7393111 .733072 .6124489 .7338207 .5555483 .5492449 .6012618 .6959998

.7927064 .8567466 .7712993 .6719951 .457611 .6653653 .5852073 .8336042

.6842417 .6142223 .7137608 .7314045 .6941393 .7912352 .8320361 .5930142

.9209677 .7773155 .9274204 .6010399 .698802 .8777433 .72553 .8758254

.8241805 .7633956 .3621468 .7315006 .5315202 .6720108 .7685838 .7562675

.8358391 .7142718 .716813 .6161718 .7935186 .5616206 .761137 .6291077

.769385 .5336545 .5232114 .7219515 .9028624 .8194641 .7566408 .535906

.6824583 .5167544 .8439226 .6811691 .7764677 .6888468 .820359 .6876383‘

.6801085 .8102361 .7978701 .8413364 .667053 .8242156 .5840195 .6362088

.7987083 .8596173 .8178025 .5131668 .6264437 .7920375 .6767496 .7129576

.7207241 .7696038 .8081779 .7406682 .5881883 .8843982 .6476188 .7125928

.6434321 .8191196 .6646215 .4977576 .6938366 .9023355 .3000791 .6202581

.7059073 .5461195 .5889117 .599185 .5852058 .6677878 .4187012 .4573376

.7017198 .6870831 .6028151 .6342988 .5871636 .4326009 .3917523 .6143781

.8563085 .3716829 .5899096 .6048528 .5298275 .5149474 .3161233 .6692856

.5054591 .664216 .5645665 .5613108 .4582711 .6658501 .5864996 .7660052

.6480715 .694421 .4200865 .5011857 .6424983 .5768205 .3785045 .5012246

.4311406 .5514592 .6121172 .7927545 .5501398 .6973004 .6098266 .5996046

.6707858 .7399188 .6772846 .6730408 .5161155 .6060891 .4602942 .5459748

.6771171 .6677308 .5876166 .7278768 .4633366 .5026589 .6983393 .6040599

.677198 .4722752 .7262843 .6510473 .5692943 .4761698 .537252 .7739506

.6829215 .8028668 .7973184 .6900621 .8961681 .679971 .8378851 .5063132

.7152945 .8149212 .7232558 .7480546 .8417651 .7321791 .646563 .792447

.7279 .4231478 .5983895 .6676571 .6662623 .6447966 .5952275 .7752175

.7043081 .642555 .6963043 .6296795 .5332356 .5701562 .504395 .5112092

.5367744 .644484 .5409261 .4160797 .6312212 .7143708 .6958348 .7273968

.6424128 .7043498 .3971935 .6164086 .5476295 .6769608 .4805894 .3255774

.661165 .7776465 .673302 .724682 .7393818 .689077 .7469698 .7057597
_ .8201576 .5913626 .5874521 .7695486 .7637185 .6972131 .7171451 .3779035

.6558277 .5896054 .7328644 .5903647 .4724478 .7622358 .6939658 .7158608

.5349063 .7630761 .8839064 .773581 .6125123 .7182476 .8879054 .6008876.

.7073523 .8713691 .6904313 .8675608 .7869571 .758809 .7821905 .8213901

.6916493 .6185645 .605853 .5441453 .5370436 .5679007 .7029921 .714953

.9285222 .5889638 .7723358 .7980112 .7307387 .7667245 .6414877 .6574181

.8437139 .6208601 .676978 .7338763 .8090448 .7293148 .8136635 .7315322
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.4806837 .777705 .4169681 .6644805
EN 496
.7963362 .7899728 .4740322 .749842 .5152052 .647501 .6174573 .9137788
.9573771 .5698518 .6447706 .8763955 .4905313 .8260362 .8385213 .6943301
.7113998 .8935718 .8874311 .2965244 .7406765 .4755123 .5401388 .8793206
.7238065 .8746406 .7518653 .5451618 .4783726 .2719859 .7032585 .4968398
.4949141 .4838464 .6216186 .6949 .5213983 .6977057 .7322875 .5646871
.3979449 .8404962 .4571093 .6892814 .7668557 .6102958 .6344961 .7965271
.7258345 .2305967 .6162321 .3638287 .3077698 .7115096 .5250551 .6607681
.621031 .4566498 .4516431 .3125878 .661604 .6602232 .7967748 .5986206
.5841683 .7436676 .7806375 .8488856 .7082727 .7493586 .715134 .5868785
.7274041 .6641926 .6374598 .7637945 .8303844 .7290657 .5661865 .747816
.6854678 .7724028 .9132598 .8001858 .9343482 .7016991 .6524487 .6781186
.5293733 .5004723 .4823566 .7198406 .4468289 .8553701 .3851007 .5511018
.7848346 .6227445 .6096561 .5515061 .4881433 .5051317 .2399362 .7399237
.7003281 .4099934 .5207249 .508361 .9027469 .3703779 .6106003 .5641115
.5754045 .2830176 .766887 .7031318 .6086849 .5134263 .5913169 .4688778
.7091023 .7077136 .7695165 .6687056 .8399457 .7181861 .5160514 .8884495
.7973253 .6882603 .7510666 .7991366 .7225427 .531004 .7938913 .6594528
.651227 .7977332 .677471 .773617 .5795823 .6212485 .5103957 .5477598
.6052212 .734728 .6060041 .4467452 .584102 .8507891 .564805 .5901758
.7445206 .5130015 .574218 .4448777 .8059736 .625341 .5093475 .598424
.6224371 .665644 .4562337 .657438 .3672059 .5688232 .5505249 .643682
.5978635 .6010234 .4448124 .3300844 .7130398 .6773307 .6853795 .321822
.559579 .7112813 .4446998 .692275 .477355 .8098426 .6410593 .6451006
.3471624 .6139657 .3545883 .4968212 .7192727 .4375464 .673964 .8275136
.3786711 .6468185 .3012459 .5035755 .5052491 .6084946 .7296872 .7910421
.74014 .530072 .7156206 .6759565 .3983771 .7313967 .8035226 .561475
.5848206 .5548738 .9046092 .3910547 .7313459 .7098143 .6914648 .3857297
.8230724 .6229806 .5554815 .5659101 .8892536 .5215795 .576347 .7820945
.4115114 .740106 .8533298 .752571 .7434811 .8791411 .9131506 .3703537
.7078491 .393331 .6937726 .8685428 .7255152 .8924651 .8265095 .4521879
.5853582 .2412558 .7503608 .6945195 .6584045 .8479387 .5789503 .7899731
.7829778 .677843 .7484013 .8907814 .8403738 .3718066 .8514518 .5608135
.6464913 .8943739 .7237316 .8996521 .7355908 .6481898 .5610988 .409909
.7070486 .6211261 .6875316 .7821495 .583185 .6441366 .3924868 .8390415
.7438119 .5580075 .6228117 .8094453 .8015825 .5513253 .7844969 .5465035
.7028045 .5519853 .8711058 .787241 .7049986 .5565427 .756164 .4574964
.8555125 .6145035 .4909346 .7183028 .719646 .6576751 .559773 .6138736
.7104881 .5634793 .6781806 .617861 .6647655 .4750212 .7061986 .5234031
.613489 .6418195 .4313493 .8993324 .8177081 .6475962 .7461563 .9122657
.8732794 .3781671 .7724891 .5491555 .5128476 .8487996 .6991336 .8230488
.629249 .7124367 .5839541 .4841705 .783186 .3866605 .4894308 .2281299
.7034605 .4973725 .3478521 .5433008 .5497464 .6526482 .3075275 .5909164
.3808117 .5299261 .643425 .6638762 .4881234 .4415079 .348648 .8184245
.7250011 .7134497 .8511669 .7963288 .4364627 .7708176 .5466125 .5643533
.7947308 .7398383 .7787815 .5829406 .584036 .474457 .506867 .7477008
.6698048 .8470408 .9052679 .8626644 .4310659 .7110126 .5563668 .4633872
.8230132 .6773868 .7940256 .6787291 .5609479 .5506056 .2639564 .7719691
.5740336 .6878418 .6461638 .305955 .7324463 .2702654 .7734703 .7216868
.7462596 .781271 .706547 .3063465 .4061795 .3978947 .6189328 .8294343
.7310943 .6024308 .738966 .733974 .5969721 .8221896 .6807526 .8007345
.7338436 .6982133 .7428885 .497713 .7297806 .8762257 .4922196 .7898883 ‘
.6950811 .6237305 .9205268 .7822171 .8981222 .6585896 .7092737 .7077185
.4890721 .7919692 .3414358 .6705189 .3716442 .553543 .8413652 .5698958
.8306578 .6947085 .5226358 .5156267 .2313044 .68089 .4437603 .6441713 ‘
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.495554 .5433875 .4994597 .4822001 .3928578 .5508838 .4614072 .3910497

.468509 .5594173 .7533911 .844097 .7249685 .837066 .6542698 .6956245

.6517443 .6508482 .6735451 .4014712 .6166382 .6047266 .5729181 .3013784

.8418027 .6478811 .6295763 .5393235 .7433065 .7130168 .7880978 .6797029

.4220262 .7199151 .6474431 .5172066 .824991 .9688605 .8036038 .6717806

.752065 .5059367 .6393423 .8666236 .6631557 .5299746 .6430151 .4563129

.6794885 .8162873 .639621 .6985625 .467015 .6394397 .4054202 .5881623

.3186989 .5627606 .6258181 .6444645 .5822113 .7218646 .5563458 .3908325

PROC UNIVARIATE; BY G:
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE: °
//
/' '
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TITLE ’COMPARSION OF EXP VS INEXP NSs CONSENSUS - SPEARMAN’;
DATA NS;
INPUT G $ N;
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;
ENEk

CARD&
EN 496
.8992647 .7713236 .607353 .7286765 .6242647 .6816176 .6588235
.9080882 .9411764 .594853 .5875 .8845588 .4625 .8330883
.9360294 .7058824 .7720589 .9073529 .8955882 .25 .7492647
.5257353 .5551471 .9066176 .7551471 .9132353 .7992648 .607353
.525 .2625 .8551471 .5102941 .569853 .5338235 .675
.582353 .6205883 .7286765 .8294118 .5139707 .4455883 .8705882
.4220588 .769853 .8514706 .6367647 .6183823 .8132353 .7602941
.2 .6235295 .4044118 .3132353 .7801471 .6375 .7264706
.6705883 .5316176 .3911765 .2264706 .7683824 .6654411 .7867648
.5963235 .689706 .6625 .807353 .7757353 .7139706 .6176471
.642647 .6294118 .6345588 .7727941 .6330883 .8294118 .7867648
.7257353 .5272059 .7507353 .7176471 .8397059 .8727941 .7235294
.9213236 .8205883 .6823529 .7404412 .4992647 .5955882 .6088236
.6632353 .4632353 .8544118 .4727941 .7066176 .8257353 .6551471
.7088236 .5808824 .594853 .6654411 .4470588 .794853 .7764706
.4963236 .5294118 .6830883 .9 .5095588 .6566176 .6470589
.6522059 .3904412 .8139706 .7602941 .6580882 .569853 .5389706
.4933824 .7330883 .6757353 .7360294 .7102941 .832353 .7102941
.5764706 .857353 .7985294 .6397059 .6985295 .7654412 .6808823
.5147059 .8485294 .7404412 .7022059 .7654412 .6566176 .7779413
.5897059 .719853 .475 .5757353 .6595588 .8389706 .5838236
.4786765 .6794118 .7867648 .3647059 .6551471 .85 .5580883
.6463236 .4161765 .7492647 .6647059 .5558823 .4036765 .6889706
.5808824 .4102941 .6808823 .3367647 .6367647 .65 .6301471
.5838236 .5602941 .3742647 .3970589 .6352941 .6867647 .6867647
.2536765 .5683824 .7455883 .4683824 .6485295 .3911765 .7941176
.6183823 .6235295 .3411765 .6507353 .4176471 .475 .75
.4022059 .739706 .8154412 .4580882 .6220588 .3154412 .4367647
.4992647 .6338235 .794853 .7764706 .7404412 .5904413 .7110295
.7808825 .3926471 .7455883 .8058823 .5764706 .5433824 .5919118
.8941176 .3845588 .7294118 .6477941 .6610294 .4235294 .8375
.5683824 .5161766 .6125 .8286765 .4977942 .4926471 .7904411
.3102942 .7426471 .8772059 .7588235 .7 .8654412 .9360294
.35 .7044118 .4007353 .7088236 .9022059 .6985295 .9257353
.7889706 .4941176 .6029411 .2176471 .8757353 .705147 .564706
.8529411 .5536765 .7845588 .8404412 .6720588 .7926471 .8816178
.8014706 .2617647 .8676471 .6154412 .6036765 .8411764 .7257353
.8713235 .7294118 .6845588 .5852941 .3941177 .7794118 .5926471
.6933824 .830147 .5904413 .6566176 .3529412 .8191178 .7588235
.5588235 .625 .8007353 .8522059 .5308825 .7352941 .4911765
.6779412 .5279413 .8955882 .7455883 .6588235 .4963236 .7095589
.4029412 .8426471 .6536765 .4463235 .6625 .632353 .5882353 .
.4889706 .6308824 .7117647 .5242647 .5985294 .6375 .5977941
.4117648 .7426471 .3860294 .569853 .5919118 .4242648 .9139706
.8904412 .6492647 .7727941 .9191176 .8816178 .3595588 .7764706
.5536765 .5286765 .8654412 .6860295 .8191178 .6485295 .7352941
.5941176 .4757353 .8610294 .3955882 .4661765 .1845588 .6705883
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.4830883 .3610294 .5301471 .6125 .6977941 .3566176 .5544118

.2610294 .5051471 .5845589 .7029412 .4588236 .4970588 .1551471

.8683822 .6867647 .707353 .8220588 .819853 .3757353 .7904411

.5477941 .5632353 .7933824 .6941178 .7727941 .6080883 .6463236

.4095588 .4852941 .8110295 .7389706 .8014706 .9507352 .8852941

.4279412 .7404412 .6169118 .5816176 .9477941 .7632353 .919853

.7330883 .627206 .5911765 .3441177 .8735294 .5316176 .6735294
_ .642647 .3477941 .7279411 .3227942 .767647 .725 .7867648

.7875 .6558825 .3830882 .4529412 .375 .6580882 .8088235

.7367648 .5080882 .7588235 .725 .6007353 .8558824 .705147

.8625 .7316177 .7125 .7183825 .4610294 .6125 .8867647

.4301471 .7852941 .694853 .6132353 .9294118 .705147 .9029412

.65 .7433823 .7183825 .4477942 .8852941 .3191177 .675

.4058824 .5691178 .8838235 .5720588 .8691176 .7205882 .5955882

.5294118 .2316176 .8558824 .4698529 .6213235 .5169118 .5161766

.4044118 .4301471 .3551471 .5301471 .5419118 .4183824 .3411765

.6529413 .7713236 .7816176 .6823529 .807353 .6558825 .7257353

.6419118 .6632353 .6647059 .4955883 .6080883 .5705883 .594853

.3492648 .8360295 .6492647 .6279412 .4654412 .7066176 .6691177

.7911765 .6801471 .5213237 .7308824 .6551471 .5220589 .7720589

.9713235 .8558824 .6735294 .7213235 .4058824 .8029412 .8139706

.6705883 .5279413 .5492648 .3595588 .6926471 .8691176 .6338235

.7242648 .419853 .782353 .4727941 .5455883 .3036765 .519853

.6316178 .6735294 .5213237 .6654411 .5661765 .2566177
IEN 820
.7595588 .7367648 .65 .4426471 .6455883 .8316176 .7360294
.7639706 .657353 .4514706 .6338235 .6522059 .6544118 .7029412
.6764706 .6632353 .7485295 .8727941 .8882352 .7801471 .7139706
.5919118 .5573529 .5161766 .6308824 .6845588 .8448529 .6
.8183824 .6242647 .4588236 .6757353 .7110295 .6823529 .6110294 ·
.732353 .5235294 .3830882 .7264706 .7919118 .8698529 .6308824
.3139706 .8058823 .9022059 .8529411 .6389706 .7625 .5154412
.7757353 .6676471 .677206 .7816176 .6117648 .8125 .8889706
.8882352 .8742647 .9169118 .825 .3066176 .6985295 .3816177
.6779412 .6411765 .719853 .7470588 .7852941 .6264706 .5404411
.8308824 .642647 .7963236 .5875 .807353 .457353 .4058824
.6639706 .8919118 .6911765 .4110294 .7161765 .8727941 .8367647
.752206 .7485295 .5639706 .8316176 .7132353 .8058823 .8992647
.7647059 .8507353 .7860294 .8419118 .7963236 .9102941 .5610295
.5294118 .6205883 .3816177 .5602941 .7705883 .7794118 .7272059
.8220588 .5536765 .6110294 .8220588 .6080883 .7345588 .6014706
.8580882 .6220588 .5279413 .6477941 .8044118 .8529411 .6492647
.6985295 .8602941 .8433824 .5985294 .8095588 .5838236 .6352941
.8441176 .7933824 .8654412 .8669118 .7022059 .7014706 .7352941
.7147059 .4794118 .7294118 .669853 .5654412 .7772059 .6227941
.5676471 .6169118 .7691176 .6375 .6963235 .8830882 .8235295
.9080882 .8360295 .8580882 .7455883 .6779412 .6639706 .7816176
.3830882 .4654412 .642647 .6764706 .4029412 .6860295 .3397059
.3580883 .6852941 .6080883 .6705883 .7183825 .4154412 .3889706
.4360295 .45 .1632353 .7213235 .5080882 .4801471 .625
.2955883 .2352941 .2970588 .5492648 .5220589 .4794118 .6110294
.5683824 .6617648 .6301471 .6808823 .719853 .5566176 .4161765
.4786765 .7764706 .8191178 .7205882 .6161765 .7308824 .5860295
.5875 .55 .6536765 .6985295 .6683824 .8904412 .7764706 ‘
.7426471 .7808825 .7375 .4147059 .6595588 .4345588 .5029412
.5213237 .6801471 .6514706 .6029411 .6007353 .5264706 .8676471
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.6132353 .775 .7147059 .8294118 .7235294 .5235294 .6808823

.6661765 .8352941 .7514706 .7213235 .5757353 .7882353 .6625

.719853 .769853 .7507353 .7926471 .8455882 .8867647 .8183824

.8286765 .725 .4676471 .7095589 .5102941 .6154412 .6514706

.6838235 .6632353 .8470588 .6183823 .5625 .8154412 .6169118

.8036765 .677206 .8544118 .6264706 .5125 .7169118 .7845588

.7830882 .7647059 .725 .7779413 .7808825 .8352941 .8242647

.8286765 .9169118 .9139706 .8647059 .85 .8830882 .7029412

.5933825 .7367648 .580147 .7610295 .7301471 .7191176 .7558824

.8492648 .7830882 .782353 .9 .7669118 .8779412 .8463236

.9507352 .6933824 .6338235 .7933824 .8632353 .5213237 .6404412

.5970588 .6492647 .7808825 .7389706 .9264706 .7617647 .6955883

.7419118 .7463235 .6816176 .4742648 .7389706 .7536765 .4338236

.5617647 .6235295 .725 .582353 .6404412 .5529412 .6022059

.7955883 .7286765 .7830882 .7647059 .7875 .8279412 .5963235

.6794118 .6875 .4022059 .694853 .575 .6477941 .7779413

.5169118 .7272059 .705147 .8220588 .6036765 .8514706 .5264706

.2492647 .4602942 .4551471 .4080882 .6845588 .6470589 .775

.6617648 .5875 .4779412 .7058824 .4294118 .6345588 .552206

.7551471 .3382353 .1970588 .4742648 .7272059 .3911765 .5441177

.569853 .6507353 .7433823 .6514706 .6926471 .5213237 .552206

.6036765 .3801471 .725 .4279412 .6558825 .6470589 .5029412

.432353 .5205883 .6669118 .6360295 .6551471 .8154412 .5985294

.7176471 .7507353 .7985294 .819853 .6485295 .6838235 .582353

.6742648 .7426471 .7411765 .6161765 .782353 .6955883 .7735295

.6786765 .7448529 .4772059 .2845588 .5419118 .2955883 .4588236

.6558825 .632353 .7639706 .732353 .6397059 .5242647 .6779412

.5235294 .6882353 .4602942 .7801471 .4360295 .4066177 .5345588

.6551471 .8066176 .6132353 .7794118 .6522059 .8007353 .8264706

.7058824 .6617648 .5419118 .5485294 .6647059 .694853 .6676471

.9044118 .7382353 .7757353 .732353 .8352941 .8764706 .6617648

.4485294 .6367647 .694853 .7125 .4683824 .6139706 .8904412

.7448529 .8235295 .8102941 .8860294 .694853 .7933824 .7529412

.7477941 .4507354 .5875 .7544118 .4477942 .7411765 .7375

.6264706 .6845588 .7669118 .677206 .7014706 .7838236 .6161765

.8330883 .6507353 .8227941 .5794118 .6985295 .6485295 .7845588

.6919118 .9220588 .7264706 .7941176 .7588235 .919853 .4264706

.5485294 .5139707 .3455882 .6330883 .6808823 .6433824 .7720589

.7875 .5926471 .5154412 .8669118 .6397059 .7875 .5485294

.8779412 .5955882 .3977941 .5433824 .8242647 .7448529 .7404412

.7294118 .6860295 .644853 .457353 .8066176 .7375 .6477941

.5985294 .7544118 .7007353 .6022059 .7257353 .6360295 .8242647

.7963236 .6742648 .7610295 .8897059 .819853 .8529411 .752206

.814706 .6713236 .7882353 .7845588 .7963236 .8639706 .5514706

.5426471 .7154413 .3852942 .7639706 .632353 .5602941 .7330883

.794853 .644853 .6375 .8875 .739706 .8808824 .6683824

.8911764 .6227941 .5610295 .607353 .8404412 .9066176 .8477941

.8375 .8397059 .475 .7389706 .6235295 .7110295 .7514706

.707353 .8051471 .7786765 .7492647 .7477941 .8830882 .6676471

.8117647 .7904411 .8470588 .5963235 .5786765 .8705882 .819853

.8794118 .8772059 .7691176 .419853 .7080883 .5433824 .6544118

.825 .8139706 .8485294 .8102941 .7242648 .6382353 .8352941

.6316178 .8161765 .689706 .830147 .475 .4632353 .7830882

.8705882 .8625 .830147 .5257353 .6808823 .3992647 .8183824

.6602941 .8117647 .6411765 .8485294 .6419118 .5419118 .814706

.8404412 .8404412 .642647 .8014706 .5176471 .5441177 .7419118 ·
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.9147059 .6647059 .4566177 .5529412 .3904412 .6625 .6963235

.7860294 .7632353 .8286765 .6558825 .5338235 .8588236 .6647059

.7816176 .5977941 .8933824 .5367648 .382353 .6235295 .9073529

.2102941 .6830883 .4147059 .6485295 .4911765 .6198529 .4977942

.6308824 .4669118 .4470588 .6720588 .6639706 .6867647 .5977941

.5727941 .3022059 .4654412 .6727941 .7213235 .3852942 .6588235

.5705883 .5669118 .5595588 .2742647 .6551471 .5154412 .6522059

.5360294 .5933825 .4654412 .7044118 .627206 .819853 .6433824

.6933824 .4889706 .3816177 .6338235 .5088235 .4860294 .5169118

.4963236 .4992647 .6294118 .7066176 .55 .767647 .6779412

.6169118 .55 .689706 .6404412 .6419118 .5316176 .7

.4558824 .4772059 .6419118 .7022059 .802206 .4830883 .3294118

.4117648 .7639706 .5455883 .5051471 .5257353 .8308824 .4757353

.5316176 .4764706 .5022059 .7933824 .7014706 .6338235 .7132353

.7220588 .7875 .614706 .6904412 .4367647 .6139706 .7102941

.8522059 .7808825 .8110295 .7485295 .6580882 .8286765 .669853

.4897059 .5705883 .6926471 .669853 .4154412 .5058824 .8257353

.7227941 .6213235 .7154413 .5985294 .55 .632353 .627206

.5720588 .6066177 .7007353 .5176471 .4139706 .7029412 .7536765
. .6183823 .7132353 .6375 .7816176 .4669118 .6926471 .5477941

.7147059 .3345589 .2617647 .6529413 .739706 .7220588 .675

.7602941 .7154413 .757353 .6941178 .8661765 .569853 .5845589

.7808825 .8492648 .725 .6117648 .4147059 .6191176 .6213235

.7720589 .4977942 .4161765 .7867648 .7095589 .6477941 .4794118

.580147 .85 .6720588 .5691178 .6941178 .8830882 .6301471

.7786765 .9433824 .7794118 .9007353 .6985295 .6176471 .694853

.8279412 .8132353 .7029412 .6955883 .5691178 .5573529 .5816176

.7419118 .7360294 .8639706 .6161765 .6463236 .6352941 .830147

.769853 .7411765 .6992647 .8360295 .6514706 .7742647 .6036765

.7191176 .8058823 .6867647 .6125 .4330883 .6544118 .4294118

.7132353

PROC UNIVARIATE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
fl
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TITLE ’COMPARIS|ON OF RELIABILITY BY EXP - NSS - PEARSON’;
DATA NSREL;
|NPUTG$N; ·
DO |=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT; .

END;
CARDS;
EXP 32
.8480001 .901 1 .84 .225 .9770001 .942
.87 0 .198 .997 .8980001 .87 .9770001
.8850001 .993 .851 .9950001 .707 .943 .8020001
.966 .956 1 .9960001 .997 .984 .997

-.8660001 .324 .8940001 .904(XD1
INEXP 41
.9270001 .8160001 1 .34 .8250001 .897 .426
.8290001 .577 .9040001 .9910001 .9270001 -1 .674
.8160001 .845 .577 .8980001 .943 .9500001 .8710001
.9040001 .9670001 .8670001 0 .573 .8520001 .9300001
.548 .7330001 .7510(ß1 .9910001 .952 .205 0
.707 .688 .279 1 .333 .302

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G:
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//

. /*
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TITLE 'COMPARISION OF RELIABILITY BY EXP - NSs · SPEARMAN’;
DATA NSREL2
INPUTGSN:
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @2
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
EXP 32
.8 .8 1 .948(XI]1 .258 .8160001 .942
.8160001 -.4 .333 1 .9480001 .7370001 .9480001
.8 .948(D01 .777 .942 .6 .9480001 .8330001
1 .8 1 1 .8940001 .9480001 1

-.8330001 .5 1 .942
INEXP 41
.9480001 .942 1 .105 .8 .8 .5
.316 .577 .942 1 .8160001 -1 .4

. .8160001 .9480001 .577 .9480001 .9480001 .888 .5
.942 .8 .8 0 .5 .8330001 .6
.737(l)01 .7370001 .632 .942 1 .2 0
.5 .707 .316 1 .333 .4

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE ’COMPARIS|ON OF SELF·|NSIGHTS BY EXP - NSS - PEARSON';
DATA NSSELF;
INPUTG$N;
DO I=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
EXP 32

I

.822 .745 .938 .897 .9360001 .9870001 .245

.9270001 .8760001 .79 .933 .9690001 .873 .7700001

.454 .863 .8790001 .952 .585 4.200001E-02 .539

.6620001 .9810001 .9310001 .8250001 .929 .527 .9

.62 .622 .8890(X)1 .906
INEXP 41
.919 .401 .837 .674 .9170001 .493 .877
.688 .965 .923 .188 .827 .9250001 .9770001
.8660001 .901 .911 .957 .7130001 .6170001 .231
.7920001 .8990001 .8610001 -.154 .872 .725 .586
.993 .966 .643 .657 .9360001 .636 .942

-.026 .776 .9710001 .6790001 .9590001 .9410001

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
ll
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TITLE ’COMPARISION OF SELF-INSIGHTS BY EXP · NSs - SPEARMAN’;
DATA NSSELF;
INPUT G $ N; °
DO I=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
EXP 32
.9210001 .5 .79 .8940001 1 .9210001 .344 ‘
.974 .666 .892 .9730001 .9480001 .974 .7370001
.5 .666 .432 .892 .3 -5.700001E~02 .405‘ .9170001 .9 .648 .872 .763 .459 .974
.573 .526 .7370001 .54

INEXP 41
.916 .486 .9170001 .8110001 .8200001 .579 1
.888 .7000001 .8940001 .263 .79 .763 .9210001
.974 .7370001 .9730001 .974 .7180001 .564 .223
.6 1 .8020001 .078 .73 .8110001 .527
.763 1 .9480001 .458 .359 .27 .9480001
0 .289 .974 .648 .872 .8020001

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G; l
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
/" '
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TITLE ’COMPAR|S|ON OF EXP VS INEXP CASS CONSENSUS - PEARSON’;
DATA NS; °
INPUT GS N;
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;
END;

CARDS;
IEX 288
.6569943 .7827518 .4357124 .7625588 .7571975 .5618648 .665676 .7296718
.7683228 .5140787 .7596401 .65752 .7382946 .6513231 .6503048 .6192146
.6944538 .787659 .6585111 .5817901 .5138549 .7684963 .6881999 .6970479
.6097651 .5536933 .6070008 .6109012 .5961329 .696124 .5117801 .6169559
.7041529 .4535599 .6696359 .6110948 .634445 .5242612 .5256715 .7099142
.540882 .2827053 .337127 .534881 .3559917 .5418068 .8077108 .6379103
.5606708 .843096 .5230348 .7726704 .5566848 .936707 .8271236 .7466605
.7363365 .5359045 .7828142 .6661628 .8078246 .8396314 .5667893 .6166325
.8377505 .6538035 .435674 .5994087 .7303188 .6812373 .605683 .3346422
.542295 .5540272 .3318926 .3571511 .5934045 .5789645 .4904298 .4865213
.5799218 .4698679 .3203301 .4358226 .4100658 .386801 .7875282 .7161671
.8552154 .4674337 .820351 .7744152 .8433662 .9128022 .675766 .8741838
.7292453 .9498334 .8198275 .8390758 .9203709 .7357843 .8144835 .9234582
.8624139 .777825 .684582 .481052 .7068292 .690048 .6499237 .658495
.6392341 .7392645 .9221858 .7570716 .8615059 .7234206 .7012241 .7148477
.7455973 .787441 .7595106 .7946686 .5878855 .6413026 .8375841 .5468266
.5399406 .6342893 .7679342 .8319547 .7180001 .6493136 .7739013 .7037528
.677914 .7288767 .6337654 .5816746 .5315782 .8203971 .8326928 .8481779

. .7565251 .7085166 .8794934 .607326 .8980282 .700348 .8657078 .9388456
.6811402 .7614086 .8441585 .7126296 .3436345 .4742838 .4753899 .2428452
.5317748 .5205937 .5329236 .3135777 .3053843 .5944446 .3825427 .2482478 ‘
.1391971 .3213107 .388819 .6851873 .772425 .7782008 .7629026 .7049218
.575(X'J63 .8278755 .7224095 .8675417 .8751821 .7650373 .7929916 .9363262
.6512315 .6684844 .5918258 .6621421 .8357456 .6943265 .8059078 .6336676
.7852726 .7809676 .5899075 .7163502 .7055112 .5886398 .8574161 .6784929
.786814 .5162856 .8330631 .6971556 .8346085 .8302309 .5085443 .655271
.8769189 .6462195 .5584766 .7632046 .5900942 .8718583 .6975176 .7619333
.8438382 .7315093 .8160843 .9204816 .7998708 .682253 .5936919 .631282
.6196886 .7391029 .7172668 .513093 .5862143 .706777 .5317933 .6619406
.8851251 .7421063 .7098533 .8774208 .6292026 .6927929 .7928096 .807516
.6605073 .724457 .7188961 .6138055 .7274205 .7249087 .6593078 .7182201
.8362126 .7988925 .9658659 .7137906 .8464985 .9162764 .8018325 .6535052
.7607059 .5845213 .7075 .813412 .7529545 .8246132 .7116156 .7935016
.8641139 .633204 .7536618 .8111763 .9076832 .7985936 .8583221 .7581845
.8144075 .8572211 .7474203 .7791865

EX 136
.8500291 .5298338 .675201 .7703412 .8524059 .6977701 .8647594 .8402321
.8675428 .571662 .3784475 .7018521 .7597715 .8672251 .8303937 .707161
.5560378 .6151206 .6435975 .7189915 .7872815 .8195996 .7508666 .7508061
.5819198 .2471298 .6373824 .7823765 .795437 .779311 .7118543 .7928716
.7611215 .752942 .6220658 .552525 .5771933 .3779941 .7585666 .4894994
.513947 .5989667 .6445588 .6884121 .5861146 .7894908 .8513267 .7247047
.6794226 .718485 .6340989 .7484523 .5712783 .6918337 .7165279 .7992692
.7595205 .6862155 .8120913 .5150429 .6687486 .8578436 .6781128 .5500191
.4382922 .6052317 .592251 .7539257 .7094835 .5527425 .695958 .7966375
.7625069 .766797 .6940252 .6337653 .8169473 .8360921 .9245593 .8619805 ‘
.6270983 .5706646 .5501705 .6638446 .6781107 .4421161 .6680451 .7585048
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.7745576 .8227285 .7265799 .7318795 .723033 .5583583 .4785694 .6138936

.7643918 .7378941 .7698411 .6571071 .8242586 .375334 .2921504 .484515

.5250941 .781167 .6100541 .7191758 .3580288 .4014042 .5156705 .6135617

.8449108 .6886615 .6376511 .3064874 .676749 .707307 .6576867 .7990547

.5630225 .5732493 .5867626 .569037 .5593073 .3271357 .8890115 .8042426

.828m41 .4211915 .8583044 .8491108 .5511696 .827517 .6906941 .6756455

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
II
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TITLE ’COMPARIS|ON OF EXP VS INEXP CASS CONSENSUS - SPEARMAN’;
DATA NS;
INPUT G$ N:
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUE
ENIX

~ CARD&
IEX 288
.5544118 .7345588 .4264706 .7455883 .7132353 .5419118 .7102941
.6264706 .8389706 .6919118 .7213235 .5676471 .7654412 .6911765
.4772059 .6875 .6911765 .7786765 .7419118 .5294118 .5830883
.7382353 .5220589 .6308824 .6154412 .4882353 .5433824 .6558825
.5308825 .7169118 .5029412 .6625 .6132353 .3507353 .6610294
.5102941 .5860295 .5022059 .4772059 .6154412 .5183824 .1514706
.3683823 .4375 .1257353 .5926471 .7757353 .6419118 .564706
.8661765 .4875 .8029412 .694853 .9308822 .7720589 .707353
.7352941 .4507354 .7647059 .7125 .8080883 .8705882 .4772059
.7154413 .794853 .5257353 .544853 .6330883 .6757353 .6617648
.6735294 .3919118 .6566176 .6257353 .4455883 .3705883 .5588235
.5838236 .5882353 .5772059 .5830883 .45 .2352941 .4345588
.4169118 .3816177 .8536764 .7617647 .9 .5044118 .8404412
.9227941 .8455882 .8941176 .6816176 .9 .7007353 .9632353
.8161765 .8426471 .9007353 .6779412 .8514706 .9007353 .8522059
.8661765 .7147059 .4904412 .7360294 .892647 .6970588 .7014706
.6492647 .7639706 .8889706 .8985294 .8264706 .7404412 .7272059
.6455883 .807353 .7838236 .7066176 .6911765 .6117648 .6220588
.8705882 .5588235 .6279412 .6794118 .7227941 .9397059 .7867648
.6926471 .6970588 .6529413 .6257353 .732353 .6183823 .6220588
.5404411 .8419118 .7904411 .8977941 .8588236 .614706 .8816178
.5360294 .8772059 .7080883 .8279412 .9205882 .6683824 .7625
.8661765 .75 .4080882 .582353 .45 .2404412 .5139707

”

.4808824 .532353 .3860294 .357353 .5492648 .3647059 .1882353

.2066177 .2867648 .1963235 .7507353 .7904411 .807353 .775

.732353 .5669118 .8286765 .6588235 .8845588 .9235294 .7919118

.8426471 .9301471 .6691177 .7889706 .8066176 .7602941 .832353

.8389706 .9191176 .8176471 .8264706 .7838236 .594853 .8183824

.8051471 .7544118 .8330883 .6580882 .8154412 .4580882 .8397059

.7367648 .8227941 .8713235 .444853 .7367648 .8661765 .5970588

.582353 .7705883 .5705883 .8757353 .7095589 .8352941 .8617648

.7367648 .9161764 .8970589 .8352941 .6808823 .6007353 .6595588

.632353 .7286765 .7433823 .5176471 .7022059 .6808823 .4654412

.5669118 .8955882 .7661765 .6889706 .8808824 .5713235 .7389706

.7838236 .7963236 .7308824 .6375 .6404412 .5330882 .6044118

.7176471 .5808824 .5566176 .8757353 .7992648 .9110294 .6801471

.8786765 .9102941 .857353 .6544118 .7632353 .4772059 .7095589

.7588235 .7764706 .8117647 .6205883 .8382353 .8441176 .5852941

.7022059 .8441176 .9330882 .7617647 .7882353 .7264706 .7691176

.8816178 .775 .7551471
EX 136
.8963236 .4683824 .7191176 .6301471 .814706 .632353 .8955882
.832353 .830147 .6529413 .4220588 .7147059 .7808825 .8727941 -
.794853 .7955883 .5264706 .6463236 .5338235 .7213235 .7786765
.8904412 .7786765 .8352941 .6411765 .4183824 .6529413 .8102941
.8191178 .8352941 .8257353 .794853 .7514706 .7294118 .5727941
.5 .5617647 .3639706 .7448529 .4926471 .3904412 .5176471
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.6316178 .544853 .5632353 .7838236 .8316176 .7022059 .6742648

.7970588 .6154412 .7963236 .5264706 .6205883 .6610294 .7852941

.6985295 .7154413 .7389706 .3779412 .5382353 .7036765 .4772059

.6066177 .5352941 .5713235 .5338235 .6801471 .6095588 .4470588

.6602941 .7654412 .7566178 .7389706 .6919118 .6727941 .7316177

.8154412 .9308822 .8066176 .6544118 .5941176 .5345588 .6720588

.7029412 .3977941 .6110294 .7389706 .7588235 .7588235 .6764706

.8345589 .8257353 .5845589 .5419118 .632353 .8117647 .752206

.757353 .7566178 .8441176 .4933824 .5014707 .5382353 .5852941

.7308824 .6507353 .8058823 .3426471 .5411765 .5117647 .6558825

.7463235 .7080883 .7691176 .3764706 .7272059 .6933824 .7176471

.7742647 .5830883 .5705883 .5867647 .5772059 .5727941 .2661765

.8507353 .807353 .8647059 .4242648 .8830882 .8588236 .5566176

.8463236 .6904412 .6213235

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE2
//
/l
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TITLE ’COMPARISION OF RELIABILITY SCORES BY EXP - CASs · PEARSON';
DATA SPREL;
INPUT G $ N: ‘
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
EXP 17
.258 .6120001 -.333 .942 -.577 0 .947
.9040(D1 .8750001 1 .9900001 .9710001 .809 .9830001
.8160001 .966 .9040001INEX 24 ·
.61 1 .9480001 .993 .14 .9590001 .058
.292 .989 .841 .9820001 .962 .8570001 .9910001
.976(X)01 .993 .9480001 .738 .9540001 .721 .9530001
.9900001 .924 .943

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
/l
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TITLE ’COMPARISION OF RELIABILITY BY EXP - CASS - SPEARMAN’;
DATA SPREL: ”
INPUT G S N:
DO I=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT2

END; ”

CARDS}
EXP 17
.258 .632 -.333 1 -.577 0 1
.942 .8 1 1 .9480(X)1 .8 1
.942 .9480001 .942

INEXP 24
.7370001 1 .8940001 .8160001 .5 1 .333
.258 1 .6 .888 .942 .8 1
.9480001 1 .9480001 .5 .9480(D1 .8 .8
.9480001 .888 .9480001

PROC UNIVARIATE: VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE 'COMPARISION OF SELF-INSIGHTS BY EXP - CASS - PEARSON’;
DATA SPSELF;
INPUT G $ N;
DO |=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
EXP 17
.84 .6770001 .994 .675 .993 .914 .204
.607 .726 .8480(D1 .9440(I)1 0 .8440001 .9360001
.6720001 .38 .71

INEXP 24
.401 .9250001 .707 .9799999 .9680001 .111 .989

-.333 .7130001 .809 .96 .37 .799 .9760001
.818 .8750001 .561 .966 .9990001 .9799999 .9199999
.9630001 .985 .8240001

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE ’COMPAR|SION OF SELF·INS|GHTS BY EXP - CASS - SPEARMAN';
DATA SPSELF;
INPUTGSN:
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS; ·
EXP 17
.916 .688 .9170001 .763 .9170001 .648 .229 ·
.583 .763 .666 .883 0 .9 .9210001
.8150001 .176 .63

INEXP 24
.316 .865 .7180001 .8940001 .9480001 .316 .9480001

-.25 .666 .7000001 .9210001 .324 .289 .9480001
.974 .974 .394 .573 .8940001 .763 .9170001
.9170001 .9170001 .892

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[Q
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options Is = 80;
title ’comparision between tirms consensus - NSs - pearson’;
data frm;
input g S n;
do i=1 to n;
input response @ @;
output;
end;

cards;
B 78
0.697 0.711 0.732 0.616 0.592 0.574 0.590 0.472 0.479 0.657
0.762 0.693 0.812 0.773 0.633 0.695 0.766 0.612 0.718 0.823
0.492 0.887 0.600 0.931 0.816 0.639 0.698 0.610 0.726 0.467
0.639 0.854 0.853 0.685 0.682 0.618 0.676 0.733 0.496 0.690
0.809 0.729 0.405 0.588 0.440 0.520 0.318 0.562 0.701 0.852
0.625 0.707 0.751 0.644 0.582 0.572 0.402 0.623 0.697 0.721
0.556 0.772 0.625 0.813 0.590 0.834 0.731 0.480 0.707 0.612
0.717 0.390 0.665 0.614 0.416 0.242 0.669 0.664
C 66
0.760 0.766 0.728 0.644 0.681 0.387 0.875 0.814 0.713 0.748
0.644 0.837 0.694 0.829 0.853 0.654 0.646 0.894 0.888 0.582
0.723 0.790 0.836 0.785 0.526 0.543 0.816 0.732 0.558 0.652t 0.585 0.674 0.609 0.551 0.784 0.700 0.642 0.546 0.841 0.623
0.547 0.784 0.701 0.564 0.710 0.707 0.713 0.837 0.871 0.690
0.803 0.501 0.752 0.691 0.618 0.586 0.743 0.695 0.834 0.713
0.922 0.796 0.824 0.714 0.861 0.744
D 28
0.793 0.378 0.443 0.540 0.634 0.304 0.343 0.371 0.479 0.589
0.604 0.529 0.514 0.598 0.501 0.642 0.576 0.378 0.510 0.787
0.809 0.567 0.516 0.606 0.460 0.569 0.476 0.748
E 3
0.827 0.831 0.748
F 45
0.818 0.696 0.829 0.725 0.713 0.464 0.851 0.796 0.695 0.865
0.800 0.856 0.669 0.847 0.615 0.905 0.862 0.875 0.824 0.711
0.776 0.763 0.868 0.805 0.819 0.684 0.782 0.756 0.891 0.845
0.761 0.741 0.817 0.822 0.866 0.574 0.695 0.687 0.646 0.595
0.829 0.731 0.591 0.673 0.876
G 136
0.796 0.704 0.789 0.808 0.862 0.515 0.647 0.653 0.617 0.702
0.702 0.913 0.778 0.475 0.761 0.734 0.585 0.496 0.659 0.753
0.621 0.694 0.516 0.521 0.606 0.444 0.697 0.764 0.363 0.576
0.718 0.646 0.847 0.756 0.431 0.699 0.776 0.505 0.782 0.536
0.858 0.654 0.396 0.744 0.795 0.667 0.725 0.598 0.584 0.738
0.743 0.467 0.834 0.780 0.491 0.685 0.582 0.680 0.864 0.477
0.707 0.688 0.463 0.871 0.598 0.918 0.778 0.333 0.792 0.717
0.549 0.567 0.757 0.613 0.715 0.689 0.885 0.858 0.495 0.794
0.795 0.734 0.658 0.606 0.289 0.333 0.446 0.559 0.665 0.456
0.536 0.568 0.330 0.567 0.363 0.713 0.573 0.354 0.590 0.577
0.846 0.522 0.604 0.701 0.628 0.835 0.597 0.629 0.316 0.682
0.505 0.476 0.904 0.354 0.583 0.434 0.786 0.670 0.115 0.809
0.673 0.698 0.552 0.567 0.539 0.719 0.774 0.393 0.781 0.763
0.442 0.795 0.720 0.307 0.386 0.695 ‘
H 45
0.757 0.837 0.726 0.906 0.810 0.852 0.606 0.792 0.689 0.673
0.482 0.787 0.622 0.609 0.551 0.653 0.417 0.595 0.663 0.738 ·
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0.695 0.680 0.621 0.407 0.802 0.839 0.718 0.516 0.808 0.776
0.792 0.774 0.528 0.804 0.782 0.756 0.457 0.852 0.637 0.431
0.826 0.704 0.596 0.430 0.698

proc univariate; by g;
DTOC npar1way; ClaS$ Q; Vaf |'€$pO¤S€;
//
[I
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options Is = 80;
title ’comparision between lirms - non—speciaIists · pearson’;
data frm;
input g $ n;
do i=1 to n;
input response @ @;
output;
end;

cards;
B 78
0.718 0.700 0.766 0.567 0.594 0.519 0.488 0.402 0.547 0.598
0.782 0.697 0.669 0.666 0.545 0.654 0.654 0.563 0.688 0.847
0.434 0.881 0.617 0.875 0.861 0.600 0.710 0.574 0.560 0.396
0.770 0.783 0.941 0.663 0.711 0.593 0.771 0.724 0.703 0.596
0.467 0.872 0.714 0.799 0.425 0.523 0.256 0.404 0.277 0.494
0.622 0.869 0.602 0.732 0.759 0.652 0.482 0.534 0.515 0.539
0.726 0.656 0.547 0.743 0.614 0.682 0.504 0.614 0.607 0.415
0.747 0.426 0.648 0.234 0.666 0.552 0.408 0.337
C 66
0.734 0.801 0.683 0.608 0.645 0.442 0.866 0.723 0.629 0.686
0.532 0.873 0.697 0.843 0.879 0.650 0.595 0.836 0.891 0.519
0.716 0.806 0.818 0.769 0.606 0.591 0.830 0.827 0.635 0.603
0.550 0.621 0.648 0.514 0.723 0.750 0.592 0.467 0.860 0.699
0.635 0.509 0.808 0.783 0.535 0.685 0.767 0.698 0.862 0.940
0.763 0.854 0.571 0.820 0.809 0.694 0.648 0.694 0.617 0.842
0.655 0.918 0.722 0.759 0.726 0.827
D 28
0.774 0.299 0.445 0.482 0.610 0.285 0.405 0.346 0.526 0.643t 0.552 0.559 0.549 0.616 0.327 0.603 0.481 0.454 0.607 0.753
0.805 0.569 0.501 0.688 0.431 0.515 0.455 0.777
E 3
0.775 0.810 0.827
F 45
0.863 0.726 0.662 0.864 0.680 0.692 0.356 0.817 0.816 0.858
0.868 0.903 0.733 0.790 0.624 0.949 0.882 0.877 0.874 0.795
0.724 0.766 0.845 0.794 0.858 0.693 0.800 0.826 0.873 0.847
0.709 0.675 0.654 0.862 0.947 0.515 0.672 0.671 0.640 0.508
0.801 0.727 0.572 0.555 0.885
G 136
0.895 0.692 0.758 0.912 0.878 0.609 0.669 0.699 0.650 0.745
0.547 0.903 0.820 0.511 0.760 0.761 0.532 0.482 0.759 0.791
0.662 0.566 0.495 0.611 0.614 0.383 0.713 0.796 0.386 0.520
0.723 0.695 0.745 0.727 0.414 0.616 0.756 0.497 0.646 0.436
0.819 0.627 0.438 0.591 0.815 0.773 0.644 0.574 0.672 0.782
0.649 0.497 0.683 0.793 0.488 0.794 0.650 0.669 0.860 0.462
0.595 0.615 0.471 0.746 0.485 0.944 0.764 0.343 0.733 0.775
0.462 0.431 0.742 0.571 0.738 0.547 0.886 0.827 0.440 0.718
0.817 0.833 0.503 0.574 0.299 0.288 0.450 0.487 0.569 0.414
0.561 0.500 0.383 0.467 0.225 0.615 0.521 0.401 0.602 0.564
0.809 0.503 0.628 0.683 0.587 0.813 0.576 0.633 0.364 0.712
0.479 0.486 0.892 0.326 0.572 0.381 0.751 0.687 0.161 0.768 . .

. 0.654 0.515 0.378 0.653 0.508 0.661 0.744 0.373 0.751 0.803
0.386 0.760 0.730 0.359 0.418 0.613
H 45
0.805 0.843 0.737 0.856 0.789 0.851 0.588 0.851 0.671 0.738
0.591 0.841 0.637 0.695 0.566 0.685 0.498 0.629 0.659 0.783
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0.662 0.567 0.697 0.379 0.772 0.826 0.702 0.568 0.809 0.810 ‘
0.754 0.736 0.407 0.724 0.723 0.699 0.388 0.754 0.603 0.414
0.910 0.666 0.559 0.372 0.764

proc univariate; by g;
proc npar1way; class g; var response;
//

. /'
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TITLE ’COMPARIS|ON OF NS FIRMS RELIABILITY - PEARSON’;
DATA NSFRREL;
INPUT G $ N;
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
B 13

1 .8250(D1 .577 .8980001 .8980(X)1 .943 .8670001
.993 .851 .9960001 -.86601131 .707 .688

C 12
.9910001 .9500001 .573 .707 .984 .997 .9910001
.952 1 .8940001 .9040001 .333

D8
.9270(IJ1 -1 .8710001 .943 .8520001 .8020031 .205
.302

E3
.674 .9040001 .9300001

F 10
.8480001 .9270001 .87 .8160001 0 .9770001 .9670001
.966 .956 .548

G 17 '
.897 .84 .426 .225 .9770001 .942 .8290001
.577 .9040001 .87 0 .9950001 .7330001 .997
.751®01 .324 .279 ‘

H 10
.901 .8160001 1 .34 .845 .198 .997
.885®01 1 0 ·

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE ’COMPARIS|ON OF NS FIRM RELIABILITY - SPEARMAN';
DATA RESP;
INPUT G S N; I
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
B 13
1 .8 .577 .9480001 .9480001 .9480001 .8
.9480CX)1 .777 1-.8330001 .5 .707

C 12
1 .888 .5 .6 .9480001 1 _.942
1 1 1 .942 .333

D8
.8160001-1 .5 .9480001 .8330001 .8330001 .2
.4

E3
.4 .942 .6

F 10
.8 .9480001 .8160001 .8160001 -.4 .9480001 .8
1 .8 .737(Iß1

' G 17
.8 .9480001 .5 .258 .8160001 .942 .316
.577 .942 .7370001 0 .942 .7370001 .8940001
.632 .5 .316

H 10
.8 .942 1 .105 .9480001 .333 1
.8 1 0

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
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TITLE 'COMPARISION OF NS FIRM SELF-INSIGHTS — PEARSON’;
DATA RESP;
INPUTGSN; ~
DO I=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT; .

END;
CARDS;
B 13
.938 .9170001 .911 .9690001 .957 .7130001 .8610001
.863 .8790001 .8250001 .62 -.026 .776

C 12
.188 .6170001 .872 .585 .527 .9 .657
.936(X)01 .8790001 .8890001 .906 .9590001

D 8
.827 .9250001 .231 4.200001E-02 .725 .539 .636
.9410001

E 3
.977G)01 .7920(X)1 .586

F 10
.822 .919 .9270001 .866(XD1 .8760001 .7700001 .8990001
.6620001 .981®01 .993

G 17
.493 .897 .877 .9360001 .9870001 .245 .688
.965 .923 .873 ·.154 .952 .966 .929
.643 .622 .9710001

H 10
.745 .401 .837 .674 .901 .79 .933
.454 .9310001 .942

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE ’COMPARIS|ON OF NS FIRM SELF-INSIGHTS - SPEARMAN’;
DATA RESP;
INPUT G $ N;
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT2

END;
CARDS;
B 13
.79 .820(1)1 .973 .9480001 .974 .7180001 .8020001
.666 .432 .872 .573 0 .289

C 12
.263 .564 .730 .300 .459 .974 .458
.359 .648 .737 .540 .872

D 8
.790 .763 .223 -5.7(I)001E-02 .811 .405 .270
.802

E3
.9210001 .6 .527

F 10
.921 .916 .974 .974 .666 .7370001 1
.917(I)01 .9 .763

G 17
.579 .894 1 1 .9210001 .244 .888
.700 .894 .974.078 .892 1 .763
.948 .526 .974

H 10
.5 .486 .917 .811 .737 .892 .973
.5 .648 .948

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE:
//
[I
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OPTIONS LS=80:
TITLE 'COMPARISION BETWEEN FIRMS · SPECIALISTS - PEARSON’;
DATA FRM;
INPUT G $ N:
DC)|==1 TC)I¤;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT:
ENEM

CARDS;
‘

A 210
.6684844 .5918258 .6621421 .8357456 .6943265 .7215721 .7130828
.8059078 .6336676 .7852726 .6875913 .7497811 .7809676 .5899075
.7163502 .7055112 .7397443 .7482595 .5886398 .4870083 .8574161
.6784929 .786814 .5162856 .6804855 .4815285 .8330631 .6971556
.8346085 .7762938 .8408731 .8302309 .5085443 .655271 .8769189
.9193261 .8539112 .6462195 .7071193 .5584766 .7632046 .5900942
.5578369 .3141407 .8718583 .6975176 .7619333 .7249271 .760779
.8438382 .7315093 .8160843 .9204816 .870393 .7948341 .7998708
.6365188 .682253 .5936919 .7902946 .6027721 .631282 .6196886
.7391029 .6870467 .7418691 .7172668 .513093 .5862143 .706777
.7336345 .7601303 .5317933 .6853253 .6619406 .6730434 .648607
.8851251 .7421063 .7098533 .7935123 .8389927 .8774208 .6292026
.6927929 .7928096 .877679 .7850081 .807516 .5065245 .6357048
.4741912 .6605073 .724457 .7188961 .6402375 .5735058 .6138055
.7274205 .7249087 .6593078 .6552396 .788191 .7182201 .5480908
.3064874 .5594842 .4123965 .7941589 .676749 .707307 .5912806
.4611373 .5952273 .620783 .6576867 .7990547 .3693665 .5630225
.6263345 .6272173 .5287648 .5732493 .5867626 .6569667 .4093166
.3953741 .4925528 .569037 .5593073 .5833447 .3271357 .8362126”
.7988925 .7619157 .8057131 .9658659 .7137906 .8464985 .9162764
.9335867 .7719231 .8018325 .6540338 .6535052 .681432 .6844946
.7607059 .5845213 .7075 .813412 .8861812 .7028116 .7529545
.6024153 .7684558 .80196 .8246132 .7116156 .7935016 .8641139
.7950834 .9243189 .633204 .7212595 .8890115 .7937813 .7250581
.7689286 .7509313 .8042426 .8280041 .739948 .4211915 .8557129
.724121 .7032155 .8310502 .8583044 .8491108 .6768273 .5511696
.7536618 .8111763 .9076832 .8955814 .784144 .7985936 .69484
.8583221 .7581845 .6005501 .7243887 .8144075 .440409 .8572211
.7613458 .7427143 .7474203 .5308698 .9138145 .8682136 .7791865
.7867538 .827517 .7407574 .6906941 .7395203 .6756455 .4371751

B 21
.8350601 .593998 .7894908 .8513267 .73417 .7247047 .7875282
.8334428 .9215758 .7161671 .6949904 .7081235 .8818755 .777825
.5809653 .8120913 .7200528 .5150429 .834932 .695958 .4761153

E 10
.6569943 .7827518 .685843 .665676 .6970479 .5103282 .5961329
.6464696 .843096 .7328438

F 6
.605683 .3346422 .4154189 .3436345 .2477089 .6622491

G 6
.8500291 .5298338 .8675428 .5560378 .7508061 .3779941

PROC UNIVARIATE; BYG;PROC
NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;

//
[I
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OPNONSLS=8&
TITLE ’COMPAR|S|ON BETWEEN FIRMS - SPECIALISTS - SPEARMAN’;
DATA FRM;

‘
INPUT G S N;
DC)I==1 TC>|9;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;
END;

CARD&A 210 ·
.7889706 .8066176 .7602941 .832353 .8389706 .7352941 .757353
.9191176 .8176471 .8264706 .7889706 .7404412 .7838236 .594853‘ .8183824 .8051471 .8676471 .8375 .7544118 .5580883 .8330883
.6580882 .8154412 .4580882 .719853 .4742648 .8397059 .7367648
.8227941 .7639706 .819853 .8713235 .444853 .7367648 .8661765
.9301471 .8544118 .5970588 .7176471 .582353 .7705883 .5705883
.594853 .4477942 .8757353 .7095589 .8352941 .8176471 .7661765
.8617648 .7367648 .9161764 .8970589 .8507353 .8080883 .8352941
.6051471 .6808823 .6007353 .8264706 .6029411 .6595588 .632353
.7286765 .7257353 .7191176 .7433823 .5176471 .7022059 .6808823
.7647059 .7264706 .4654412 .6294118 .5669118 .6529413 .6779412
.8955882 .7661765 .6889706 .7316177 .8095588 .8808824 .5713235
.7389706 .7838236 .8911764 .7345588 .7963236 .519853 .6463236

l

.5470588 .7308824 .6375 .6404412 .5992648 .4779412 .5330882

.6044118 .7176471 .5808824 .6058824 .677206 .5566176 .4595589

.3764706 .614706 .4352942 .8117647 .7272059 .6933824 .6808823 '

.4522059 .6830883 .6139706 .7176471 .7742647 .3044118 .5830883

.6911765 .6933824 .4742648 .5705883 .5867647 .5632353 .4477942
I .4669118 .5316176 .5772059 .5727941 .6985295 .2661765 .8757353

.7992648 .7602941 .8044118 .9110294 .6801471 .8786765 .9102941

.9227941 .8308824 .857353 .6595588 .6544118 .6625 .6632353

.7632353 .4772059 .7095589 .7588235 .8639706 .6757353 .7764706

.5963235 .8191178 .7904411 .8117647 .6205883 .8382353 .8441176

.8213235 .9154411 .5852941 .6125 .8507353 .7463235 .7301471

.8117647 .7345588 .807353 .8647059 .7161765 .4242648 .8727941

.7213235 .7433823 .8125 .8830882 .8588236 .6808823 .5566176

.7022059 .8441178 .9330882 .919853 .8169118 .7617647 .7867648

.7882353 .7264706 .5713235 .6977941 .7691176 .4602942 .8816178

.8257353 .8095588 .775 .6404412 .8786765 .8794118 .7551471 °

.7955883 .8463236 .7220588 .6904412 .627206 .6213235 .3786765
B 21 ·
.8257353 .6257353 .7838236 .8316176 .6823529 .7022059 .8536764
.8088235 .9183824 .7617647 .6205883 .6970588 .8977941 .8661765
.5294118 .7389706 .8360295 .3779412 .802206 .6602941 .4051471

E 10
.5544118 .7345588 .7220588 .7102941 .6308824 .4345588 .5308825
.6551471 .8661765 .7654412

F 6
.6735294 .3919118 .5007353 .4080882 .307353 .7720589

G 6
.8963236 .4683824 .830147 .5264706 .8352941 .3639706

PROC UNIVARIATE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE ’COMPARISION OF CAS FIRM RELIABILITY - PEARSON’;
DATA RESP; ‘
INPUT G $ N:
DO I=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END; °
CARDS;
A 21
.258 .9480001 .14
.959(X)01 .058 .841 .947 .9040001 .9820001 .962
.9710001 .809 .8570001 .9830001 .9910001 .9760001 .9540001
.721 .966 .9530001 .9900001 _

B 7
.6120001 .875(X)01 .993 .8160001 .924 .9040001 .943

E 5
.61 0 .993 .9480001 .738

F 4
1 .292 .989 .9900001

G 4
-.333 .942 -.577 1

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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TITLE ’COMPAR|SION OF CAS FIRM RELIABILITY - SPEARMAN’;
DATA RESP;
INPUT G $ N:
DO I=1 TO N:
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS}
A 21
.258 .8940001 .5 1 .333 .6 1
.942 .888 .942 .9480001 .8 .8 1
1 .9480001 .9480001 .8 .9480001 .8 .9480001

B 7
.632 .8 1 .942 .888 .942 .9480001

E 5
.7370001 0 .8160001 .9480001 .5

F 4
1 .258 1 1

G 4
~.333 1 ·.577 1

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
ll
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TITLE ’COMPAR|SlON OF CAS FIRM SELF-INSIGHT · PEARSON';
DATA RESP:

· INPUT G $ N:
DO I=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @I
OUTPUT;

END;
CARDS;
A 21
.84 .707 .9680001 ·
.111 .989 .809 .204 .607 .96 .37
0 .8440001 .799 .9360001 .9760001 .818 .9990001
.9799999 .38 .9199999 .9630001

B 7
.6770001 .726 .8750001 .6720001 .985 .71 .8240001

E 5
.401 .914 .9799999 .561 .966

F 4
.9250001 -.333 .7130001 .9440001

G 4 '
.994 .675 .993 .8480001

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
”

PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[C
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TITLE 'COMPARISION OF CAS FIRM SELF·|NSIGHT - SPEARMAN';
DATA RESP;
INPUT G S N; —
DO |=1 TO N;
INPUT RESPONSE @ @;
OUTPUT; .

END;
CARDS}
A 21
.916 .718(XJ01 .9480001 .316 .9480001 .7000001 .229
.583 .9210001 .324 0 .9 .289 .9210001
.9480001 .974 .8940001 .763 .176 .9170001 .9170001

B 7 ·
.688 .763 .974 .8150001 .9170001 .63 .892

E 5
.316 .648 .8940001 .394 .573

F 4
.865 -.25 .666 .883

G 4
.9170001 .763 .9170001 .666

PROC UNIVARIATE; VAR RESPONSE; BY G;
PROC NPAR1WAY; CLASS G; VAR RESPONSE;
//
[I
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